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ABSTRACT

WHAT IS THE SPIRIT SAYING TO THE CHURCHES?
TOWARD A CONTEMPORARY ECUMENICAL PNEUMATOLOGY

By
Eric William Hendry
May 2011

Dissertation Director: Radu Bordeianu, Ph.D.
There is a clearly articulated body of teachings and similarity of experiences
within contemporary ecumenical Pneumatology that has been, to a large degree,
neglected within the ongoing renewal of the Roman Catholic Church since the Second
Vatican Council. In my research, I have come to explore the role of Léon-Joseph
Cardinal Suenens – a key progressive leader at the Council – and his promotion of both
charisms and the charismatic dimensions of contemporary ecclesial life. Suenens
surrounded himself with some of the most talented periti at the Council, whom he
continually called upon in order to articulate a theology of charisms following Vatican II.
Hans Küng, the ghostwriter of Suenens‟ conciliar speech, continued to advocate the
charisms of each baptized individual, and the specific calling to use these gifts in ministry
within the church. Karl Rahner promoted the charismatic dynamic of ecclesiology, which
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he saw as having a democratizing effect upon ministries. Yves Congar, inspired by
dialogue with Orthodox theologians, sought to recover the missing connection between
Pneumatology, ecclesiology and spiritual anthropology. George Montague and Kilian
McDonnell sought to recover the biblical and patristic understandings of charisms, and
articulated the normative expectation of charismatic experiences within the teachings of
Church Fathers such as Hilary of Poitiers, Cyril of Jerusalem, Basil of Caesarea and John
Chrysostom. I also analyze 119 contemporary ecclesial statements produced by leaders
within the Anglican, Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian-Reformed, Baptist, Pentecostal
and Roman Catholic churches, as well as the International Pentecostal-Catholic
Dialogues, and statements by the World Council of Churches – which each advocate
wrestling with the charismatic dimensions of Pneumatology through the experiences of
the contemporary, world-side Renewal in the Spirit. Finally, by drawing upon overlooked
works of Thomas O‟Meara, David Power and Leonardo Boff, I have come to articulate a
substantiation of all forms of ministry – particularly lay ministries – based upon the
charismatic discipleship that is an essential element of a living Pneumatology.
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INTRODUCTION
Is there a clearly articulated body of shared beliefs, stemming from ecumenical
Pneumatology, that has not informed contemporary practices within the Catholic Church
in regard to the Holy Spirit's influ-ence in all persons, especially the laity? In my
research, I have come to believe the answer is both “yes” and “no,” and I will confirm
this thesis through the following dissertation.
In the early debates during the sessions of Vatican II, Léon-Joseph Cardinal
Suenens, Archbishop of Malines-Brussels, made a passionate speech concerning the role
of the Holy Spirit in the lives of the lay faithful. 1 Following Pope John XXIII‟s desire to
open the windows of the church to a “new Pentecost,”2 Suenens, in turn, called the
universal church to both a rediscovery of the charismatic gifts of the Holy Spirit, and to
attend to the charismatic dynamic in relation to the institutional or hierarchical
dimensions of ecclesiology. Suenens himself saw this move as a particular step toward
ecumenical dialogue and ecclesial unity. 3
During the same time period that this call for a renewed pneumatological
emphasis was taking place in the Catholic Church, a variety of other churches4 had been
experiencing what would soon be called a “renewal in the Spirit.”5 What had been

1

Léon Joseph Suenens, “The Charismatic Dimension of the Church,” Council Speeches of Vatican II. Ed.
Hans Küng, Yves Congar and Daniel O‟Hanlon (Glen Rock, NJ: Deus Books, 1964), 29-34.
2
John XXIII, “Give Us a Second Pentecost,” Open the Windows: The Popes and Charismatic Renewal. Ed.
Kilian McDonnell (South Bend, IN: Greenlawn Press, 1989), 1.
3
Léon Joseph Suenens, A New Pentecost? English translation by Francis Martin from the original Une
nouvelle Pentecôte? (New York: Seabury Press, 1975), 177-195.
4
I am aware of the Vatican‟s differentiation between churches (Catholic, Orthodox) and ecclesial
communions (Protestant), however as this is a dissertation dealing with contemporary ecumenical
pneumatology, I prefer to use the terminology of churches out of ecumenical sensitivity and respect.
5
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Pneumatology: The Holy Spirit in Ecumenical, International, and Contextual
Perspective (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2002), 87-104.
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common teaching and practice in Classical Pentecostal churches during the early 1900‟s
– especially concerning the person and charismatic gifts of the Holy Spirit – began to
penetrate and even integrate into mainline Protestant churches during the 1950‟s and
1960‟s. 6 Slowly and cautiously Christians in the Anglican, Lutheran, Methodist and
Reformed churches began adopting certain neo-Pentecostal practices and theologies of
the Holy Spirit in their own churches. 7 As this took place, a variety of their governing
structures produced official responses and ecclesial statements on the topic of this
renewal at regional, national and international levels. 8 By 1967, elements of this renewal
began to be seen in the Roman Catholic Church, as it had originated at two Catholic
universities – Duquesne9 and Notre Dame. 10 It rapidly moved across North and Central
America and in Europe, and then quickly spread into various churches in third world
countries, crossing all Christian ecumenical boundaries. 11
As Christian bishops and several Catholic popes wrestled with the pastoral
dimensions of this quickly growing ecclesial movement, Roman Catholic theologians
began to articulate much attention toward elements of post-conciliar Pneumatology. Hans
Küng called for an embrace of the charismatic as a means toward ecumenical progress.12
Karl Rahner spoke to the lack of a charismatic, dynamic element in church structures.13

6

Kilian McDonnell, Ed., Presence, Power, Praise: Documents on the Charismatic Renewal. Vol. I –
Continental, National, and Regional Documents. Numbers 1 to 37, 1960-1974 (Collegeville: Liturgical
Press, 1980), xiv.
7
Ibid., xxiv-xxv, xxx-xxxv.
8
Ibid., lv-lix.
9
Kevin Ranaghan and Dorothy Ranaghan, Catholic Pentecostals (Paramus, NJ: Deus Books, 1969), 6-37.
10
Ibid., 38-57.
11
Suenens, Pentecost? 74-75.
12
Hans Küng, “The Charismatic Structure of the Church.” English translation by Theodore L. Westow.
Concilium: Theology in the Age of Renewal. Vol. 4. The Church and Ecumenism (New York: Paulist Press,
11 May 1965), 41-61.
13
Karl Rahner, The Dynamic Element in the Church. Vol. XII. Quaestiones Disputatae. English translation
from the original Das Dynamische in der Kirche (New York: Herder and Herder, 1964).
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Edward Schillebeeckx had articulated a charismatic dimension to the rites of initiation. 14
Yves Congar, who authored a three-volume study on the Holy Spirit, sought to balance
both the charismatic and the institutional dimensions of the church by stressing that a
sound Pneumatology produces both a sound anthropology and a sound ecclesiology. 15
More recently, Kilian McDonnell and George T. Montague proposed that
charismatic experience was a particularly normative element of public liturgical and
sacramental life in the early centuries of the church.16 Even John Paul II weighed in on
the subject, warmly embracing this “renewal of the Spirit” as one of the new ecclesial
movements,17 and spoke about charisms being “lavished” upon the laity, 18 while drawing
controversial attention to what he identified as the “ministries, offices, and roles” that are
given to the lay faithful through their reception of Baptism and Confirmation. 19
As theological reflection was taking place in the Catholic Church, across the
ecumenical spectrum the regional, national and international governing bodies of many
churches continued to publish formal ecclesial statements on many aspects of
Pneumatology i.e. the charismatic dynamic in ecclesiology, the “renewal in the Holy
Spirit,” baptism in the Spirit, charisms, the types of Pentecostal-Charismatic spirituality,

14

Edward Schillebeeckx, The Church with a Human Face: A New and Expanded Theology of Ministry.
English translation by John Bowdon (New York: Crossroad, 1992), 34-39, 121-123.
15
Yves Congar, I Believe in the Holy Spirit. Milestones in Catholic Theology edition. English translation
by David Smith from the original three volume Je crois en l’Esprit Saint. Les Editions du Cerf, 1979-1980.
(New York: Crossroad Herder, 2001), 2:149-160.
16
Kilian McDonnell and George T. Montague, Eds., Fanning the Flame: What Does Baptism in the Holy
Spirit Have to Do With Christian Initiation? (Collegeville: Michael Glazier, 1991), 9-30.
17
Kilian McDonnell, Ed., Open the Windows: The Popes and Charismatic Renewal. (South Bend, IN:
Greenlawn Press, 1989), 24-65.
18
John Paul II, Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Christifideles Laici. [On the Vocation and the Mission
of the Lay Faithful in the Church and in the World], December 30, 1988. Vatican translation. (Boston:
Daughters of St. Paul, 1988), No. 21.
19
Ibid., No. 23.
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and related ecumenical concerns.20 Following in the trajectory of Vatican II, Catholic
ecclesial statements were issued at regional, national and international levels which also
dealt with similar concerns to their ecumenical counterparts.21
Herein, several specific sets of documents are worth commenting upon. In
consultation with some of the best Catholic theologians, noted above, a series of six
Roman Catholic ecclesial statements, known as the Malines Documents – all of which
were produced under the leadership of Cardinal Suenens as chief protagonist of this
renewal – dealt with a variety of these very same issues vis-à-vis a carefully crafted,
theologically based articulation of the charismatic dimensions that had been addressed
during the Council Sessions of Vatican II.22 Also noteworthy were the interesting joint
statements released by the International Pentecostal-Catholic Dialogue,23 which have, in
many respects, modeled positive efforts towards ecumenical sensitivity. 24 As a result of
all of this activity, I can now begin to ask several questions about these contemporary
ecclesial statements and the rich, academic contributions offered by these theologians.
Methodology
In my preliminary research, I examined and analyzed over one hundred nineteen
of the aforementioned ecclesial statements that have been issued since the early 1960‟s.

20

Kilian McDonnell, Ed. Presence, Power, Praise: Documents on the Charismatic Renewal. 3-volumes.
(College-ville: Liturgical Press, 1980). This collection contains over a hundred ecclesial statements divided
as follows: Vol. I - Continental, National, and Regional Documents. Numbers 1 to 37, 1960-1974. Vol. II Continental, National, and Regional Documents. Numbers 38 to 80, 1975-1979. Vol. III - International
Documents. Numbers 1 to 11, 1973-1980.
21
Ibid.
22
Léon Joseph Suenens, Memories and Hopes. English translation by Elena French. (Dublin: Veritas,
1992), 276-279. Theologians of particular note were Congar, Helder-Câmara, McDonnell, de Monléon,
Mühlen, Rahner, Ratzinger and Küng.
23
Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity. “Five Documents from the International PentecostalCatholic Dialogue” (1972-1976). Presence, Power, Praise: Documents on the Charismatic Renewal,
Volume III – Inter-national Documents. Numbers 1 to 11, 1973-1980. Ed. Kilian McDonnell. (Collegeville,
MN: Liturgical Press, 1980), 373-395.
24
Kärkkäinen, Pneumatology, 99-100.
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These regional, national and international documents by both the Roman Catholic Church
and by a variety of other churches and ecclesial communities seem to contain many
previously hidden perspectives and ideas – pieces or trajectories – of a contemporary
ecumenical Pneumatology. Early on, these documents seemed to have begun their
theological approaches with an understandably cautious concern – if not hesitancy –
toward the personal, human dimension of the experiential; gradually, however, these
ecclesial documents began to go beyond the initial pastoral concerns, to ongoing
examination concerning these “charismatic dynamics” in contemporary ecclesiologies.
With regard toward ecumenical relations, I strongly believe there is much that the
Catholic Church can learn from these non-Catholic ecclesial statements about its own
under-standing of Pneumatology. In asking if such elements are also present in
contemporary Catholic ecclesial statements on Pneumatology, I believe there are strong
similarities and will discuss them. In asking if such elements are impacting the Catholic
Church in both its contemporary doctrine and practice, I will present some basic pros and
cons. Moreover, in asking if there is any inspiration or energy toward a renewed
emphasis on ecumenical dialogue with other churches and ecclesial communions, I
believe the answer is clearly shown in several dialogue texts, which I will also
demonstrate.
As a point of clarification, and to limit the focus of this dissertation, I am not
interested in nor will I be addressing questions of the filioque in the dialogue between the
eastern and western branches of Christianity as it pertains to my topic. Furthermore, I
will not address the particular status or validation of specific groups within the
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contemporary Catholic renewal movement. Nor will I be dealing with the characteristic
devotional aspects of this contemporary movement.
My interest, as stated above, is simply to investigate the “charismatic dynamic”
that was called upon at Vatican II, to uncover ecumenical dimensions and similarities
within our own developing Catholic Pneumatology, to observe the contributions of
several prolific Catholic theologians in this direction, and to reflect upon the effects of
this “charismatic dynamic” upon contemporary practices in Catholic ministerial
dimensions. As such, I propose to cover these aspects as follows.
First, in Chapter One, I will begin this dissertation by taking my cue from
Cardinal Suenens and the conciliar documents of Vatican II. By examining both the
background to the Council and its actual documents, I intend to uncover key elements of
Pneumatological interest. I am especially interested in statements about the Holy Spirit
and the specific “charismatic element” that was being championed by Suenens. I will
then survey the actual conciliar constitutions, decrees and declarations, with particular
attention to the Pneumatology that was being articulated within these sixteen documents.
Second, in Chapter Two, I will look at the particular regional, national and
international ecclesial statements that have dealt with both this “charismatic element” and
it‟s developing Pneumatology. These statements, issued during the last five decades by
both the Catholic Church and other churches or ecclesial communities, will be considered
in light of their similarities and differences. By comparing and contrasting these
statements, I will suggest that the Catholic Church may deepen her own understanding of
Pneumatology from these non-Catholic ecclesial statements. Of secondary interest, I will
also consider specific International Pentecostal-Catholic Dialogues and their ability to
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witness to both the “charismatic elements” within their different ecclesiologies and their
contributions to a shared sense of spiritual fellowship.
Third, in Chapter Three, I will then trace the specific works of Catholic scholars
who have been noted for their interest in Pneumatology since Vatican II. By examining
the pertinent writings of three Conciliar periti – Küng, Rahner and especially Congar –
before, during, and after the Council, my intention is to discover each of their specific
contributions to the development of Catholic Pneumatology, especially in light of
Cardinal Suenens‟ challenging call during the Council. I will also examine the more
recent contributions of Kilian McDonnell and George T. Montague, here in the United
States, in their efforts to promote the normality of this charismatic dimension toward a
comprehensive Pneumatology from a contemporary Roman Catholic perspective.
My final section, in Chapter Four, will uncover just how deeply these ecclesial
statements and theologians‟ contributions have impacted our contemporary Catholic
experience. Here, I will attempt to uncover how these Pneumatological and charismatic
insights have played out within actual Church praxis, giving attention to their impact – or
even lack of impact – upon Roman Catholic teaching on the legitimacy of ministry by the
laity.

xiv

THE INFLUENCE OF LÉON-JOSEPH CARDINAL SUENENS
CHAPTER ONE

Chapter 1.1 Personal Influences

Léon-Joseph Cardinal Suenens was a major driving force behind the Second
Vatican Council (1962-1965). As the confidant of both John XXIII and Paul VI, his
influences on the preparatory commissions and his specific contributions during the four
sessions of the Council, go far beyond his role as one of four permanent cardinalmoderators. His meteoric rise in the post-war Belgian hierarchy, his influence with Kings
and Statesmen, and his travels and lectures well beyond his formal retirement, all speak
of his dedication and character to bring renewal to the People of God. In order to
adequately understand his profound contributions and his visionary efforts, it is necessary
to understand his background and personal influences.
He was born in 1904 in Ixelles, Belgium, and was raised by his mother following
his father‟s sudden death, when he was just four years old. As her only child, he attended
the College de Notre-Dame in Boom, the Marist Brothers‟ Institute in Brussels, and later
the Institute Sainte-Marie, from which he graduated at the top of his class. As he was
fatherless, the family economics were short, and he was forced to borrow schoolbooks
and to do without many comforts. He found solace in reading, and his mother awakened
in him an early vocation to the priesthood, which she nurtured by ensuring as much
solitude as possible. He spent much of his childhood time in the presbytery of the local
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parish church in which his uncle was the priest, daydreaming about how he would one
day be ordained.
By the age of fifteen, he had become fascinated with the political debates of the
Belgian Parliament, and would frequently attend them in person. By the end of his high
school studies, he was fluent in both French and Flemish, and was beginning to study
English with his mother‟s cousin, who had married a prominent American businessman.
They offered to pay for a univer-sity degree in economics, but by this time he had
solidified his decision to seek admission to the seminary in Malines. He quickly
established a strong rapport with his archbishop, Cardinal Mercier, whose admiration and
paternal friendship would redirect his long preparation for the priesthood; the Cardinal
personally decided that Suenens should be sent to the Pontifical Belgian College in
Rome. This would have a crucial effect upon his future, as his long years in Rome
allowed him to acquire a certain familiarity with the Roman curial system – an advantage
that would later prove its usefulness at the time of the Council.
Mercier‟s influence would also have profound effects upon Suenens career in
several other ways. His immense prestige had been gained by his establishment of the
Higher Institute for Philosophy at the Louvain, which had elected to teach courses in the
vernacular, instead of Latin; his frequent meetings with Anglican clergy had also made
him a pioneer in ecumenical dialogue, which was then in its earliest stages. Suenens was
eventually appointed to teach philosophy at the Louvain; he would also further Mercier‟s
ecumenical relationships as he would later rise to become one of the appointed successors
of his patron and friend.

2

At the Gregorian, Suenens took full advantage of the Roman education. Since he
had been appointed student-librarian at the College, he continued to nurture his passion
and appetite for church history. Finding their class lectures to be “far too bookish and
scholastic,” he spent many hours listening to the “free-wheeling discussions” of the
Belgian priests and seminary formators, whose “impassioned discussions often lasted for
days.” 25 This allowed him to acquire a familiarity with a wealth of issues and subjects,
and, as he would later describe, receive much theological formation “by osmosis, by
infusion” during hundreds of priest-debates and occasional presentations by young,
impressive seminarians such as Gerard Philips (the main author and redactor behind
Lumen Gentium), and Etienne Lamotte (who would later become a leading interpreter of
Buddhist thinking).26
Between 1922 and 1924, Suenens struck up a relationship with Dom Lambert
Beauduin, OSB,27 who was enthusiastic for the Greek Fathers and their teachings on both
the Trinity and the Holy Spirit. Suenens wrote,
At the time, our spiritual climate was still deistic in its approach; the
Trinity had very little to do with life, and, in God, the Holy Spirit
disappeared into a sort of anonymity as a result of the theological
explanations that were current at the time. According to the theory of
appropriation, the role of each person within the Trinity – as regards
external action – was defined by „the conventional attributes.‟ Thus the

25

Léon-Joseph Suenens, Memories and Hopes. English translation by Elena French (Dublin: Veritas,
1992), 23.
26
Ibid, 24.
27
According to Suenens, Beauduin was exiled by his own hierarchy for initiating early ecumenical
dialogues and for his paper Église unie, non absorbée, which Mercier had read during the Malines
Conversations with the Anglicans. He later founded a form of monastic ecumenism at Chevetogne, cf. 28.
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role of the Holy Spirit became interchangeable, and lost any truly personal
meaning.”28
Against this “impoverishment,” Beauduin recommended that Suenens read the
four-volume work by Petau, Waffelaert, and de Regnon, entitled, Études de théologie
positive sur la Sainte Trinité, which described a type of pluralism in the divine persons,
which could be seen in their unity and in their interpersonal relationships. As Suenens
studied this work, he also spent considerable time immersing himself in the deep spiritual
writings of Elizabeth of the Trinity. This methodical study and growing awareness of the
Holy Spirit led Suenens to choose the motto, “in Spiritu Sancto,” when he would later be
made a bishop in 1945.29
Suenens was ordained to the priesthood on September 4, 1927, but continued in
studies for another two years at the Gregorian; there he earned doctorates in both
philosophy and theology, with a baccalaureate in canon law.30 From 1930 to 1940, he
was appointed to the minor seminary in Malines, as a professor of philosophy,
epistemology and pedagogy, and, over the next decade, he would come to teach nearly a
thousand seminarians under the threat of an approaching world war. In August 1940, the
bishops of Belgium appointed him vice-rector of the University of Louvain. Then, during
the Nazi occupation, his rector was imprisoned for refusing to cooperate with the military
authorities, and Suenens became interim rector31 until the end of the war. The Allied

28

Ibid, 28.
Ibid, 28-29.
30
Léon-Joseph Suenens, “A Plan for the Whole Council,” in Vatican II Revisited, By Those Who Were
There, Alberic Stacpoole, ed. (Minneapolis, MN: Winston Press, 1986), 88.
31
One of the major accomplishments of Suenens, as interim rector of the University of Louvain, was the
foundation of the Institut des Sciences Religieuses.
29

4

liberation of Belgium would actually save his life, as he had been listed as one of thirty
leaders that the Germans intended to capture and execute. 32
It was in his position as Rector, that Suenens began inviting the leading Belgian
theologians to his home for regular theological discussions. As a result of these meetings,
it was easy for the Belgians to work together again during the Second Vatican Council;
several would go on to assist in the drafting of Council documents, and Suenens himself
would entrust the drafting of Lumen Gentium to his old school friend, Msgr. Gerard
Philips.33
At the end of the war, Cardinal Van Roey (who had replaced Mercier upon his
death) appointed Suenens vicar general and auxiliary bishop of Malines-Brussels. Over
the next fifteen years, one of his shared responsibilities was the celebration of
sacramental Confirmation for nearly 250,000 children. Suenens‟ lived experiences of this
ministry began to challenge and affect his theology; he slowly realized that the vast
majority of these children saw Confirmation as the end of their religious practice, and
lamented that many of them would no longer take part in the life of the church. This
situation deeply troubled him; he began to search for some type of authentic pastoral
solution. He saw the need for a more penetrating evangelization and catechesis of these
children, who were now becoming adult members of the Catholic faith. 34
In his desire to educate adult Christians, he began writing articles and full length
books dealing with aspects of faith and practice. One early book, The Gospel to Every
Creature, was his personal appeal for each Christian to understand that one is not fully a
mature Christian until he or she embraces a missionary outlook, and begins to personally
32

Walter M. Abbott, Twelve Council Fathers. (New York: MacMillan, 1963), 33
Suenens, Memories and Hopes, 38.
34
Ibid, 43-44.
33
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and directly share the Gospel with others; he personally felt that this was an urgent
necessity placed upon each Christian, following the devastation of World War II. The
archbishop of Milan, Cardinal Montini (the future Pope Paul VI), widely praised his
appeal, began a correspondence with him, and wrote the preface to the Italian edition of
this work. The two would correspond on a variety of issues for many years to come. 35

Chapter 1.2 The Call for an Ecumenical Council

On Christmas Day, 1959, the newly elected Pope John XXIII stunned both the
Roman Curia and the entire world when he announced that an Ecumenical 36 Council
would be held at the Vatican, beginning in 1962. It was Pope John‟s explicit intention
that the Council would be a “new Pentecost” for the Church; he asked Christians to pray
that this gathering of the world‟s bishops could be “a flash of sublime illumination.”
Suenens noted,
The Church needed to face the necessity of a profound renewal, so that it
could present itself to the world and communicate the message of the
gospel to humanity with the same power and immediacy as the first
Pentecost. The reference to Pentecost, moreover, brought to the forefront

35

Ibid, 51-52, 83-87, 316-322.
The title “Ecumenical” used here is common in the Roman Catholic references designating the status of
the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965). Since Pope John‟s announcement, Vatican II has been
acknowledged as ranking among the twenty-one general councils of the (Roman) Catholic Church,
although the title “ecumenical” is more commonly reserved for the councils of the undivided Church of the
first millennium. Many Christian Churches, most notably the various Eastern Orthodox Churches, have
objected to this designation for Vatican II.
36
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the action of the Holy Spirit, rather than that of the Pope, the Church, or
even the Council assembly itself. 37
When the Holy Father sent out notice that he was asking each of the bishops for
their suggestions, Suenens personally wrote him a ten-page response that he assumed
would be kept confidential by the Pope.38 He was soon invited to participate with other
auxiliary bishops in the initial launching of the various preparatory commissions,
presumably because it was thought that auxiliary bishops were more available than the
Ordinaries. He was assigned to the Commission for Bishops, which would eventually
outline the draft text De episcopis, and raise many pastoral issues for the Council. This
appointment also allowed him to make frequent visits to Rome before the actual opening
of the Council.
During this time, Suenens began writing a series of memos to his own and other
commissions concerning multiple items that he felt were in need of reform, such as,


the specific role of the episcopate



a revision of the breviary



the role of women religious in joint apostolic pastoral ministry



the role of the bishop and the role of the director of diocesan works



the establishment of a permanent diaconate



collaboration with the laity, and the suggestion of lay councils at various levels



the future role of bishops‟ conferences
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the gradual integration of apostolic initiation in seminaries



age limits for the retirement of bishops



better preparation of Christians for marriage



the adoption of simple clerical dress



changes in religious orders



relations between bishops and major religious superiors



the complete revision of the rules of the Index



a reform of the Roman Curia 39

This quickly became a valuable experience for Suenens and would prove useful during
the Council itself. It also drew the attention of Pope John XXIII, who immediately
recognized a “communion of vision and hopes” in the proactive auxiliary from Malines. 40
When Cardinal Van Roey died in August 1961, Bishop Suenens was immediately
asked to take on the role of apostolic administrator of Malines-Brussels. On November
24, 1961 he was appointed as its new Archbishop by Pope John XXIII, and contrary to
the established custom, he was named a Cardinal only a few weeks later.41 In a private
audience with the Pope, Suenens was informed that being elevated would give him, “a
chance to be more effective at the Council, where Cardinals would be given the privilege
of speaking first.”42 His accelerated elevation would also allow him to become a member
of the Central Preparatory Commission, which had overall responsibility for planning the
Council. 43 Suenens noted,
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At the time of my appointment, this Commission was half-way through its
work. Much to my surprise, I discovered that the texts and drafts to be
submitted to the Council in no way reflected the hopes that had been
awakened by the announcement of this Council – they lacked life and
vision.
Several European cardinals, who were already on the commission before I
was appointed, shared this feeling. Separately, we had all had the same
reactions. Cardinals Döpfner, Koenig and Alfrink had already expressed
their objections, but to no avail. Six of us then sent a joint letter to Pope
John, telling him that the schemata prepared by the Curia were inadequate,
and that the Council would certainly reject them. 44
Immediately, Suenens began to be noticed as a clear voice among the Commission
members, which included fifty cardinals, twenty archbishops and ten major religious
superiors.45 Cardinal Tisserand, who presided over this Commission, gave regular reports
to Pope John, and would frequently mention Suenens‟ creative contributions. 46
The Second Vatican Council opened on October 11, 1962. Nearly 2,400 bishops
had assembled in St. Peter‟s Basilica in Vatican City. Pope John XXIII had personally
composed a prayer for the occasion:
Holy Spirit,
Sent to us by the Father in the name of Jesus,
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You help the Church by your presence
And you guide it infallibly.
Renew your wonders in our time
As for a new Pentecost.
Grant to the Holy Church,
United in prayer, insistent and perseverant,
With Mary, the Mother of Jesus,
That the Kingdom of the Divine Savior may spread –
A Kingdom of truth and of justice,
Of love and of peace. 47
He had asked the assembling body of bishops to make this prayer their own, in unison
with his own specific intention for the Council to be a “grace of Pentecost” for the
Church.
At the Council‟s very first working session, the assembled bishops demanded the
right to freely determine the membership on each of the commissions. When the
assembly had realized that they were being presented with ready-made lists by the
Roman Curia, Cardinals Liénart and Frings quickly protested at this Curial presumption.
To the pleasure of John XXIII, their bold action received a thunderous ovation, signaling
the prevailing will of the gathered assembly, and to a great extent, the entire future
direction of the Council was decided by this spontaneous ovation. 48
Pope John then invited Suenens to be on his ministerial cabinet, the Secretariat for
Extraordinary Ecclesial Affairs. This centralized steering committee eventually became
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known as the Coordinating Council, and it was here that cardinals Döpfner, Liénart and
Suenens began their very significant working relationship. At this cabinet‟s very first
meeting with the Pope, he distributed a memo by Cardinal Bea, which argued for
ecumenical sensitivity in the production of final Council documents, something that was
also dear to the heart of Suenens. Near the end of the meeting, the Pope distributed
another document to them that he thought would be “useful” in guiding their work.
Suenens was stunned when each member received a copy of his original ten-page
response to the Pope – the same response that Suenens had thought was only a private
letter to him – along with a handwritten note from Cardinal Cicognani summarizing
Suenens‟ entire plan for the Council. In effect, Pope John had endorsed Suenens‟ entire
response.49
As the Council itself progressed, Suenens began to observe two different
approaches that became clearly defined in regular daily sessions – a centralizing
approach (backed by the Curia, especially Cardinal Ottaviani, who was then head of the
Holy Office) and a collegial approach (increasingly backed by diocesan bishops).
Suenens‟ knew that the Belgian theologians and bishops had cooperated in an atmosphere
of collegiality and mutual respect for many years. He then began inviting other
theologians into his weekly discussion circle. Along with Msgr. Gerard Philips
(Louvain), he invited Msgr. Colombo (the Pope‟s personal theologian), Msgrs. Dondeyne
and Delhaye, as well as Frs. Tucci, SJ (Italy), Rahner, SJ (Germany), and Congar, OP
(France).50
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Suenens knew his growing circle could place him in direct confrontation with
Cardinal Ottaviani, head of both the Doctrinal Commission and the Holy Office, who saw
himself as “the one and only authentic interpreter of Catholic Orthodoxy.” 51
Nevertheless, Ottaviani, who was already known to be in a quiet dispute with Pope John,
would eventually see a great majority of the Council fathers dissociate themselves from
his views. Suenens noted,
It had become necessary to free ourselves from a theology that limited and
restricted the mystery of the Church. What we were about to experience
was not a “theology of liberation,” but rather “liberation from a particular
theology.”52
While, in essence, Suenens held for a strong continuity with the articulated
tradition, he also welcomed new perspectives that would bring forth a fresh vision of the
Church; that vision, itself, would be enriched by a return to the sources. He actually
anticipated that theologians such as Rahner, Congar, de Lubac, and Daniélou would be
the kind of experts that could help him articulate this new vision. 53 Such thinking,
however, antagonized Ottaviani, and when he spoke out against it on the Council floor,
he was interrupted mid-speech by Cardinal Alfrink, who was presiding over that day‟s
session. Suenens later commented that Ottaviani never recovered from the psychological
shock of having had Council regulations applied to himself. 54
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In retrospect, Ottaviani may not have known of Suenens‟ frequent meetings with
the Pope, which had gone back to the Spring of 1962.55 In those meetings, Suenens had
expressed frustration with the sheer number of draft texts that had been prepared by the
Holy Office, and intended for discussion at the Council. When he informed the Pope that
seventy such texts had been prepared by Ottaviani and his officials, John XXIII asked
Suenens to make sure his alternate plan pared down the number of texts. This new plan,
he believed, allowed for a pastoral approach that was much more in line with the Pope‟s
intentions i.e. those he had expressed in his original call for the Council. 56 Suenens‟
alternative plan had been accompanied by a personal note addressed to Pope John:
It seems to me necessary to prune mercilessly all that is secondary, minor,
of local interest, or purely canonical or administrative in nature. In
practice – if I may be allowed to speak with filial honesty – this means, in
my opinion, that eighty percent of the schemata, in their present form, are
not “Council material.” It is enough to read the documents to see that they
deal largely with secondary issues. 57
Suenens had echoed the initial hopes of the Holy Father, and carefully expressed
his own ideas for the Council, in words he thought might resonate with Pope John:
If I may be permitted, in conclusion, to express a wish – it is that the
Council may be, above all, a pastoral council, that is to say an apostolic
council. How greatly it would benefit the Church if the Council were to
55
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define, in broad lines, the manner in which the entire Church could
become a Church in mission, at all levels – laity, religious, clergy,
bishops… and Roman Congregations! It would indeed be a magnificent
Pentecostal grace for the Church, one that the beloved head of our Church
has wished for with all his heart and his Christian hope! 58
The personal note and the alternate plan were intended to be private documents to Pope
John, although Suenens eventually began sharing them with a few trusted cardinals, like
Montini and Liénart.
In May 1962, the Pope had quietly distributed copies of Suenens‟ alternate plan to
certain number of influential cardinals with the intention to rally secret support for it. In
July, he gave Suenens the names of the cardinals and acknowledged those whom he
believed would be helpful in presenting his plan under joint sponsorship. Cardinals
Döpfner, Siri, Lecaro, Montini, and Liénart then had two meetings with Suenens at the
Belgian College, and vigorously supported his proposed plan. Each believed that the
central theological framework should begin under the heading De Ecclesiae Christi
mysterio, dealing directly with the Church in her essence. Suenens wrote to Pope John,
on behalf of these cardinals, to ask the Pope where he felt the final schemata could be
introduced, at appropriate points, in the existing structure of the Council. By this time,
Pope John had already adopted the main points of the alternative plan and made them his
own.59
On September 12, 1962, Pope John XXIII had delivered a radio message to
introduce the Council, just a few weeks before its actual solemn opening. In this address,
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the Holy Father had summarized what he believed were the main themes of the upcoming
Council, making reference to a distinction between the Church ad intra and the Church
ad extra – the main distinction on which Suenens‟ entire plan hinged. 60
During the very first week of the Council, Suenens had a private audience with
Pope John, who, by then, had been lying sick in bed with exhaustion. The Pope told
Suenens,
The plan is here, in this drawer (which he opened, as if to confirm his
words). I will let you know when the time comes. For now, the Pope‟s
duty is to listen with open ears (and he placed both hands behind his ears)
and be attentive to what the Holy Spirit is saying to the bishops. 61
Suenens complied with this request to patiently wait, out of his immense respect for Pope
John. But as the Council had progressed, it increasingly seemed unable to find its sense
of direction.
In noting the Council‟s irresolute climate, Cardinal Montini had independently
written to Pope John (October 18, 1962), and requested his specific guidance in
establishing a greater sense of structure to Council Sessions. In his letter, he alluded to
Suenens‟ alternative plan, concerned about its precise timing, and, by then, the Pope‟s
declining health. In Montini‟s estimation, Pope John had become too ill to choose the
most appropriate moment for making the plan public.
Within a few weeks, however, the concerned cardinals had felt that a critical point
had been reached. Suenens had attempted to contact the Pope, and had even sent the
Pope‟s personal secretary a copy which outlined the alternative plan that he intended to
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introduce on the Council floor, only two days later. Early the next morning, Suenens was
summoned to the Vatican and told that Pope John had fully approved his text, and had
even added a few remarks in the margin for his consideration. On December 4, 1962,
Suenens delivered his speech – proposing the alternative plan and its central theme –
which the Council fathers immediately approved. Their near unanimous endorsement was
enthusiastically reinforced the next day, in speeches that were delivered by both
Cardinals Montini and Lecaro.62

Chapter 1.3 The Plan that Suenens Submitted to Pope John XXIII

Suenens‟ overall purpose in submitting his alternative plan was to offer the
Council a coherent pastoral direction. It included a basic introduction, a number of major
themes, and a final message to the Council itself. He felt that its structure would allow for
the best use of the limited, prepared schemata, conceding that a great amount of work had
already been undertaken; his plan did, however, call the various commissions to task for
presentations that were lifeless, legalistic, overly canonical and even repressive. 63 His
major thrust was in introducing the two key concepts that would allow the Council
Fathers to examine the chief problems of their time. He called for a reassessment of the
Church, both ad intra, within the Church itself, and ad extra, in the way the Church
related with the world. Suenens envisioned this corporate examination of conscience in a
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positive and constructive manner, without resorting to the kind of anathemas and
condemnations that had been frequently used in past councils. 64
In Suenens‟ mind, by beginning with De Ecclesiae Christi mysterio, the Council
Fathers would establish a strong continuity between Vatican I and Vatican II. In having
promulgated its own schema, De Ecclesia, Vatican I had already defined papal primacy
and infallibility, but he also felt that there had not been equal treatment given to the role
of the bishops or laity before that council‟s premature close. Suenens believed that by
attending to these two missing dimensions, his own approach would allow for a
corrective balance in ecclesiology, especially since the Church would now be presented
in true fullness. 65 In fact, he could foresee that this needed balance might be welcomed by
many Eastern Orthodox Churches, who had criticized the Roman Church for
“minimizing” and “suppressing” the role of the bishops. 66 He also argued for some type
of declaration on the role of the laity in the Church, recognizing that an early schema, De
laicis, needed to be completely rewritten.
Our separated brethren accuse the Church of being far too clerical and of
stifling the laity. They believe in the “priesthood of the faithful,” to whom
they assign an important role. Quite frequently, Catholics who leave the
faith to join a sect will claim to have found a religion where they are
respected, and in which they can actively participate.
Taking all of this into account, an important statement should be drafted,
in a loving and paternal tone, recognizing the rights and obligations of lay
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people by virtue of the baptism which they have received and through
which they have been incorporated into the Church.67
Here, Suenens effectively declares himself an advocate and champion the lay faithful, a
role to which he would return to repeatedly in his later years of ministry.
On December 1, 1962, Cardinal Ottaviani officially introduced a similar, Curiabacked draft, which his own Theological Commission had prepared prior to the start of
the Council; the assembled Council Fathers quickly realized that Ottaviani simply wanted
them to endorse his own text, which clearly reflected the status quo that had developed
following Vatican I. Three days later, Suenens took the floor in favor of a complete
redraft of Ottaviani‟s text – one that would allow the Church to become the “light of
nations.”68 His intervention met with such sustained applause, that the entire assembly
was sharply rebuked for its “boisterous response.” Cardinal Bea, however, publically
agreed with Suenens, fully backing his intervention. The following morning, Cardinal
Montini, who had rarely spoken on the Council floor, generously praised Suenens‟
speech, and clearly identified that Suenens “was speaking the mind and heart of the pope
himself.” “It is necessary,” he told them, “to send this schema back to its commission for
redrafting.”69 Several months later, Suenens‟ friend from Milan would be elected as
successor to John XXIII.
In asking how the Church of the twentieth century could respond to Christ‟s
challenge to “make disciples of all nations,” Suenens‟ plan placed the entire Church in “a
state of mission.” He had in mind that the Church itself shared the “joys and hopes” of
the men and women around the globe; he urged that the Church should stand alongside
67
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humanity and offer its support by addressing the major issues facing the contemporary
world. In particular, Suenens felt that four specific problems needed to be addressed by
the Church:


The Church and its relationship to the family and married couples



The Church and economics, with special attention to the poor



The Church and social issues, such as religious freedom



The Church and international issues, such as war 70
Suenens also intended for the Council to address the Eastern Orthodox, the

Protestants, those who believed in God, and those that did not. His vision proposed that
men and women everywhere had the same basic aspirations – aspirations he identified as
daily bread, love in their homes, and peace in the world. He pressed the assembled
Council Fathers, and asked them to consider what the Church could contribute to
humanity. He challenged them to articulate how Christianity could offer contemporary
society the kind of answers that gave men and women everywhere, “a reason for the hope
that is in them.”71

Chapter 1.4 Between Sessions

As the first session of the Council adjourned, and all the bishops began to return
to their respective dioceses, Pope John wished to communicate a message of hope to the
world, knowing that his own time on earth was limited. His encyclical, Pacem in terris,
was intended not just for the Church, but for all men and women of good will. The
70
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encyclical was well received across the entire globe, and much to his surprise, he was
invited to introduce his encyclical in a presentation to the General Assembly of the
United Nations. Since John XXIII was in poor health and unable to accept this invitation,
he selected Cardinal Suenens as his personal representative, and asked him to deliver his
presentation to the General Assembly, in his stead.
Suenens presented Pacem in terris in English to the General Assembly, at the
United Nations headquarters in New York. The main point of his summary was to
emphasize the universal aspects of Pope John‟s encyclical. He compared its contents to
“a symphony of peace, with various components,” and highlighted its themes of human
rights, social justice and world peace. He likened Pope John‟s encyclical as his farewell
message to the world, and became aware of the profound respect this assembly had for
the earthy pontiff. A question-answer time followed, and Suenens engaged in more than a
dozen issues with these leaders, who were representing every major ethnic group, race,
economic status and religion. The immensity of the occasion introduced Suenens to the
world-stage in an impressive, dramatic way – one that was both similar and distinct from
his platform in the Council.
For Suenens, this moment was a kind of epiphany. Before him had stood
representatives of the entire globe – a microcosm of the universal audience he hoped the
Council would address in its draft on the Church ad extra. It was his deep desire that the
Church would speak to all men and women in a spirit of brotherly love. His answers
reflected this compassion, and would bring him the admiration of the both the General
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Assembly, and various Christian leaders in North America – a continent he would return
to, often, in years to come.72
As Suenens returned to Europe, he immediately began meeting with the cardinals
who had been asked by the Pope to advise him on the preparatory work taking place
between Council sessions. Pope John then personally assigned the oversight for each
specific draft to each specific cardinal; Suenens, however, was entrusted with oversight
for two drafts – the Church ad intra (the future Lumen Gentium) and the Church ad extra
(the future Gaudium et Spes).73 In being deliberately assigned the responsibility for two
key drafts, Suenens resolved to integrate each of the elements he had suggested in his
alternate plan, and which Pope John strongly endorsed.
He imagined that the schema on the Church ad intra would be fairly easy to
complete, since it had been the Belgian theologians who had drafted much of the original
text. He assigned responsibility for this final draft to the Louvain theologian Msgr.
Gerard Philips. 74 As it would turn out, more time would be spent in Council debates on
this particular schema than on any other at Vatican II.75 The final text, Lumen Gentium,
would eventually be approved during the third session of the Council on November 21,
1964, by a vote of 2,151 to 5.76
Then, in considering the draft on the Church ad extra – which was commonly
referred to as “schema XVII” (then later changed to schema XIII) – Suenens knew it
would be a formidable task to create a text with such universal scope. He had envisioned
72
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the first half as a theological statement on the Church‟s presence in the world; the second
half would deal with issues such as the family, human rights, culture, nuclear arms and
world peace.
For this task, he invited a group of theologians to meet with him in Malines for
one week. The insights and contributions of Msgrs. Philips, Delhaye and Dondeyne, as
well as those by Frs. Rahner, SJ, Tucci, SJ, and Congar, OP were also, initially, drafted
together by Msgr. Philips. By the conclusion of the fourth session, this schema had then
gone through more editorial revisions than any other document during the Council. A
series of working plans were each adopted and included editorial contributions of the
moral theologian, Fr. Bernard Häring, CSSR; the special drafting committee‟s final
version fell to the priest-sociologist Msgr. Pierre Haubtmann. 77 The final version of this
text, Gaudium et Spes, would eventually be approved during the fourth session of the
Council on December 7, 1965, by a vote of 2,309 to 75.78
When Pope John XXIII died, on 3 June 1963, Suenens received a letter from
Cardinal Cicognani, Secretary of State, on behalf of the newly elected Pope Paul VI
(formerly Cardinal Montini of Milan, and close confidant of Suenens), asking him to give
a eulogy in Pope John‟s memory at the opening of the second session of the Council. Part
of this letter noted,
His Holiness [Paul VI] feels that no one could evoke, better than your
Eminence, the person of Pope John XXIII… It was Pope John who,
having entrusted to you the Episcopal seat of Malines-Brussels, elevated
you to the position of cardinal and immediately associated you closely
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with the work of the ecumenical Vatican Council, first in its preparatory
stages, then in its actual unfolding...79
Suenens spoke at the Council in solemn commemoration of John XXIII, on October 28,
1963, marking the actual day of John‟s elevation to the papacy.
Prior to the beginning the Council‟s second session, Pope Paul VI had informed
Suenens that he would be making some structural changes in order to make the Council
sessions run more effectively. Pope John had originally appointed ten honorary cardinalpresidents to chair sessions on a rotating basis, but Pope Paul considered this impractical
and had decided that Cardinals Döpfner (Munich), Lecaro (Bologna), Agagianian (the
Armenian Patriarch of Lebanon) and Suenens would serve as four permanent “legates” or
“moderators,” charged with unparalleled oversight and direction of the Council itself.
This effectively created what Suenens saw as a progressive “brain-trust,” who could
ensure the inner cohesion of the Council. It would also give the four moderators weekly
access to the new Pope, with a regular exchange of insights, ideas opinions and
direction.80

Chapter 1.5 Suenens’ Speech on Charisms

During a Council debate on the draft of Lumen Gentium, the mention of
“charisms” had triggered a negative reaction from Cardinal Ruffini, who, at that time, had
been a popular Italian theologian and author. He had called for a complete suppression of
this kind of terminology, and promoted the idea that charisms should be consigned
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exclusively to the experience of the early church. In his opinion, charisms were not
relevant for the contemporary Church, and could easily lead to abuses if they were
promoted or even allowed in Christian life and practice. 81
Recalling his deep friendship with Dom Beauduin, and their mutual theological
interest and devotion to the Holy Spirit, Suenens felt compelled to object. He prepared
what he believed to be a thorough response for the following day. He opened the debate
by stressing how the sheer absence of charisms in the contemporary Catholic theological
teachings had actually been a distortion of the true Gospel message.
The remarks made about the charisms of the Christian people are so few
that one could get the impression that charisms are nothing more than a
peripheral and unessential phenomenon in the life of the Church. Now the
vital importance of these charisms for building up the Mystical Body must
be presented with greater clarity and consequently at greater length. What
is to be completely avoided is the appearance that the hierarchical
structure of the Church appears as an administrative apparatus with no
intimate connection with the charismatic gifts of the Holy Spirit, which are
spread throughout the life of the Church. 82
Suenens went on to describe the gifts of the Spirit as something he saw as
particularly relevant for the Church‟s contemporary understanding and practice.
In baptism, the sacrament of faith, all Christians receive the Holy Spirit.
All Christians, “living stones,” as they are called, are to be built into a
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“spiritual dwelling” oikos pneumatikos (2 Pet. 2:5). Therefore the whole
Church is essentially a truly “pneumatic” or spiritual reality, built on the
foundation not only of the Apostles, but – as Ephesus 2:20 says – also of
prophets…83
He then went on to contrast extraordinary charisms with the more ordinary ones.
The Holy Spirit shows himself in the Church in the great number and
richness of his spiritual gifts, gifts which Scripture calls pneumatika (1
Cor. 12:1; 14:1) or charisms (Rom. 12:6; 1 Cor. 12:4, 9, 28, 30f; 1 Tim.
4:14; 2 Tim. 1:6; 1 Pet. 4:10). Certainly in the time of St. Paul even very
extraordinary and marvelous charisms such as “ecstatic utterance” (1 Cor.
12:10, 28, 30; 14:18, 26; Acts 19:6) or charisms of healings (1 Cor. 12:9,
28, 30; see 1 Cor. 12:10, 12, 28f; Gal. 3:5), were shown forth in the
Church. But we should not think that charisms of the Spirit consist
exclusively or even principally in these phenomena which are more
extraordinary and marvelous. St. Paul speaks, for example, of the charism
of wise speech and knowledge (1 Cor. 12:8), of the charism of faith (1
Cor. 12:9), of the charism of teaching (Rom. 12:7; 1 Cor. 12:28f; 14:26),
of stirring or comforting speech (Rom. 12:8), and administration (Rom.
12:7), of the charism of distinguishing true spirits from false (1 Cor.
12:10), of the charism of helping others and guiding them (1 Cor. 12:28)
and so on.84
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Each and every Christian, according to Suenens‟ understanding of St. Paul, had charisms
to offer one another in daily life, with the specific purpose of building up the whole Body
of Christ.
Thus to St. Paul the Church of the living Christ does not appear as some
kind of administrative organization, but as a living web of gifts, of
charisms, of ministries. The Spirit is given to every individual Christian,
the Spirit who gives his gifts, his charisms to each and every one
“different as they are allotted to us by God‟s grace” (Rom. 12:6). “In each
of us the Spirit is manifested in one particular way, for some useful
purpose” (1 Cor. 12:7)… Each and every Christian, whether lettered or
unlettered, has his charism in his daily life, but – as St. Paul says – “All of
these must aim at one thing: to build up the Church” (1 Cor. 12:26, 14:35).85
Suenens‟ speech then went on to remind the Council Fathers that the Church had
a historical wealth of charismatic men and women in the role of its saints, martyrs and
mystics. He gave the assembly references to charisms in the writings of St. Thomas
Aquinas, and those that exemplified in the life of St. Francis of Assisi – two saintly
models whom, he argued, understood their own particular charisms, and who were
willing to share their unique spiritual gifts with the entire People of God.
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Suenens challenged the Council Fathers to consider their own dioceses, and, in
particular, the lay men and women who gave clear evidence of their own spirituality, and
who willingly shared their own gifts or charisms in the normal life of the Church.
Do we not all know laymen and laywomen in each of our own dioceses
who we might say are in a way called by the Lord and endowed with
various charisms of the Spirit? Whether in catechetical work, in spreading
the Gospel, in every area of Catholic activity in social and charitable
works? Do we not know and see in our daily experience that the action of
the Holy Spirit has not died out in the Church?86
He then reminded them,
It is the duty of pastors, both those in charge of local and individual
Churches and those in charge of the universal Church, through a kind of
spiritual instinct, to discover the charisms of the Spirit in the Church, to
foster them and to help them grow.87
He continued to preach, with a fervent conviction, that they should become open, listen to
their lay people, and avoid quenching the Spirit,
It is the duty of pastors to listen carefully and with an open heart to
laymen, and repeatedly to engage in a living dialogue with them. For each
and every layman has been given his own gifts and charisms, and more
often than not has greater experience than the clergy in daily life in the
world… It is clear that all the faithful, even those endowed with the
greatest gifts, give reverence and obedience to their pastors. But it is also
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true from the other side that similar attention and reverence is due to those
charisms and impulses of the Holy Spirit, who frequently breathes through
Christian laymen who have no position of authority. Consequently, St.
Paul warns all Christians, pastors included, “Do not quench the Spirit, and
do not despise prophetic utterances, but bring them all to the test and then
keep what is good” (1 Thess. 5:19-21). This complex of gifts, charisms
and ministries can be brought into play and serve to build up the Church
only through that freedom of the sons of God which, following St. Paul‟s
example, all pastors must protect and foster.88
Near the end of his speech, Cardinal Suenens began to suggest that specific
doctrinal statements in the drafts text of Lumen Gentium could be expanded upon or
improved to reflect the charismatic dimensions of the Christian spiritual heritage,
particularly as it applied to forms of service and ministry in the chapter on the People of
God. To this end he offered the following five points for suggestion – each of which was
to be incorporated in the draft text:
1. Along with the structure of ministry, the charismatic dimension of the
Church should be developed in the whole chapter
2. The importance of charisms in the people of God should be given positive
emphasis by more extended and concrete treatment
3. In particular, the importance of prophets and teachers in the Church should
be given attention
4. The relation of pastors to charisms of the faithful should be described in
more positive and constructive terms
88
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5. The teaching of St. Paul about the freedom of the sons of God in the
Church should not be forgotten.89
It is in this speech that I find a major turning point for Cardinal Suenens. While it
was clear that Suenens considered the full integration of charismatic dynamics a necessity
in the life of the contemporary Church, he made it quite clear that these charismatic
dynamics should be articulated in Council documents, and actively encouraged in lay
men and women at the local level. He concluded his speech by recommending a concrete
expression of the Council‟s faith in these baptismal graces; he formally recommended
that the Council increase the number of lay auditors, invite women to be auditors, and
include religious brothers and sisters in their overall makeup of auditors. Then he asked
the assembled Council Fathers to explicitly demonstrate their belief that the Holy Spirit
was still giving charismatic gifts and graces to all Christians.
Suenens wanted nothing less than a clear statement that charisms were active in
the contemporary Church.90 This speech became the exact moment that would define
what I see as his greatest impact upon the Council. For Cardinal Suenens, the vision of
Pope John XXIII – for this new Council to be “a new Pentecost” – was now a grace that
could be actualized in a unique, concrete form; in his mind, the Holy Spirit was
beginning to “breathe” a new life into their Council debates, and gradually the nearly
2,800 assembled cardinals and bishops began to open up to both the possibility and
recovery of charismatic expressions by all the baptized faithful – each and every person
who had been sacramentally initiated into the life of the Spirit. Suenens articulated a new
direction for the Council that was both faithful to the vision of Pope John, and a dramatic
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and bold departure from the kind of vision that had been suggested by Ottaviani, and laid
out in the eighty documents that had been prepared by the Holy Office. This speech, this
moment, was a clear microcosm of the theological openness that had come to define
Suenens in the greater macrocosm of his life, his training, his unique experience, and his
meteoric rise in the Church. His vision and his ability to carve out a bold, dramatic new
direction were precisely the kind of characteristics that drew him to the attention of Pope
John, and that allowed him to be given such an unprecedented public leadership role, and
continued private access to the mind of Pope John for the Council.
This unexpected departure tapped into the hopes and expectations of all the
assembled Council Fathers, and would come to mark Suenens impact upon the Council
and the Conciliar documents that would be produced over the next three sessions. With
this in mind, I will now pause and look at the impact of Suenens‟ speech upon the
developing Vatican documents.

Chapter 1.6 Charismatic Elements in the Texts of Council Documents

Suenens‟ speech on the reawakening of the charismatic dynamics in the Church
would come to bear a direct impact on the overall pneumatology of the Council. His own
personal vision and theology of the Holy Spirit and, more importantly, the specific bold
departure on charismatic gifts and graces that he had championed would come to impact
the documents themselves in a direct way.
Of the sixteen final drafts promulgated by the Second Vatican Council, there are
306 references to the term “spirit,” as seen most prevalently in references to “the Holy
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Spirit,” “the spirit of God,” “the spirit of Christ,” “spirituality,” “spiritual,” and “spirit,”
etc. At the same time, I would note that there are twelve specific references to
charismatic dynamics or activity, as seen in the use of terminology such as “charismata”
or “charismatic” or “charisms,” found in four specific conciliar documents. These twelve
particular charismatic references are found in Presbyterorum Ordinis 9; in Apostolicam
Actuositatem 3 and 30; in Ad Gentes 4, 23 and 28; and in Lumen Gentium 4, 7, 12, 25, 30
and 50. To understand Suenens‟ contribution to the Council, then, it is important to see
how his speech on the charismatic dynamics may have impacted the theology in these
documents.

Chapter 1.6.1 Presbyterorum Ordinis
The Decree on the Ministry and Life of Priests (Presbyterorum Ordinis) was
approved during the fourth session of the Council on December 7, 1965, by a vote of
2,390 to 4.91 Its sole reference (no. 9) to the charismatic dimension of Christian life and
practice comes in a section dealing with the relationship between priests and the lay
faithful.
Priests must sincerely acknowledge and promote the dignity of the laity
and the part proper to them in the mission of the Church … While trying
the spirits to see if they be of God, priests should uncover with a sense of
faith, acknowledge with joy and foster with diligence the various humble
and exalted charisms of the laity. Among the other gifts of God, which are
found in abundance among the laity, those are worthy of special mention
by which not a few of the laity are attracted to a higher spiritual life.
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Likewise, they should confidently entrust to the laity duties in the service
of the Church, allowing them freedom and room for action; in fact, they
should invite them on suitable occasions to undertake works on their own
initiative.92
There are several principles here that bear reflection.
First, priests are called to promote the proper roles of the laity in the mission of
the Church. As lay faithful, they are incorporated into the mission of the Church by virtue
of the fact that they are baptized – initiated into the life of the Spirit. Second, priests are
called upon to uncover, acknowledge and foster the charisms of the laity; this text seems
to affirm that all who have received baptism have also received charisms. Some are
humble and others are exalted – but they are all meant to be fostered by the clergy. Third,
the charisms may attract people to a higher spiritual life. And finally, priests are
instructed to entrust the laity with duties, and invite both their creativity and initiative in
giving birth to apostolic works. For Presbyterorum Ordinis then, the charisms are clearly
gifts of the Spirit that are to be welcomed and fostered into the life and for the service of
the Church.

Chapter 1.6.2 Apostolicam Actuositatem
The Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity (Apostolicam Actuositatem) was
approved during the fourth session of the Council on November 18, 1965, by a vote of
2,305 to 2.93 Its two references on charismatic dynamics come in a section devoted to
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their use and benefit (no. 3) and in a section on proper formation for the lay apostolate
(no.30).
For the exercise of this apostolate, the Holy Spirit, who sanctifies the
people of God through ministry and the sacraments gives the faithful
special gifts also (cf. 1 Cor. 12:7), "allotting them to everyone according
as He wills" (1 Cor. 12:11) … From the acceptance of these charisms,
including those which are more elementary, there arise for each believer
the right and duty to use them in the Church and in the world for the good
of men and the building up of the Church, in the freedom of the Holy
Spirit who "breathes where He wills" (John 3:8). This should be done by
the laity in communion with their brothers in Christ, especially with their
pastors who must make a judgment about the true nature and proper use of
these gifts not to extinguish the Spirit but to test all things and hold for
what is good (cf. 1 Thess. 5:12,19,21).94
This reference to charisms offers several points for reflection.
First, the origin of this sanctification process is the Holy Spirit himself; it is he
who sanctifies believers through ministries, sacraments and, it seems, these special gifts.
Here, it is inferred that the use of these special gifts actually helps to sanctify its recipient.
Second, the Spirit allots them according to his will; the recipient is a passive participant
in that they are not merited by any actions on our own part. They are graces that are
freely given. Third, their application and practice are for building up the Church; they are
gifts of service. Fourth, they are to be shared in communion with other disciples of
94
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Christ, including their pastors in the faith. Fifth, their true nature and proper use is to be
watched over by pastors; the pastors, in turn, are to weigh the fruit of such manifestations
in order to preserve the good of the Church. And sixth, pastors are cautioned not to
extinguish the vitality of these manifestations, and therein become counterproductive
toward the expression and full benefit of these spiritual graces.
In section 30 of this same decree, the Council encourages proper formation for
those lay men and lay women who undertake any kind of apostolic work – particularly
those who commit themselves and their gifts for the long term.
Indeed, everyone should diligently prepare himself for the apostolate, this
preparation being the more urgent in adulthood. For the advance of age
brings with it a more open mind, enabling each person to detect more
readily the talents with which God has enriched his soul, and to exercise
more effectively those charisms which the Holy Spirit has bestowed on
him for the good of his brethren.95
Here too, several points should be clarified.
First, preparation is necessary in order to exercise one‟s particular charism or
spiritual gift; that preparation is specifically for an apostolate that is primarily open to lay
participants. Second, if formation is overlooked, it becomes more problematic in the lives
of adults. Third, the advance of age brings more openness, and an improved awareness of
one‟s talents; if self-discovery precedes the use of charisms, then the exercise of charisms
will be truly helpful and build the common good of the community. Finally, the locus of
charisms seems – at least initially – aimed toward brothers and sisters in the household of
95
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faith; this locus is undoubtedly to ensure the spiritual vitality of the community itself, and
to build a communion of persons that together witness outward to the rest of humanity.

Chapter 1.6.3 Ad Gentes
The Decree on the Mission Activity of the Church (Ad Gentes) was approved
during the fourth session of the Council on December 7, 1965, by a vote of 2,394 to 5. 96
Three particular passages, in sections 4, 23 and 28, stand out for their focus on the
charismatic nature of the Church.
Throughout all ages, the Holy Spirit makes the entire Church "one in
communion and in ministering; He equips her with various gifts of a
hierarchical and charismatic nature," giving life, soul - like, to
ecclesiastical institutions and instilling into the hearts of the faithful the
same mission spirit which impelled Christ Himself. Sometimes He even
visibly anticipates the Apostles' acting, just as He unceasingly
accompanies and directs it in different ways.97
Here, we find several points of reference.
First, according to this passage, the Council Fathers teach that the Holy Spirit
brings the entire membership of the Church into communion with each other; if the
person of the Holy Spirit actively resides in a baptized person through his or her initiation
in the Spirit, then a kind of spiritual unity is actualized between each individual in whom
the Spirit resides. And it follows that individuals in whom the Spirit resides are also one
in the ministering of the other individuals in the community. Second, the Holy Spirit
96
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equips the church with hierarchical gifts; it is clear that the hierarchical leadership is a
grace of the Holy Spirit i.e. that the administrative functions are “gifts,” that leadership is
a “gift,” that structures are a “gift.” Other “gifts” are charismatic in nature, more
spontaneous, free, and unstructured. Here the Holy Spirit is able to give a variety of gifts.
Third, the Holy Spirit instills in the faithful the same mission spirit that propelled Christ
himself, as well as the Apostles, the Martyrs, and the Saints; we are each being given a
share of the Spirit for mission.
In section 23, we find this concept revisited and strengthened:
Although every disciple of Christ, as far in him lies [sic], has the duty of
spread-ing the Faith, Christ the Lord always calls whomever He will from
among the number of His disciples, to be with Him and to be sent by Him
to preach to the nations (cf. Mark 3:13). Therefore, by the Holy Spirit,
who distributes the charismata as He wills for the common good (1 Cor.
12:11), He inspires the missionary vocation in the hearts of individuals,
and at the same time He raises up in the Church certain institutes which
take as their own special task the duty of preaching the Gospel, a duty
belonging to the whole Church. 98
Here we find a few more reference points,
First, the Council fathers make it clear that each and every Christian has the duty
to spread the faith; it is not just the domain of priests or religious, but of every baptized
person. Second, Christ can call anyone to a specific missionary activity; but each
baptized Christian has a missionary spirit – a spirit that could be tapped for specific
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missionary functions at any time. Third, the Council reaffirms that the Holy Spirit
distributes charismata as he wills, for the common good; in the same manner, he inspires
missionary vocations and certain missionary institutes – as he wills, for the common
good.
In section 28, we find an affirmation of harmony:
The Christian faithful, having different gifts (cf. Rom. 12:6), according to
each one's opportunity, ability, charisms and ministry (cf. 1 Cor. 3:10)
must all cooperate in the Gospel. Hence all alike, those who sow and those
who reap (cf. John 4:37), those who plant and those who irrigate, must be
one (cf. 1 Cor. 3:8), so that "in a free and orderly fashion cooperating
toward the same end," they may spend their forces harmoniously for the
building up of the Church.99
Several references here can be commented upon.
First, the text specifically identifies the Christian faithful as those who possess
gifts; every baptized individual benefits and serves to build the church. Second, gifts
seem to be given according to each individual‟s opportunities, their abilities, and their
ministries, but each individual is required to cooperate together, for the sake of the
Gospel. Third, all persons must be unified together so that they can freely cooperate
toward the same end; by cooperating with that goal in mind, all can build the Church in
harmony. If the intention to be one with each other is not present, then harmony will
quickly fade; thus cooperation and harmony are intimately linked with the successful
ability to build the Church.
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Chapter 1.6.4 Lumen Gentium
The Dogmatic Constitution on the Church (Lumen Gentium) was formally
approved during the third session of the Council on November 21, 1964, by a vote of
2,151 to 5.100 Of the sixteen documents that were promulgated, it clearly contains the
most important and profound texts on the charismatic dimensions of the Church. Part of
this may be due to its central, prominent place within the corpus of conciliar texts; its
centrality is seen in how so many of the decrees and declarations found their origin in a
few lines or even a small paragraph of Lumen Gentium. The texts that speak about
charisms and the pneumatic elements can be seen in sections 4, 7, 12, 25, 30 and 50.
A strong Trinitarian statement introduces the very first section do deal with
charisms in paragraph no. 4:
When the work which the Father gave the Son to do on earth was
accomplished, the Holy Spirit was sent on the day of Pentecost in order
that He might continually sanctify the Church, and thus, all those who
believe would have access through Christ in one Spirit to the Father. He is
the Spirit of Life, a fountain of water springing up to life eternal. To men,
dead in sin, the Father gives life through Him, until, in Christ, He brings to
life their mortal bodies. The Spirit dwells in the Church and in the hearts
of the faithful, as in a temple. In them He prays on their behalf and bears
witness to the fact that they are adopted sons. The Church, which the
Spirit guides in way of all truth and which He unified in communion and
in works of ministry, He both equips and directs with hierarchical and
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charismatic gifts and adorns with His fruits. By the power of the Gospel
He makes the Church keep the freshness of youth. Uninterruptedly He
renews it and leads it to perfect union with its Spouse. The Spirit and the
Bride both say to Jesus, the Lord, "Come!” 101
Several reference points may be commented upon.
First, the initial reference to the Holy Spirit, here, recounts the Pentecost event; in
this passage the Spirit is said to continually sanctify the Church. Second, the Holy Spirit
is the Spirit of Life, and is likened to a fountain springing up to life; to those who are
already dead in sin, he is the life-giving Spirit, who brings tangible life. Third, the Spirit
actively dwells in the faithful, prays in them, through them, and on their behalf, as
adopted sons and daughters of God. Fourth, the Spirit guides the Church into all truth and
unifies others in sacrament and in ministries; he is the Spirit of revelation, the Spirit of
Christ, the Spirit of the Living God. Fifth, he equips and directs individuals with gifts,
charisms, graces; he orders the charismatic manifestations and the hierarchical ministries,
both to the same end, the building up of the Church. Sixth, he vivifies the Church, and
draws forth fruits as a sign of his sanctifying presence. He draws us deeper, closer, more
intimately in union with Christ.
In section 7, we see the following additional attributes:
As all the members of the human body, though they are many, form one
body, so also are the faithful in Christ. Also, in the building up of Christ's
Body various members and functions have their part to play. There is only
one Spirit who,
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according to His own richness and the needs of the ministries, gives His
different gifts for the welfare of the Church. What has a special place
among these gifts is the grace of the apostles to whose authority the Spirit
Himself subjected even those who were endowed with charisms. Giving
the body unity through Himself and through His power and inner joining
of the members, this same Spirit produces and urges love among the
believers. From all this it follows that if one member endures anything, all
the members co-endure it, and if one member is honored, all the members
together rejoice. 102
Here the Council fathers are recalling the texts from 1 Corinthians 12, alluding to body
imagery as a metaphor for all of their members having their share. They then elaborate
how the one Spirit gives different gifts to different people for the good of the Church.
Then turning their attention toward the Apostles, they describe how the Spirit subjected
those with charisms to defer to the authority of the Apostles. This same Spirit then
produces love among the believers, the ability to share one another‟s suffering, and the
ability to rejoice in a mutual honor of each other.
Then, in section 12 of Lumen Gentium, we read the following text on charisms:
It is not only through the sacraments and the ministries of the Church that
the Holy Spirit sanctifies and leads the people of God and enriches it with
virtues, but, “allotting his gifts to everyone according as He wills, He
distributes special graces among the faithful of every rank. By these gifts
He makes them fit and ready to undertake the various tasks and offices
which contribute toward the renewal and building up of the Church,
102
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according to the words of the Apostle: “The manifestation of the Spirit is
given to everyone for profit.” These charisms, whether they be the more
outstanding or the more simple and widely diffused, are to be received
with thanksgiving and consolation for they are perfectly suited to and
useful for the needs of the Church. 103
First, the Holy Spirit is understood to sanctify and enrich people by allotting each person
gifts and by distributing these special graces – and not just simply through their regular
participation in the sacraments and ministries of the Church; the implication is again
given that the gifts contribute to the actual sanctification of the People of God. Second,
the Holy Spirit allots these gifts to everyone, and distributes these graces among every
rank, clarifying that they are given universally to the People of God. Third, in giving
persons these charismatic gifts, he qualifies the recipients and makes them fit to
undertake roles and offices in the Church. Fourth, the use of these gifts actually
contributes to the renewal and building up of the Church itself. Fifth, these charisms,
whether simple or outstanding, are to be received by the baptized faithful with
thanksgiving, as the charisms themselves are seen as “perfectly suited” for the various
needs of the Church community.
This same paragraph of text in Lumen Gentium then continues on,
Extraordinary gifts are not to be sought after [rashly], nor are the fruits of
apostolic labor to be presumptuously expected from their use; but
judgment as to their genuinity and proper use belongs to those who are
appointed leaders in the Church, to whose special competence it belongs,
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not indeed to extinguish the Spirit, but to test all things and hold fast to
that which is good.104
First, we must deal with a rather remarkable mistranslation in the actual text of Lumen
Gentium. A stunning correction to this paragraph is noted in the bracketed inclusion,
which is not shown in the document‟s official English translation, hosted on the Vatican
website.105 In the official Latin text, this section of the paragraph reads,
Dona autem extraordinaria non sunt temere expetenda, neque
praesumptuose ab eis sperandi sunt fructus operarum apostolicarum: sed
iudicium de eorum genuinitate et ordinato exercitio ad eos pertinet, qui in
Ecclesia praesunt, et quibus speciatim competit, non Spiritum exstinguere,
sed omnia probare et quod bonum est tenere (cf. 1Thess 5:12, 19-21).106
The remarkable omission concerns the Latin word temere, which is commonly translated
as rashly or blindly.107 This omission, in effect, renders the intended phrase,
“extraordinary gifts are not to be sought after rashly,” into “extraordinary gifts are not to
be sought after,” (i.e. at all) implying a finality and directive to this instruction that is not
in the Latin original, nor in the intention of the Council Fathers who had authored and
approved of the text. The exclusion of the properly translated term temere nuances our
104
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understanding of charisms and charismatic graces in a strikingly negative manner.
Nevertheless, when translated correctly, the text instructs and actually encourages that
extraordinary charisms are to be expetenda i.e. expected, desired, sought after – even
eagerly sought after 108 as long as they are not sought after temere i.e. rashly or blindly.
Corrected, the text gives a profoundly positive directive to the People of God.
Several other observations can be noted in this same paragraph. First, the fruits of
charismatic activity cannot be expected in a presumptuous manner; apostolic works may
result from their use, but cannot be assumed unconditionally. Second, the text validates
that appointed Church leaders have the competency to judge the genuineness and proper
use of charisms; the leaders are to test the charisms, affirm the good, and never
extinguish the manifestations or the activity that can be legitimately attributed to the Holy
Spirit. This seems to suggest that it is the right and duty of the ordained hierarchy to
judge the legitimacy of charismatic activity; it may also suggest that their “special
competence” to judge these charisms may, in fact, be a charismatic grace itself – a grace
which the Holy Spirit has given to appointed leaders.
In section 25 of Lumen Gentium, we see a specific reference that appointed
leaders have been given particular charisms by the Holy Spirit in regard to their
leadership of and within the Church. In considering how the definition of faith and
morals must be taught and guarded, the document affirms the Roman Catholic Church‟s
teaching on the charism of infallibility that the supreme shepherd and bishops hold when
proclaiming a doctrine of faith or morals:
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For then the Roman Pontiff is not pronouncing judgment as a private
person, but as the supreme teacher of the universal Church, in whom the
charism of infallibility of the Church itself is individually present, he is
expounding or defending a doctrine of Catholic faith. The infallibility
promised to the Church resides also in the body of Bishops, when that
body exercises the supreme magisterium with the successor of Peter. To
these definitions the assent of the Church can never be wanting, on
account of the activity of that same Holy Spirit, by which the whole flock
of Christ is preserved and progresses in unity of faith.109
I note that this paper is not intended as a treatise on or defense of the Catholic
understanding of infallibility. There are, however, some interesting observations I could
offer toward the Catholic approach and interpretation of infallibility as a particular
charism.
First, this document clearly articulates that infallibility is a charism of the Holy
Spirit. It is a charism that is shared by the Pope and the body of Bishops and the Church
in its totality; the document articulates that this charism is individually present in the
Roman Pontiff when he expounds upon or defends a doctrine in his role as the supreme
teacher of the universal Church; the document also articulates that this charism is shared
by the body of Bishops when they exercise the supreme magisterium in cooperation with
the Pope. In short, the document suggests what kinds of parameters exist in the exercise
of this particular charism. Second, the document suggests that there is a connection
between the exercise of the charism of infallibility, and the reception or assent of the
faithful to those infallible definitions; it articulates that this connection is a result of the
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Holy Spirit, whose activity preserves the flock and allows them to make progress in the
unity of faith. As such, Lumen Gentium 25 clearly suggests that the Holy Spirit is
operative with a charism of infallibility, that is 1) individually present in the teaching of
the Pope, 2) shared in the magisterium of the Bishops with the Pope, and 3) assented to
by the faithful of the Church. One might suggest that further theological reflection upon
the concept of infallibility as both an individual and a shared charism of the Holy Spirit
could prove to be of some benefit in the ecumenical dialogues between the Catholic
Church and the Orthodox Churches, and between the Catholic Church and various
Protestant ecclesial communities.
Having focused on one particular charismatic function of ordained pastoral
leadership, the Council Fathers then begin to recognize a general distinction concerning
the charisms that are proper to the laity, as seen in the text of Lumen Gentium 30:
[The pastors] know that they were not ordained by Christ to take upon
themselves alone the entire salvific mission of the Church toward the
world. On the contrary they understand that it is their noble duty to
shepherd the faithful and to recognize their ministries and charisms, so
that all according to their proper roles may cooperate in this common
undertaking with one mind. 110
First, I would note the document‟s clear admission that bishops and their clergy have no
monopoly on the mission of the Church to the world; each baptized man and woman is
seen to have a share in the Church‟s mission. Second, it is the duty of every bishop and
priest to recognize the ministries and charisms of the lay men and women; it is part of
their noble duty as shepherds to acknowledge the ministries and charisms of the laity.
110
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Third, laypersons clearly have ministries and charisms of their own; these ministries and
charisms are not identified as a participation in the ministries or charisms that are allotted
to their ordained pastors. In fact, they seem to be independent of ministries and charisms
that are proper to the role of pastors. It would follow, therefore, that this is why they need
to be recognized and acknowledged by pastors in the first place. Fourth, each of these lay
ministries and charisms are part of the greater collective; according to their proper roles,
each baptized person – man or woman, clergy or lay - is to cooperate in this one common
undertaking with one mind. Each of these ministries and charisms cooperate in one
common mission – the mission of the Church to build the kingdom of God.
In Lumen Gentium 50, the Council Fathers call us to identify the charismatic
graces that have been clearly evidenced in the lives of the various saints throughout the
long history of the Church, who, along with apostles and early martyrs, have been
recommended to us as models and intercessors.
To these were soon added also those who had more closely imitated
Christ's virginity and poverty, and finally others whom the outstanding
practice of the Christian virtues and the divine charisms recommended to
the pious devotion and imitation of the faithful. 111
First, according to this text, men and women were considered saintly models, when they
closely imitated virginity and poverty, and they practiced the Christian virtues and the
divine charisms; here, charisms are one of four characteristics or conditions that were
seen to qualify persons to be considered saintly. Second, charismatic activity is depicted
as positive evidence that one could be recommended to others for both intercession and
imitation; in suggesting that charisms are potential evidence of saintly activity, the
111
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Council Fathers may have been implying that charismatic activity could be significant
evidence of holiness in contemporary men and women. This element will be studied
further in my final chapter.

Chapter 1.7 Summarizing the Conciliar Teachings on Charisms

During the Second Vatican Council, it is quite clear that both charisms and
charismatic activity were given a positive endorsement, first by Cardinal Suenens, and
then by the great assembly of Council Fathers, who clearly spoke of them with high
regard in each of the four previously mentioned conciliar documents. Within these
teaching documents themselves, I would argue that the Council Fathers clearly articulated
a bold new departure.
First, the attention given to legitimizing the charismatic gifts and the charismatic
nature of the Church is the first thing that strikes me as being a bold departure. A
thorough read of these four particular documents presents the charisms as being clearly
given to each and every baptized Christian. The documents clearly articulate that these
charisms are given by the Holy Spirit freely, according to his will, and intimately
connected with sacramental initiation. The documents clearly articulate that each lay man
and woman is given charisms and is expected to use them, generously, in their own
unique contributions to the good of the Church; in fact, their use of individual charisms is
seen as both a right and a duty placed upon all the baptized. While their use may be
preceded by preparation and self-discovery, charisms tend to be spontaneous in their
nature. Through their generous application, charisms are seen to vivify and bring tangible
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life to the Church, and are seen to assist individuals – along with sacraments and
ministries – in the continuing sanctification of their lives. Charisms, in the end, are seen
as being perfectly suited to the needs of the Church, and should be received with
thanksgiving and joy.
Second, the role of pastors in lending credence to and supporting the charismatic
gifts is another bold departure. Pastors are not given any option here; they are charged
and called to promote charisms and the various roles of the laity in the mission of the
Church. They are to entrust the laity with duties and encourage laypeople to show
creativity and initiative in apostolic works. To this end, pastors are called to uncover,
acknowledge and foster all the charisms of the laity. Since charisms are intended for the
building up of the Church, pastors are given chief responsibility to watch over them and
weigh their usefulness and the fruit that is produced by their exercise. To insure their
rightful use, pastors are given clear guidelines: they may never extinguish the charisms,
but must assure that they are used in cooperation with the common mission of the
kingdom of God.
Finally, the clarification that the Holy Spirit actually sanctifies people through the
use of charisms is one of the bold departures that the Council Fathers elaborate upon
further. Since charisms are graces that are freely given, they are seen, in effect, to
sanctify the individual. In being given according to each individual‟s ability, they help to
actualize the spiritual unity of the Church, and are linked to ecclesial harmony and
cooperation. To this end, they assist in the overall sanctification of the Church itself.
Whether they are outstanding and extraordinary or ordinary and widely diffused,
charisms are distributed among every rank of people and contribute to the ongoing
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renewal of the Church. While they are given independently of the hierarchical gifts and
ministries, they make their individual recipients qualified and fit for a variety of other
ministries, roles and offices in the Church. Church history attests that charisms have often
been viewed as one of several conditions or characteristics for sainthood, and their use
has been evidenced throughout history in the lives of the individuals who have been held
up as canonized Saints. As such, I would argue that charisms and charismatic activity can
easily be extrapolated to signify evidence of saintly activity and holiness in contemporary
men and women in the Church.
To this end, I will now turn to investigate some significant developments that
have taken place in the Catholic Church since the articulation of charismatic dynamics
were introduced in these Conciliar documents. It is my intention then to show a direct
relationship between the charismatic activities that both Suenens and then the Council
Fathers articulated, and some contemporary evidence of spontaneous charismatic
dynamics within the greater Church.

Chapter 1.8 Duquesne, Notre Dame and Grottaferrata

Following the conclusion of the Second Vatican Council, Cardinal Suenens
possessed an immense popularity with the Orthodox and Protestant Observers. His strong
statements in support of advancing ecumenical relationships, brought him a good number
of invitations for speaking engagements across the world, and, in particular, to a variety
of Lutheran, Episcopalian and Pentecostal events that were being held in the United
States. As a result of a friendship with Archbishop Hallinan of Atlanta, and equally due
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to the admiration of American bishops who had admired his popular stances in the
Council, Suenens became an extremely popular speaker at US Catholic clergy events
during this time period. His many visits would give him a direct experience and
understanding of the Catholic Church in the United States.112
During these speaking visits, Suenens had begun writing a book on the Holy
Spirit, but this was interrupted when Veronica O‟Brien, a leader in the Legion of Mary,
phoned Suenens to alert him to a group in New York that described itself as a “Catholic
Pentecostal” group, which was then meeting at Fordham University, a Jesuit institution.
Suenens noted,
I gave up writing the book; I thought it was a matter of the most basic
courtesy to pay attention to the possible action of the Holy Spirit, however
surprising it might be. I was especially interested in the talk of the
awakening of charisms; at the Council, I had pleaded the cause of such an
awakening.113
Within weeks, Suenens had established contact with several charismatic groups and a
Catholic priest, Fr. Jim Ferry, who had been a spiritual director for the Legion of Mary,
and was now known to be directly involved with a very dynamic group of “charismatic”
women religious. Suenens arranged to meet up with Ferry at their Convent Station prayer
meeting. He would later remark of these meetings,
Suddenly, St. Paul and the Acts of the Apostles seems to come alive and
become part of the present; what was authentically true in the past seems
112
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to be happening once again before our very eyes. It is a discovery of the
true action of the Holy Spirit, who is always at work, as Jesus himself
promised. He kept and keeps his “word.” It is once more an explosion of
the Spirit of Pentecost, a jubilation that had become foreign to the Church,
for the sky is dark over the Church today. “Happy are those who know
joy,” says the Psalm. 114
Suenens decided to visit and meet with some of those who appeared to be the main
initiators of this movement, and flew to Ann Arbor, MI. There he met with several
graduate students and their leaders, 115 who were able to trace the brief history of the
movement for him.
The beginnings of this contemporary Catholic charismatic movement had first
come into being at Duquesne University (Pittsburgh, PA) in 1967. A group of students
there had been studying the Acts of the Apostles, and decided to go away on a retreat for a
weekend of prayer and fasting. They intended to ask the Holy Spirit for the graces that
were evidenced in Acts. Many had read David Wilkerson‟s The Cross and the
Switchblade,116 and a good number of them had been reciting the Pentecost Sequence,
every day for the preceding year. In February, at a retreat center known as The Ark and
the Dove, the students who had gathered there claimed to have had actual Pentecost-like
experiences. They spoke of being “baptized in the Holy Spirit” and recounted how they
had each been given charisms, similar to those that were operative in the early church.
114
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These young students began sharing their experiences with friends who were attending
other universities; students at the University of Notre Dame (South Bend, IN) soon began
speaking of similar experiences to those at Duquesne. From there, student groups at the
University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI), at Loyola University (New Orleans, LA), and
several Los Angeles, CA area universities began speaking of similar experiences in
prayer.117
Charismatic groups soon began forming in parishes, convents and monasteries
near each of the original university locations. Within months, this movement had
travelled from the United States to five different continents. The first national charismatic
conference was held in 1967. In June 1973, the University of Notre Dame hosted the first
international charismatic conference, which was attended by adherents from thirty-five
countries, with nearly twenty-two thousand participants, including six hundred priests,
ten bishops, and Cardinal Suenens himself. 118
As these Catholic charismatic groups spread across the globe, some began
forming houses of prayer. Others chose to incorporate into structures known as “covenant
communities,” where members could seek and experience deeper forms of commitment
and types of communal living. Distinct styles of worship would lead to the creation of
charismatic styles of music 119 and the integration of certain charismatic dynamics into
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liturgical practices, with many experimental adaptations 120 being employed in the postconciliar atmosphere.
In his book, A New Pentecost? Suenens describes the kind of information that was
revealed from a 1973 questionnaire that had been given to Jesuit priests; 121 forty highlyeducated Jesuit intellectuals, who had each experienced charismatic activity in their lives,
were asked to speak of their experiences. Suenens summarized,
Briefly, what seems to be common to all is an experience of a presence
and of a power coming from the Holy Spirit… prayer is less intellectual
now, simpler, more from the heart and much more filled with praise.
Several gave testimony to the spiritual fruits they experienced by praying
in tongues. Others spoke of a change which made them more deeply and
constantly aware of the presence of God in their apostolic activity… They
spoke of the spiritual support they found in prayer groups, and of a new
boldness in sharing… deeper, inner experiences… a change in their
attitude toward the sacrament of penance which they now see as a
sacrament of healing. In general, these men testified that this experience
had strengthened them in their Jesuit vocation, and … priesthood, and that
it had led them to see in a new light… the exercises of St. Ignatius. 122
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Suenens notes that a great many priests, religious and lay people had told him personally
of similar experiences, often in the same terms as these highly educated Jesuit priests. 123
Shortly after receiving these results, Suenens wrote to Pope Paul VI, to inform
him that the next international gathering of charismatic Catholics was set to take place in
Grottaferrata, Italy – the foothills of Rome – in October 1974. By this point, it had
become necessary for Rome to give this “renewal movement” its blessing, in order to
avoid the potential that it might develop in isolation from the heart of the Church. 124
Suenens noted that after an initial hesitancy, the Pope‟s reaction was favorable to the
location. The unexpected fruit of the international meeting in Grottaferrata was a private
audience with the Pope for fifteen of the movement‟s international leaders, who were
genuinely welcomed by the Pontiff. 125 A second fruit of the international meeting was an
initiative to establish a theological and pastoral commission to study necessary
clarifications on this growing movement, precisely from a Catholic point of view. That
initiative was adopted in May 1974, and would be implemented by a team that would
then meet with the Cardinal at his residence in Malines, Belgium. For this enterprise,
Suenens would also call upon many of his most important collaborators during the
Council – the theologians or periti who had helped to draft some of the most important
documents at Vatican II.

Chapter 1.9 Malines
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In response to the initiative made at the Grottaferrata conference, Suenens set up
team composed of international theologians, whose task it was to provide a theological
and pastoral evaluation of this Catholic “charismatic renewal.” Suenens believed this was
also necessary to clarify the credibility of charismatic experiences for those who had met
with serious opposition from individual bishops, from various episcopal conferences and,
most importantly, from the highly skeptical critics in the Roman Curia. 126
Suenens invited the theological and pastoral experts to meet at his palatial
Archbishop‟s residence in Malines from May 21 - 26, 1974. Initially, the preparatory
team included Fr. Kilian McDonnell, OSB (who composed the initial draft), Fr. Paul
Lebeau, SJ and Sr. Marie André Houdard, OSB (the working group secretaries), Fr.
Carlos Aldunate, SJ (Chile), Fr. Salvador Carillo Alday, MSpS (Mexico), Ralph Martin
(USA), Fr. Albert de Monléon, OP (France), Fr. Heribert Mühlen (Germany), Veronica
O‟Brien (Ireland), and Kevin Ranaghan (USA). Their preparatory draft was then
reviewed by several periti who served as theological consultants, including Fr. Yves
Congar, OP (France), Fr. Avery Dulles, SJ (USA), Fr. Michael Hurley, SJ (Ireland), Fr.
Walter Kasper (Germany), Fr. Hans Küng (Germany), Fr. René Laurentin (France), Fr.
Karl Rahner, SJ (Germany), and Fr. Joseph Ratzinger (Germany). Cardinal Suenens
chaired each of these meetings, and assumed the full responsibility and consequences of
either acceptance or rejection from Rome. 127
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Their final document, entitled, Theological and Pastoral Orientations on the
Catholic Charismatic Renewal: Malines Document I,128 was warmly welcomed by Paul
VI. According to Suenens,
Sometime later, he showed it to me, lying on his desk, and commented,
“This is precisely the sort of study that is needed. Please continue to
provide us with similar reports, which serve the Renewal.”129
Suenens and his team of collaborators would go on to produce a total of six Malines
Documents over the next decade.130 For Suenens, these six pastoral and theological
statements were a serious attempt to develop an understanding of charisms, as found in
the conciliar documents.
Pope Paul, as Cardinal Montini, had been known to be a deeply spiritual man. His
keen interest in spirituality allowed him to be both open to and interested in the ongoing
reports he received from Suenens. Despite the growing opposition of his immediate
Curial entourage (with the exception Cardinal Benelli), the Pope gave Suenens
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unparalleled support and encouragement of his work with contemporary charismatic
manifestations and activities around the globe. 131

Chapter 1.10 A New Pentecost?

Suenens believed his immediate task was to document his own investigation of
these experiences and to make them known to a much wider public audience. He took up
his pen and dedicated the next few months to a book that he came to entitle, A New
Pentecost? Fr. René Laurentin, who wrote a positive review in the French journal Le
Figaro, noted, “The author wants to show us that the breath of the Holy Spirit is active
today in very broadly-based groups, creating and offering a „democracy of holiness.‟”132
Suenens himself noted that his main thesis centered on the actual question mark that had
been used in the title of the book.
I felt that the Renewal ran the risk of not being recognized for what it was:
an act of the Holy Spirit, available to all movements, and capable of
renewing many aspects of the Church. It was an anguished call to those in
power within the Church to accept this challenge, rather than reducing the
Renewal to one movement among many others. 133
What completely surprised Suenens, however, was the response from Pope Paul VI, who
actually began endorsing his book during the 1975 Synod of Bishops. In a historically
unprecedented move during his Wednesday public audience, the Pope set aside his
prepared text, lifted Suenens‟ book high, and spoke of signs of hope and the importance
131
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of charisms for all in the Church. “I am alluding to a book recently written by Cardinal
Suenens – A New Pentecost?” the Pope told all those who had assembled. “The abundant
outpouring of those supernatural graces which we call charisms can indeed be the sign of
a providential hour in the history of the Church.” 134
The book itself is an interesting treatment of the role of the Holy Spirit in what
Suenens saw as a critical turning point in the history of the Church.
Now is the time to listen, in silence, with all our heart to „what the Spirit is
saying to the Churches‟ (Rev. 2:29). He is telling us, it seems, to carry out
the ever necessary reform of structures. But beyond this institutional
„overhaul‟ at every level – indeed, to assure its realization – he is
inaugurating a spiritual renewal of exceptional richness. 135
Suenens suggested that the “pneumatic” dimensions of the Church must be understood in
light of a “communion in the Holy Spirit,” 136 He noted, “the Holy Spirit is the bond of
unity,” and the “creator of communion,” and that the Spirit “animates the entire Church
from within.”137
As to the charismatic nature of the Church, Suenens clearly makes an
impassioned plea:
We must never forget that the Church cannot exist without its charismatic
dimension; to be deprived of this dimension would not be merely an
impoverishment, it would be a negation of the Church‟s very being. The
Church without charisms would not only be a Church missing a part of
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itself – like a man deprived of hands – it simply would not be a Church at
all: its very essence would be affected.138
He struck a critical note in affirming that charismatic manifestations could be
“surprising” and even “disconcerting,” but argued that “the Spirit reveals himself by
means of such graces and marvelous gifts” in order to empower his followers to do great
works in the name of Christ.139 By drawing attention to the charismatic nature of the
Church, he reminded us that the Council Fathers called the People of God to be more
aware of the abiding, active presence of the Holy Spirit in the Church. 140 He also
anticipated potential critics of charismatic spiritual experiences, maintained that Jesus
never excluded any religious experience from the Christian life, and argued that authentic
experiences of God should be the normal reality in the life of every Christian. He
reasoned that, for God, there was no line of demarcation between “ordinary experiences”
and “extraordinary experiences.”141
The Spirit is inseparable from his gifts. When I receive him, I receive the
fullness of all that is his. And this fullness is not something static, but
dynamic… The visibility of the gifts, the manner in which they are
exercised, will differ, not only from person to person, but also, in each
person the action of the Spirit modifies the use to which the gifts are put…
[I] am possessed by the Spirit who moves me and leads me according to
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the good pleasure of his boundless love, and in accordance with the degree
of faith, hope and love he finds in me. 142
Suenens drew upon the theological understanding that the Holy Spirit is initially present
in a baptized Christian; he recalled that a newly baptized infant had already received the
fullness of the Holy Spirit, even if the awareness of this reality was not present until
much later when the child became an adult, and ratified the meaning and consequences of
his or her baptism. 143 For Suenens, baptism becomes the primal source of all the other
sacraments. In the course of the normal Christian life, each sacrament extends the rays of
the Spirit‟s action, which began at baptism. 144
At baptism we all receive the fullness of the Holy Spirit, the layman as
well as the priest, bishop or pope. The Holy Spirit cannot be received
more or less, any more than a [Eucharistic] host is more or less
consecrated. Each of us receives the Spirit of God with the charisms which
are necessary for the fulfillment of our individual mission. 145
Suenens, in fact, goes on to speak of the sacrament of Confirmation as a ratification of
Baptism. He notes that, “Confirmation is not some supplement to baptism; it confirms
baptism.” He does not differentiate further between the Catholic sacraments of Baptism
and Confirmation, nor does he speak to the traditional Catholic understanding of
sacramental character that is received in the three sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation
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or Ordination. This is a striking departure from traditional Catholic sacramental
theology.146
Suenens also speaks to the work of the Spirit as an abiding power.
This power of the Holy Spirit is not reserved only for the apostles; it is an
integral part of the heritage given to all of us. If we would dare believe in
it, we would find our discouragement in the service of the Lord swept
away, and we would cease looking upon the spiritual life as a prolonged
ascetic effort which we must endure by our own force of will. We would
see it, rather for what it is: the work of the Spirit in and with us, supporting
us with his unfailing presence and power.147
Suenens then begins to articulate several concerns about the traditional western
understanding of spiritual growth. He notes how many Christians report years of fruitless
effort in their quest for a personal spiritual life; many of them, he believes, incorrectly
decide to double their human efforts, increase their ascetical practices and fight to
maintain the energy they need in the daily struggle at prayer. For those caught in a barren
waste, he recommends that they begin opening themselves to experiences of the
charismatic nature of the Holy Spirit.
An asceticism based on our own will power cannot take us far. Faith in the
present, active power of the Spirit does not dispense us from asceticism,
but it sets it in true perspective – in a secondary place. Such a faith can
show us that holiness is primarily an "assumption" rather than an
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"ascension." That is to say, it is God who reaches out to us and bears us
aloft. This is a truth that we must learn and learn again. 148
Suenens then attempts to locate the greater meaning and relevance of charismatic
experiences. He argues that the Holy Spirit had been perceived in early Catholic Church
tradition as a lived experience, who revealed himself through various manifestations. 149
He reminds us that it was normal for these early Christians to live out their faith in an
ongoing experience of the Holy Spirit, and that their everyday experiences would only
later be crafted into actual dogmatic teachings on the Holy Spirit. For early Christians, to
receive the Spirit and to experience the Spirit were one and the same thing. 150 In light of
this, he calls our contemporary Churches to accountability for minimizing the role of
religious experience; in his mind, religious experience is at the very heart of authentic
Christianity. 151
In Suenens‟ understanding, any fear of subjectivity must be examined with the
fore-knowledge that faith is a living encounter with a living God; objective truths of the
faith are formulated by the Church within the context of experience. Doctrine is the
expression of that lived experience of God, the Holy Spirit, which is articulated by the
apostles and the Christian communities and then passed down to us. The actual doctrines
of the Holy Spirit only began to be defined three centuries after the initial experience of
Pentecost.152 Suenens reminds us that this experience-expression pattern came down to us
from the Hebrew Scriptures. In the biblical world view, there is only one path to
knowledge of God, and that path is experience. For the Israelites, to know God was to
148
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first experience God. For Suenens, to know the Holy Spirit, we must clearly experience
the Holy Spirit – and that experience must come first.153
In his book, Suenens also notes some of the more striking and widespread effects
of this developing charismatic movement. First, the spirituality of participants quickly
becomes more oriented toward Christ; participants encounter a living, intimate,
experiential relationship with Christ, which leads to a fullness of life in the Holy Spirit. 154
Second, the outflow of this deeper relationship gives rise to a new understanding of
prayer, both on the individual and communal levels; prayer becomes more spontaneous,
natural, and seems dominated by praise. 155 Third, the participants find a passion for
reading and studying the Holy Scriptures; whether in private or in communal
celebrations, the rediscovery of the Bible, a deeper grasp of biblical narratives, and an
appreciation for mediation on Scripture passages (Lectio Divina), are common
characteristics found among people who have experienced the charisms of the Holy
Spirit.156 Fourth, an openness toward the gift of tongues (Greek: glossolalia or speaking
in tongues); praying in tongues, both individually and corporately, is a striking,
characteristic phenomenon of many persons who identify themselves as having received
charisms from the Holy Spirit. 157 Fifth, a greater love for both the institutional and
sacramental dimensions of the Church; there is often a unity found among those who
have had charismatic experiences that aims to overcome polarizations and factions within
the local Church. In fact, one notes that many of those who have experienced charismatic
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manifestations are marked by a common intention to build up the Church with a notably
strong, Christocentric focus.158
Suenens then turns to examine these charismatic manifestations in light of our
own contemporary Christian identity and our basic ability to cooperate with grace:
For me, the most striking aspect of the experience that I have analyzed
here is the fact that it compels me to look with new eyes at texts in the
New Testament that I thought I knew. As I suddenly see manifestations of
the Holy Spirit, especially in Acts, I have to ask myself: Were those
Christians of the early Church exceptional, inimitable beings, living lives
of perfection, who have ceased to exist, or is it that we Christians of today
with our weakened faith are really “sub-normal?” I find I have to question
myself as to the norms of true Christian fidelity and to look at the quality
of my personal adherence to Jesus Christ… This question then obliges us
to look afresh at Christianity and within it, at what is most ancient and
fundamental: fidelity to the life of Christ in the Holy Spirit with all the
visible and invisible consequences that this implies… I must take the
measure of the vitality and breadth of my twentieth-century Christian faith
as compared with that of the Christians of the first century. 159
Suenens suggests that the only difference between early Christians and contemporary
Christians can be seen in terms of expectation and receptivity to the Holy Spirit. 160
Previous to the Second Vatican Council, as far as a majority of contemporary Catholic
believers had been concerned, the vast majority had seen charisms as belonging only to
158
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the domain of exceptionally rare persons; they might have readily admitted that an entire
spectrum of charisms was fully present in the early Church, but no longer expected to
find charisms operative among Christians in the present day. But with the implementation
of Vatican II and the sudden, unexpected advent of the Catholic Charismatic Renewal,
perspectives throughout the Church began to change. 161
Suenens describes both the nature and characteristics of “normal” Christianity in
terms of ordinary sanctity. Charisms and charismatic manifestations should be seen in
Christians of every walk of life; those who simply live their faith possess the kind of
openness to the Holy Spirit that is common among those who have experienced such
manifestations. He is clear that charisms are not the monopoly of canonized saints or of
vowed contemplatives cloistered in monasteries. In fact, the teachings of the Second
Vatican Council articulate that holiness is a universal call to every Christian – a universal
vocation to those in the most diverse walks of life, who are gifted with the stirrings of the
Holy Spirit.162 Suenens then makes a bold clarification:
We should not see in this Renewal just one more movement to be set
alongside many others in the Church today, or worse still, as in
competition with them. Rather than a movement, Charismatic Renewal is
a moving of the Holy Spirit which can reach all Christians, lay or cleric. It
is comparable to a high voltage current of grace which is coursing through
the Church. Every Christian is charismatic by definition; the difference
lies in our degree of faith, our awareness of this fundamental and
necessarily common reality… To benefit by this current, there is no need
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even to join a formal prayer group… The Spirit blows how and where he
wills; he does not need the help of an organization to penetrate all classes
of society: lay persons in every walk of life, members of religious
congregations and orders, all are within his reach… He will… find his
way into bishops‟ residences, episcopal conferences, and Roman
synods!163
He argues that any Church renewal is inconceivable when the vast majority of the faithful
are unable to identify what it means to be a normal Christian. Suenens defines this as the
ability of every Christian to grasp what it truly means to be baptized.
Peter‟s address provides us with the first definition of Christian identity,
the unique quality inherent in being a Christian… “Repent” he said “and
each one of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness
of your sins, and then you will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit” (Acts
2:38). Conversion. Baptism. Personal surrender to Christ. Receiving the
Holy Spirit. All of Christianity is contained in these words.164
Suenens here notes the indissoluble relationship between Jesus Christ and the
Holy Spirit, particularly in that the designation “Christ” signifies being “anointed with
the Holy Spirit.” He recalls that Christ sent us the “life-giving Spirit” (1 Cor. 15:45), and
that he continues to direct the Church in, through and with the Holy Spirit, just as
promised. He reminds us that Christians are baptized into the mystery of Christ – his
death, resurrection, and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. When the individual is
“baptized in water,” Suenens writes, he is “baptized in the Holy Spirit,” the giver of life;
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in fact, conversion, baptism, and receiving the Holy Spirit are each parts of a unique
whole which the Sacred Tradition calls “Christian Initiation,” “enlightenment,” and
“entrance into a new life.” 165 He laments that centuries of Christians were
“sacramentalized” without being sufficiently “evangelized,” and that the version of
Christianity that we have now inherited must “mature into a Christianity of choice, based
on a personal decision and embraced with full consciousness. 166
No matter what the future may bring, the Christian of today must live his
faith with courage and conviction. Now more than ever he must draw his
inspiration from those words which Peter spoke on the first Pentecost: he
must experience conversion… he must meet Jesus… he must accept the
guidance of the Holy Spirit… In brief, he must be open to the future in a
faith refilled with hope, because it is founded on the promise and the
power of God.167
Suenens, here, clearly articulates that without a Christianity that is filled with the
hope that is founded on this power of God, the believers of tomorrow may not be able to
retain any sense of Christian identity. He challenges the Church to pass on a form of
Christianity which is “strong and exhilarating: grafted on the power of the Holy Spirit…
performing „signs and wonders‟ which attest that we too live in that burgeoning of new
life which is Pentecost.”168 He exhorts the Church to present a very different picture of
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the “normal” Christian life – one that “exorcises” fears of charismatic manifestations that
might appear to others as “exaggerations” of the Holy Spirit. 169
He also acknowledges a striking theological assessment of Fr. Yves Congar, OP,
who wrote a widely circulated article, “I believe in the Holy Spirit in the Church,” in
March 1972:
Almost without exception, the Christians who are not in full communion
with us, whether Orthodox or Protestant, reproach us for our deficient
“pneumatology.” They understand by this that we do not attribute to the
Holy Spirit a real personal role… This personal role of the Spirit seems to
them to be implied in the liberty and personalization of grace… We might
think that the reproach is exaggerated and therefore unjust. Nevertheless,
we ought to admit that it has some foundation. We have spoken about the
Holy Spirit in connection with the spiritual life, but except for his role in
assuring the reality of the sacramental or hierarchical acts, we have not
said much of the Spirit in our ecclesiology, at least until recently. The
situation is improving with our deeper appreciation of the meaning of
local communities, of the charisms, as well as with the renewal movement
rich in initiatives.170
Suenens noted that the pneumatological advances made by the Second Vatican Council
had inspired Pope Paul VI, who called for ongoing development of pneumatology; he had
discerned that this would be “an indispensible complement to the teaching of the
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Council.”171 In light of Congar‟s words, Suenens had clearly recognized that any
development of pneumatology would, in its very nature, make significant contributions to
the direction of new ecumenical initiatives, the progress of official bilateral dialogues,
and the eventual unity of all Christian Churches. Suenens realized that in giving a new
priority to the role of the Holy Spirit, Christians would create a common point of
reference – a new focal point – that would allow them to speak in a language that was
familiar to all Christians. 172
In addition, Suenens echoes that possibility for “a new springtime of the Church,”
in recalling the mutual hope of Popes John XXIII and Paul VI, who had each prayed for
“a new Pentecost” in relation to the Second Vatican Council. “It is here before our eyes,”
he recognizes, “like the first rays of dawn.” 173
This Spirit remains at the heart of the Church, directing us towards the
future. We would like to have a glimpse of that future, so as to read better
the signs of the time. But this is not essential: our hope for the future is not
based on statistics and charts. It derives entirely from faith in the Spirit,
who is… the living breath of the Church, leading it on its pilgrimage, as
long ago the pillar of cloud by day, and of fire by night, led the people of
Israel in the desert. He is at once continuity and freshness: “things new
and old” (Mt. 13:52); tradition and progress. 174
For Suenens, this ready openness toward the future is an integral part of Christianity. It
allows the Christian Church, through the power of the Holy Spirit, to carry the mission of
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hope into the future. Here he also argues that the Church has been thrust forward by the
Spirit, at certain moments throughout its two-thousand year history, and that, in its own
mysterious way, the Spirit offers special graces to those who are open and attentive to his
movements. He then acknowledges that the Catholic Church was going through such a
moment during the Second Vatican Council and in the wake of the Renewal in the Spirit.
In response to these two graced movements, Suenens offers his readers deep
encouragement: “We must not fear the unknown ways of God, nor the renewals needed if
the Church is to keep young.” In just such an open atmosphere, he concludes, “Pentecost
continues.”175

Chapter 1.11 Solemnity of Pentecost, Rome, 1975

Immediately following Pope Paul‟s stunning public endorsement of A New
Pentecost? the very next international Catholic charismatic conference was scheduled to
be held in the city of Rome, during the Spring of 1975. This was an explicit move by the
leaders to symbolically indicate their desire to be integrated into the wider Catholic
Church. The conference took place during the week preceding the solemnity of
Pentecost. Cardinal Willebrands, a keynote speaker, then President of the Pontifical
Council for Promoting Christian Unity, captivated the audience with his speech on The
Holy Spirit and the Church, which gave great encouragement to all those gathered. The
following Sunday, ten thousand of these charismatic pilgrims joined the massive crowds
that had gathered in the piazza of St. Peter‟s Basilica, to attend the Pontifical Liturgy of
Pentecost. Suenens characterized this event as “unforgettable moments of fraternal
175
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communion,” with a memorable and moving “musical joust” that took place between the
Sistine Chapel Choir and the spontaneous chants of the charismatic pilgrims. 176
The very next morning, Suenens was given the rare privilege to be the principal
celebrant in a special Eucharistic Liturgy at the papal altar of St. Peter‟s Basilica. Here he
was surrounded by a flood of charismatic pilgrims that included eight hundred priests and
a dozen bishops. He describes how this unprecedented celebration proceeded in “a
climate of extraordinary symbiosis between traditional liturgy and spontaneous prayer.”
Then, with the announcement that Pope Paul VI would join these pilgrims in a special
audience, the crowds greeted his arrival with “waves of alleluias.” Following his official
greeting, Pope Paul VI began improvising in relaxed Italian, noting, “The Church
welcomes the Charismatic Renewal!” He called it “an opportunity that the Church must
seize.” At the foot of the papal altar, Pope Paul VI embraced Cardinal Suenens with
visible emotion, designated him as his personal representative to the movement, and
thanked him, “for all that you have done, and all that you will still do, to bring the
Charismatic Renewal into the heart of the Church.”177
“On the official level,” Suenens later noted, “the Monday after Pentecost 1975
will be remembered as the date on which the Church fully welcome the Renewal.” On
another level, it was the same day that Suenens invited several of the American
charismatic leaders to move to Brussels,178 where they would begin the foundations of an
organizing body that would eventually be known as the International Catholic
Charismatic Renewal Services (ICCRS). Eventually the ICCRS offices moved to Rome,
and then relocated into the Vatican City State. The ICCRS was given juridical personality
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on 14 September 1993 as a private association of the faithful. 179 Popes Paul VI, John Paul
I, John Paul II and Benedict XVI have each cultivated a positive relationship with the
“Charismatic Renewal” or “Renewal in the Spirit,” and have frequently referred to it as
one of the “new ecclesial movements” that give hope and courage to the rest of the
Church. 180

Chapter 1.12 The Further Influence of Suenens
In April 1976 Cardinal Suenens was awarded the Templeton Prize for Progress in
Religion,181 which was presented by HRH Prince Phillip, Duke of Edinburgh, along with
Sir John and Irene Templeton, and Margaret Thatcher, then British Secretary for
Education, who gave the official address honoring Suenens at Guild Hall in London. He
received this award in light of his “pioneering research and discourse of the Charismatic
Renewal,” which had been previously seen as a cause for concern to many leaders in
western Christianity. The inscription to the prize noted that, “the Cardinal‟s enlightened
discourse on the movement provided guidance and reassurance, eliminating
misunderstanding and offering thoughtful insight to followers and observers alike.”182
Suenens considered this prize a very unique honor, as it is awarded by a panel jury
composed of various Christians, Jews, Muslims, Hindus and Buddhists.
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In 1977, Suenens was given the unexpected invitation to preach a mission for
Oxford University students. This mission, which was brought to fame under William
Temple in 1931, had been abolished in 1968 for fear of popular student uprisings. For the
first time since the Reformation, Suenens, a Catholic cardinal and archbishop, had been
invited to preach there. On each of the four evenings, he gave lectures to 1,500 students
and faculty on the theme of God. Suenens wrote, “This mission was one of the most
important moments of my life… but what made it even more special was the ecumenical
communion in which I lived during those days.”183 In a review that appeared in The
Tablet,184 it was noted that Suenens unprecedented invitation had met without any
opposition. The audience listed to his thoughts on the widespread lack of traditional
Christian upbringing, God the Father‟s intense love for humanity, and the need to make a
personal decision to follow Christ. Suenens then turned to the topic of the Holy Spirit and
the ecumenical efforts to reunite the Church, noting, “first there must be a personal
renewal, alone, and then, inevitably, in community with others.” 185 The article‟s author
noted, “One had the feeling that the Holy Spirit, through the speaker and the listeners,
was breathing new life into our university‟s ancient motto, Dominus Illumination
Mea.”186
In April 1978, Suenens wrote to Pope Paul VI in an effort to keep him up to date
with the growth and progress of his charismatic research and guidance of the movement.
In May, Suenens received his final letter from Pope Paul VI, whose health had been
quickly declining.
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We have read with great care your letter of April 15, concerning the
Charismatic Renewal Movement. We were unable to respond as promptly
as we would have liked, to express our satisfaction with the caring
attention with which you are attempting to ensure the full integration of
this movement into the life of the Catholic Church; we are happy to do so
now, and to tell you how very much we appreciate these efforts. We ask
the Lord to fill you with his grace in this ecclesial service, and we renew
from the depths of our heart our affectionate apostolic benediction. 187
Pope Paul VI died several weeks later, on August 6, 1978, having repeatedly endorsed
and supported Suenens and his work with the Renewal of the Spirit. This set a positive
tone for Suenens‟ work with each of the Popes who would succeed him.
When Cardinal Luciani became Pope John Paul I, Suenens was one the first
Cardinals to be received in a private audience. When the new Pontiff greeted Suenens, he
stated aloud, “Here is the Cardinal of the Holy Spirit, who writes so magnificently about
him.” Suenens had first met Luciani between two sessions of a previous synod in Rome;
after their long discussion about contemporary charisms, Suenens had sent Luciani a
copy of A New Pentecost? Luciani, in turn, sent a response thanking him for the book,
and admitting, “As I went along, I often felt the need to go back, with new eyes to certain
passages in St. Paul and in the Acts of the Apostles – passages which I thought I knew
well. For me, your book has been, and will continue to be, a precious guide to the
Acts.”188 At Luciani‟s papal inaugural ceremony, Suenens made the typical act of
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obedience, but then the Pope embraced him, and began asking Suenens to pray that he
too would experience, “an encounter with the Holy Spirit.”189
When Luciani died after just a month in office, Cardinal Wojtyla was elected to
serve as Pope, and took the name John Paul II. Suenens had heard him speak during the
Council, but had never met him. As Suenens offered his act of obedience, John Paul II
stunned him, saying, “Thank you, Eminence, for all that we owe you… It will now be
possible to bring about what you had hoped for. And now, let us have some affective and
effective collegiality.”190 Suenens was unsure if Wojtyla was alluding to his work during
the Council, or his recent, well-known initiatives with the Catholic Charismatic Renewal.
But when Suenens joined the new pope on his pilgrimage to Czestochowa, he was met at
the Warsaw airport by a large group of Polish Catholic charismatics, who had waited in
festive anticipation for the charismatic Cardinal from Belgium. Suenens was
overwhelmed by their embrace of him. 191 Months later, Suenens took part in a special
Synod (Fall 1980), and was invited to bring a small group of Charismatic Catholics to the
private chapel of Pope John Paul II for a Eucharistic Liturgy. Following Communion, the
group broke out in chanted tongues; when Suenens later asked the Pope if this had
disturbed his mediation, the Pope replied, “On the contrary; it helped me to pray more
deeply.”192
As Suenens approached the age of seventy-five, he sought to be released from the
active burden and administration of the Belgian Church. He willingly offered his nunc
dimittis to Pope John Paul II on July 14, 1979; his resignation became effective on
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January 4, 1980.193 Suenens was overjoyed to learn that Godfried Danneels, his protégé
and Bishop of Antwerp,194 was to succeed him as primate of Belgium. At a farewell
gathering for Suenens, Danneels made public the remarks that Pope John Paul II had
shared with him in confidence: “Cardinal Suenens played a crucial role during Vatican II,
and the universal Church owes much to him.” 195
Even upon retirement, the Belgian Cardinal still continued to play a very active
role in European Catholicism. 196 In early 1987, Pope John Paul II invited Suenens – the
only surviving member of the four Council moderators197 – to the Commemorative Synod
for Vatican II, where he was to give a special address to the gathered assembly. 198 His
brief message echoed the thoughts of John Paul II for a “new evangelization:”
Scripture tells us that “the young have visions and the old have dreams.”
This gives me the right – at my advanced age – to share with you the
dreams I have for your work and the upcoming Synod on the Laity… I
would like to see the Synod insistently stress the need for Christians of
future generations to relive the experience of Pentecost – in other words,
to receive that “Baptism in the Holy Spirit” which created the Church and
gave it its vital breath… They must live the experience of the Cenacle –
and I do mean experience – which is an experience of profound
conversion; of recognition of the resurrected Christ; of openness and
193
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availability to the Holy Spirit, to his gifts and charisms, in the fire of
Pentecost.199
Later that year, Suenens was interviewed in connection with the twentieth
anniversary of the Catholic Charismatic Renewal. 200 When asked about the movement‟s
progress, he suggested, “We are far from having fully discovered the Holy Spirit, whether
in theology, in spirituality, or in our pastoral applications.” He then praised Pope John
Paul II for his release of the encyclical, Dominum et vivificantem, noting that it was an
invitation for all to emphasize the Spirit‟s life-giving role. 201 As the interview continued,
Suenens clarified that “baptism in the Spirit” is an experience of the grace that is rooted
in the sacraments of Baptism and Confirmation. 202 He may have surprised many of his
critics when he suggested, “The Renewal should no longer be viewed as a “movement”
alongside other “movements,” but… as a breath of the Spirit, an act of the Spirit.” He
then encouraged, “We should rediscover the secret of Pentecost, which is a mystery of
conversion (ad intra) and of apostolate (ad extra).”203
In January 1990, while suffering minor heart problems, Suenens was forced to
face his finitude. Fifteen days in a hospital, “completely lacking in humanity,” helped
him to see “that Christianity has barely touched the surface of people‟s souls,” and that
“the world is in need, more than ever, of a new evangelization.” 204 That same year he
published a prayer for the new millennium, part of which reads,
Lord, if I turn my eyes to the Church
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Who received from your Son the promise of Eternal Life,
I see all the poverty and weakness there is in us, your disciples,
So poor and so unchristian!
And I hear, on every side,
The pressing call of our Pastors
To a new and second Evangelization
To make us true Christians,
Conscious of the imperatives of our Baptism.

Help us to find again the fervor of the early Christians
And the power of the first evangelization,
Which began that morning of Pentecost,
In the Cenacle of Jerusalem,
Where your disciples, gathered in prayer with Mary,
Awaited the fulfillment of their Father‟s promise.

Give us the grace to be renewed
“in the Spirit and in fire.”
Teach us to speak to the world in tongues of fire,
And let there be an end to this time of timid, silent Christians
Who anxiously debate the problems of today
As Christians did long ago
On the road that led from Jerusalem to Emmaus
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Unaware that the Master is Risen and Alive. 205
Léon-Joseph Cardinal Suenens, 91, died from a thrombosis, on May 6, 1996, in Brussels.
He was buried in the Cathedral of St. Rumbold, in Malines.

Chapter 1.13 Concluding Thoughts

What are we to make of the life and teachings of Cardinal Suenens? What is the
real significance of his impulse for the “charismatic dynamic” at the Second Vatican
Council? What kind of insights can be gained by the Catholic Church, how will they
impact our practices, and how will this, in turn, impact the way we relate to the other
churches?
It is clear that Suenens was no ordinary man of the Church. Consider his
background and his influence: He was raised by a single mother, in the poverty of a
rectory where his uncle was a priest. He was attracted to the priesthood, languages and
parliamentary procedure at an early age. He was sponsored by the primate of Belgium,
who took an active interest in his education; sent to Rome, he studied canon law, and
obtained dual doctorates in theology and philosophy. There, he learned the art of debate
from some of the finest theologians of his day. He also learned how to maneuver about in
the inner sanctums of the Roman Curial system.
He was a seminary professor, and a university rector that was marked for death by
the Nazi regime. As an auxiliary bishop, he attracted the patronage of the supreme
pontiff, rose to leadership as an archbishop, and was created a cardinal with
unprecedented speed. He was positioned as one of ten presidents of the largest
205
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Ecumenical206 Council in Church history. As a papal advisor, he was the secret author of
a massive alternative plan that was unanimously adopted by the Council Fathers. He
preceded any Roman Pontiff in presenting a papal encyclical to a General Assembly of
the United Nations, and found courage in that audience to address the universal Church.
He was hand-picked over more senior hierarchs to eulogize a pope and had
unprecedented access to the next pontiff, who appointed him one of four permanent
moderators of the Council. He championed the Conciliar teachings on Church ad intra
and ad extra, and was charged to oversee the completion of two constitutions. In Council,
he defended the grace of charisms, and convinced nearly 2,800 bishops of the
contemporary, dynamic power of the Holy Spirit.
After the Council, Suenens was named papal representative to the Catholic
Charismatic Renewal, and co-founded the International Catholic Charismatic Renewal
Services. With the help of a dozen Council periti, he published six theological and
pastoral studies on charismatic dynamics known as the Malines Documents. In order to
strengthen many Catholic charismatics who had experienced criticism and
misunderstanding, he wrote A New Pentecost? – just one of twenty-two books he
authored during his career. In 1976, he was awarded the Templeton Prize for Progress in
Religion, for his specific advancement and guidance of the Charismatic Renewal. Even
upon his retirement as Primate of Belgium, he continued to publish his thoughts and
present lectures to Catholic and Protestant groups for another sixteen years.
For many who have taken an initial, cursory glance at his work and life, Cardinal
Suenens was, perhaps, one of nearly two dozen leaders who seemed to draw the attention,
admiration and praise of many during the Second Vatican Council. Looking deeper,
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however, it becomes clear that this Belgian cleric was the principal, driving force behind
many of the most proactive decisions and positive fruits of the Council. For example, the
papal endorsement and unanimous adoption of his alternative plan was, in my opinion,
the major turning point in the overall direction of the Council. Then, with his insight to
approach ecclesiology ad intra and ad extra, I would argue that Suenens provided the
theological framework to capture and balance the dynamic, influential forces of
aggiorniamento and resourcement that became a conceptual backdrop to the sixteen
conciliar documents. In his dual responsibility and oversight for Lumen Gentium and
Gaudium et Spes, Suenens exercised unparalleled influence over the most debated and
most rewritten texts, both behind the scenes, and during each of the four autumn sessions
of the Council.
Most importantly, Suenens introduced the concept that charismatic gifts were still
being freely given, by the Holy Spirit, to all the baptized faithful. Each baptized Christian
has received charisms in order to contribute his or her role in the universal mission to
build up the kingdom of God. It was no accident, then, that Lumen Gentium – a
constitution that was the responsibility of Suenens – would contain six of the twelve
references to charisms that are found in the corpus of Vatican II documents. Or that
eleven of the twelve references speak of charisms being exercised by lay persons i.e. “the
laity” (1), “the lay faithful” (1), “the faithful” (3), “the entire church” (1), “the church”
(1), “each person” (1), “every disciple” (1), “all the people of God” (1), and “those who
were endowed” and subjected to the authority of the apostles (1). In fact, only one of
these twelve references mentions charisms being exercised by the hierarchy – “the
charism of infallibility,” which is actually given to “roman pontiffs,” to “the body of
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bishops,” and to the Church in its entirety. In light of this, the documents of the Second
Vatican Council clearly identify the majority of charisms in relation to how they are
exercised by lay men and women; no other Vatican II document speaks of charisms in
direct relation to pastors, bishops or popes.
Vatican II taught that all baptized laypersons – male and female – are given
charisms by the will of the Holy Spirit, in order to participate in the communion and
overall mission of the Church. Each lay person has both the right and the duty to use their
charisms in the Church. Pastors are called to uncover, acknowledge and foster all the
charisms of the laity, encourage them to show their initiative, and weigh the fruit of lay
charisms without extinguishing them. Charisms are seen to sanctify the Church in
addition to sacraments and ministries; they can be extraordinary or simple and widely
diffused, but they are to be received with thanksgiving; they may be desired and even
eagerly sought, but never rashly sought after or presumptuously expected to bear fruit.
They are spontaneous and independent from ordained ministerial gifts; they are not a
shared participation in gifts proper to the hierarchy, but they are seen to qualify their
recipients and make them fit for roles and offices in the Church. Charisms, as they were
then acknowledged, may even signify evidence of holiness in contemporary men and
women.
Suenens collaborated with theologians and Council periti like Philips, Küng,
Rahner, Congar, Häring, Ratzinger, Haubtmann, Colombo, Tucci, Camara, McDonnell,
Mühlen, Dulles and Kasper. Six Malines Documents were produced that articulate and
develop a theology of charisms, and which soon became the backbone of Rome‟s official
position on the Charismatic Renewal. Suenens and his collaborators continued to study,
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write and articulate a fresh under-standing of the Holy Spirit and his role in the Church,
in missionary activity, in the role of the laity, and in the ministerial and sacramental
practices of the Church.
To further explore this “charismatic dynamic,” I will first examine the rich
ecclesial statements published by the various churches and ecclesial communions that
have encountered this contemporary charismatic renewal. It is my intention to uncover
any ecumenical similarities to the Catholic Pneumatology that has developed since the
Council. To this end, I will also examine a cross section of contributions by several
Catholic theologians to discover what they have articulated regarding the Holy Spirit and
charismatic gifts. I am particularly interested in locating any previously lost or hidden
perspectives and ideas – pieces or trajectories – that could help form and articulate a
contemporary ecumenical Pneumatology. I will then attempt to identify some
applications of these developments and how these pneumatic influences contribute to our
contemporary Catholic practices and theology of the laity, of ministry by lay persons, of
sacramental and liturgical renewal, and of ecumenical relations with all our brothers and
sisters in Christ.
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SIGNIFICANT ECCLESIAL STATEMENTS ON
THE CHARISMATIC RENEWAL

CHAPTER TWO

Chapter 2.1 Introduction

As I presented in chapter one, Cardinal Suenens had been a major driving force
behind both the Second Vatican Council and the nascent Catholic Charismatic Renewal.
As a confidant of Popes John XXIII and Paul VI, his contributions to the wider
understanding and appreciation of charismatic gifts and ministries in the church were
unsurpassed. His global recognition was undoubtedly aided by his appearance to the
United Nations as a papal substitute, and his far reaching influence clearly surpassed his
official ecclesial roles within Belgium.
His Council speech on reawakening the charismatic dynamics of the Church
directly shaped the overall pneumatology of the Council itself; his personal interest and
dedication led to the inclusion of twelve specific references to either charisms or
charismatic activity in four of the Council‟s sixteen documents, including six references
in its pivotal Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, Lumen Gentium (no. 4, 7, 12, 25, 30
and 50). He showed a particular genius in tapping the theological advice of several top
Council periti – e.g. Hans Küng, Karl Rahner, Yves Congar, Heribert Mühlen, Avery
Dulles, Walter Kasper, René Laurentin and Joseph Ratzinger – for some of the earliest
Catholic theological discussions on the actual charismatic dynamics of the Church,
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asking Kilian McDonnell, to begin coordinating these early Catholic theological
responses into the first Malines Document, which then became the backbone of Rome‟s
official position on the Charismatic Renewal.
Following the Council, and well beyond his official retirement as the Belgian
Primate and Archbishop of Malines-Brussels, Suenens never ceased travelling the world,
and promoting research and discourse on the Charismatic renewal. His travels and
lectures brought him into direct contact with a variety of people touched by the
Charismatic movements both in and outside of the Catholic Church. Whether speaking in
various Catholic dioceses, to bishops‟ conferences, or to gatherings of various Catholic or
Christian groups involved in the renewal itself, Suenens was able to address audiences
throughout all of Europe and North America.
At the formal request of the Council‟s many official Protestant observers, Suenens
had accepted many invitations to meet with individuals from other Christian churches
around the world – Christians that the Vatican had begun referring to as “separated
brothers and sisters”207 in Council documents. During these travels he also met with
Charismatic leaders who represented the renewal movements within the Anglican,
Lutheran, Methodist and many other Protestant churches; they were particularly
interested in meeting a Roman Catholic Cardinal, known to be open to the charismatic
gifts, to gain his perspective on how the renewal was seen in the eyes of Rome. In these
encounters he began to hear of the ecclesial statements that had been published by these
other churches, a summary of which will now appear in the rest of this chapter.
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Chapter 2.2 Anglican Statements

In April 1960, the Episcopal Diocese of Los Angeles issued a formal ecclesial
statement, The Speaking in Tongues and the Church,208 following preliminary reports that
a rector209 and seventy members of his parish had received what they identified as a
“Pentecostal experience.” 210
The rector was immediately forced to resign and the local diocese issued a formal
ban against speaking in tongues on church property; at the same time, a commission was
appointed with the primary task to study the pertinent biblical texts, church history, and
any contemporary examples of these manifestations. Their official statement expressed
serious doubts about the normality of these experiences, and the commission had quickly
adopted the view that speaking in tongues had been strictly limited to early church
experience and not to continuing ecclesial history. They had discovered isolated
examples of speaking in tongues throughout Church history, 211 sometimes associated
208
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with heretical groups, but more frequently associated with enthusiastic movements.
Despite the research and historical evidence, this first official statement of the Episcopal
Church, USA concluded that, with the normal, historical growth of the Church, these
kinds of charismatic manifestations were eventually discarded as “marks of ecclesial
infancy.”212
Then, in December 1960, the Episcopal Diocese of Chicago issued a similar
statement, Report of the Special Commission on Glossolalia,213 upon learning that a local
Chicago parish had grown into a center of charismatic activity. 214 Written by an
appointed commission, it cautioned against the formation of a “spiritual elite,” who
showed “an unfortunate schismatic tendency,” and warned of the “real danger” that
glossolalia215 could actually be “delusional” activity or even a form of “diabolical
deception.”216 The report placed a clear emphasis on the role of proper discernment, to
strike a preemptive move against any further growth of this phenomenon. In retrospect,
its cautionary tone is quite interesting, in light of the fact that the document‟s own
biblical appendix suggested that tongues “ordinarily accompanied the gift of the Holy

(as well as Orthodox and Anglicans) were understood to view the Holy Spirit as the “soul” of the Church,
who bestows gifts as the “animating and unifying principle of the Church.” The Protestant point of view, as
they understood it, had not yet recognized “the imminence of indwelling of the Spirit.” Enthusiasts (such as
Schwaermerei and Pentecostalism) had held on to a view that was made popular by the Anabaptists, which
exalted the freedom of the Spirit over and against the view that the Spirit was channeled through an
institutional means of grace; they also tended to ignore the fruit of the Spirit as a primary sign of the
indwelling presence of the Spirit.
212
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Spirit at baptism,” were a “manifestation of the Holy Spirit in the Church,” and operated
“for the common good” of the entire Church. 217
By 1962, this cautionary tone had spread across the United State; the House of
Bishops then collectively published New Movements in the Church,218 following their
annual national convention. 219 In emphasizing how this new Charismatic Renewal should
relate itself to the historic Episcopal Church, the national body of bishops issued a stark
warning:
We observe that the danger of all new movements is self-righteousness,
divisiveness, one-sidedness, and exaggeration. We call, therefore, upon all
new movements to remain in the full, rich, balanced life of the historic
Church, and thereby protect themselves against these dangers; and we
remind all clergy of their solemn vow to conform to the doctrine,
discipline, and worship of this
Church. The Church… is by its nature more comprehensive than any
special groups within it; and the Church, therefore, is both enriched by and
balances

the insights of all particular movements.220

The bishops‟ collective caution and hesitation seemed to indicate that certain elements of
the Charismatic Renewal had been perceived as some kind of threat to their hierarchical
authority. It also clearly identified that the legitimacy of any Charismatic movement
would be judged by its ability to conform to the established, institutional structure.
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By May 1963, a report entitled Study Commission on Glossolalia221 was
published by the Episcopal Diocese of California (San Francisco). This commission was
made up of theologians and psychiatrists, a parapsychologist, and a charismatic Episcopal
priest. They noted the clear “absence” of any previous systematic treatment of glossolalia
in the Episcopal Church, and suggested that Charismatic adherents might turn to
“Pentecostal vocabulary and literature” for spiritual help. They described three types of
glossolalia found in scripture: 1) the “sign tongue,” an evidence of surrender to the Spirit
and having been filled by God; 2) “Prayer in the Spirit,” the continual use of tongues as a
type of private prayer language; and 3) the “gift of tongues,” a public, prophetic message
of God, that often necessitated the “charism of interpretation.” 222
In the study‟s psychological section, it drew a comparison between the
psychological “surrender” of an individual to his or her inner life – i.e. a surrendering of
the rational and the
conscious to the irrational and unconscious – and the “surrender” in this charismatic
experience to the person of God, the Holy Spirit. In fact, the study clarified that,
psychologically speaking, this “surrender” to the charismatic dimension brought a sense
of release and freedom; it noted that praying or speaking in tongues could be seen as “a
healthy outlet” that freed and enlarged religious life.223 The report concluded that praying
in tongues during private devotions “should not be denied,” and that local pastors, with
discretion, might allow the public use of charismatic prayer “in place of” lauds or
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vespers; it could also be allowed in cathedrals or parish churches “when authorized by the
bishop, and … when the edification of the congregation so requires.” 224
The same day that this nuanced, positive statement was issued, the Episcopal
bishop of California, who had actually sponsored this study, issued his own, more
negative response, in a Pastoral Letter,225 dated May 2, 1963. He first reminded his flock
that the normal “vehicles” for the action of the Holy Spirit were the reading and
preaching of the Word, and the administration of the sacraments.226 He then evoked a
1962 statement by the House of Bishops, implied that the Charismatic movement had
ignored their specific cautions, and accused the movement of having “borrowed” much of
its theology and practices from Pentecostal churches, whose “imbalances and
overemphasis,” he judged, had presented the Church with “heresy in embryo.” 227 While
he tolerated the private, devotional use of tongues, he advised that his Churches should
not take part in charismatic activity, and that clergy should not promote or place any
emphasis on this gift. 228 He issued directives forbidding the charismatic practice of the
“laying on of hands,” particularly by lay persons, reserving this to clergy administering
the sacramental Unction of the Sick. 229 Despite his negative assessment, he pointed out,
“The very rise of this movement within major Churches in this country is a sign of a real
need and hunger for a more vital, Spirit-filled Christian experience in life.” 230 This
appeared confusing, in light of his own commission‟s statement on the positive aspects of
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the renewal and gift of tongues. But as I will show, this kind of confusing and even
conflicting statement would be issued by other church denominations.
As early documents by Episcopal bishops and dioceses were circulated around the
country, and greater clarity became necessary, the Episcopal Church, USA, issued its
second formal statement in its 1971 Pastoral Letter from the House of Bishops,231
published shortly after its Special Meeting in late October. In this statement, the bishops
note a growing awareness of the Holy Spirit, whom they recognized as having continued
to move in these “new ways,” in both the lives of individuals and in the life of the Church
itself.
We see a growing awareness of the Pentecostal power of the Holy Spirit to
transform men and women. He is working in the devotional lives of His
people, and in their experience of His charismatic gifts of prayer, praise,
and healing, and in their joy in the sacramental life.232
While brief and to the point, the House of Bishops had clarified that, on a national scale,
both the charismatic gifts and movement were to be recognized for their positive fruit
within the Church. This was a significant growth from their earlier, more cautionary
response in their first joint document; it was clear that the bishops had been satisfied with
the ability of the early renewal to conform to the doctrine, discipline and worship of the
larger Episcopal Church, USA.
As the 1971 House of Bishops statement began to circulate globally, the Session
in Synod of the Anglican Church, Australia, passed a resolution to make its own
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theological and exegetical study of the Charismatic Renewal. The committee that was
then appointed to study the movement published Both Sides to the Question,233 in
October 1973. Composed by both Anglicans who had enthusiastically supported the
renewal and Anglicans who were generally opposed to it, the document traced the
historical phenomenon of 20th-century Pentecostalism, 234 and investigated the historic
use of the specific terminology “baptism in the Holy Spirit.” 235 The committee noted that
the phrase had gradually shifted in meaning from one of “sanctification and holiness” to
one of “empowering for service.” Various Pentecostal teachings had popularized the
idea of a “second work” of the Holy Spirit following the moment of Christian conversion,
and neo-Pentecostal Anglicans had been teaching that Christian experience involved two
separate and distinct moments: the first moment was the experience of being “born
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again” and baptized into the body of Christ; the second moment was the experience of
being “baptized in the Spirit.” Here, the Holy Spirit was given in a distinct second
experience, where Christians were freshly endued with a spiritual power, and quickened
in the experience of the spiritual gifts (Acts 1:8; 1 Cor. 2:4-11).”236
As to the gifts themselves, the committee specifically recognized only those
mentioned in Scripture.237 It noted that while most classic Pentecostal theology viewed
tongues as a “necessary sign of baptism in the Holy Spirit,” traditional Anglicans simply
recognized tongues as a sign of the Holy Spirit‟s presence. 238 Aware of the great balance
that St. Paul brought to the subject of tongues, the committee ruled, “tongues are not to
be forbidden in the congregation,” that the “proper exercise of tongues [was] not divisive
in the congregation,” and that any offense at the exercise of tongues was “a failure in
love, or perhaps in understanding the gifts of the Spirit.” 239 This ruling, within the
committee‟s much wider document, was a dramatic development in the Anglican
Charismatic movement, and advanced both the understanding of and appreciation for
tongues throughout the Anglican Communion.
In its final section on healing, this diverse committee agreed that divine healing,
with its accompanying signs and wonders, was to be understood as, “a transfer of the
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authority of Christ to the Church of New Testament times,”240 intimately related to
spreading the Kingdom of God. They identified twenty-six gospel accounts of individual
healings performed by Jesus, and an additional ten accounts of multiple healings, ranging
from several people to great multitudes. 241 They also identified five separate times that
Jesus committed this ministry to his followers, 242 giving them “authority” over unclean or
evil spirits and the “power” to “heal all manner of sickness and all manner of disease”
(Matt 10:1). To the members of the committee, this meant that all followers of Jesus had
been instructed to act in the same way as the Lord himself; 243 this meant that healing the
sick was something that each follower had a personal responsibility to discharge in the
name of Christ.
In December 1975, the Anglican Church in New Zealand issued its own Report of
the Commission on the Charismatic Movement,244 in light of estimates that forty to fifty
percent of the Anglican clergy in the Auckland diocese were either participants in the
Charismatic renewal or open to charismatic experiences. 245 Many major New Zealand
cities had significant numbers of Anglicans who attended either their own parish prayer
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groups or interdenominational prayer groups.246 The judgment of the commission was
that the charismatic renewal within the Anglican Church did not pass beyond the
boundaries of theological orthodoxy, as boundaries had been traditionally defined and
understood by Anglicans.247 After addressing some of the more common negative
concerns – elitism, fundamentalism, escapism, separatism, neglect of social concerns, a
depreciation of reason, exaggerated supernaturalism, etc. – the commission praised the
benefits that the Charismatic renewal offered Anglican parish life, including the clear
transcending of denominational barriers, the growth of the ministry of the laity, and a
richer sense of community among Christians. 248 They also urged that the renewal should
take place within the Church, and not separated from it. 249
In 1977, the Church of England published Gospel and Spirit: A Joint Statement,250
which was prepared by its Evangelical Council and the Anglican Charismatic service
group known as Fountain Trust.251 The document of this joint-committee criticized the
common use of the phrase “baptism in the Spirit,” as they believed it had some
problematic features to it:
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The use of this term to describe an experience separated, often by a long
period of time, from the person‟s initial conversion to Christ… suggests
that what is subnormal in the New Testament should be regarded as normal, today:
namely, that a long interval should elapse between the new birth and any
conscious realization or reception of the Spirit‟s power.252
The joint-committee articulated its understanding that, “the whole church is a charismatic
community in which all are endowed with spiritual gifts.” 253 It argued that the
Charismatic movement had been one of the chief forces to correct excessive
individualism, and bring about an emphasis on the body of Christ. 254 It called to mind
that every Christian had a responsibility to manifest his or her gifts, and encouraged them
to “ministry,” where a healthy functioning of the body of Christ is was dependent upon
each one contributing in this way. 255 The goal of the Charismatic renewal was not just the
renewal of the individual but of the entire Church. 256
In 1978, the Lambeth Conference passed a resolution that placed the question of
charisms before the entire world-wide Anglican Communion. While the Resolution on
the Holy Spirit and the Church257 does not explicitly mention the Charismatic Renewal
by name, it encouraged the entire Anglican Communion toward a new openness to the
power of the Holy Spirit. It called all Anglicans to a full participation in the “balanced
corporate and sacramental life” of their local parish churches, where informal styles of
252
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praise and worship could help corporate sacramental life, just as corporate sacramental
life could help to balance the various styles of praise and worship. It also issued a caution
about the need to avoid excessive presumptions concerning the
“power of the Holy Spirit;” it suggested that the Holy Spirit was to be found in the
shadow of the Cross, where Christians must pray, “Come Holy Spirit!” When used
together, as the Conference proposed, these points of guidance offered to help to ensure
that Spirit-filled activities were best understood and best represented within the regular,
active life of a parish church community. 258

Chapter 2.3 Lutheran Statements

In 1962, the Lutheran Church in America, 259 issued Anointing and Healing,260 a
study document on the forms of charismatic healing. From a medical standpoint, the
physicians on the committee unanimously agreed that sickness was not the result of a loss
of faith;261 they also agreed that the pastoral care of persons in various health crises was
one of the great historic ministries of the Church.262 Nevertheless, the committee
identified that the injunctions by Christ to his disciples to perform healings and miracles
were “specific commissions for that time and circumstance,” and were not to be
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considered a specific “assignment for the ongoing church.”263 Ultimately, the committee
argued that contemporary stresses on charismatic healing actually forced “the penultimate
of bodily health to be treated as an ultimate,” and essentially misused the Gospel. 264 They
saw a fundamental error in focusing on contemporary healing ministries, and
subsequently warned Lutherans not to participate in the activities of popular “faith
healers,” who confused “the power of suggestion and mass hypnosis” with the “work of
the Holy Spirit.”265 The committee saw a potential value in the “laying on of hands” as a
sign of concern or blessing within a particular fellowship, but actually discouraged
implications that it conveyed special graces of “healing power.”266
The smaller American Lutheran Church had made a pair of preliminary studies on
the Charismatic renewal, and then designated its Commission on Evangelization to
publish an official position. That statement, A Report on Glossolalia,267 issued in 1963,
placed responsibility for unity and peace upon any person who would introduce a new
element into the congregation; while not forbidding the private practice of speaking in
tongues, the statement clearly suggested that promoting tongues was “to be avoided,” and
strongly recommended that “the public practice should not be initiated” in congregations
where it had not previously appeared.268
In December 1963, the Evangelical (Lutheran) Church of the Rhineland and
Evangelical (Lutheran) Church of Westphalia met in Mühlheim on the Ruhr, to discuss
the role of the lay person. A major topic at that conference was the theme of charisms;
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these two Lutheran bodies then immediately issued a report known as the Mühlheim
Theses on Community and Charism.269 The intent of this statement was to situate the
charisms in the center of the church's life, so that a fully functioning community would
no longer depend exclusively on the efforts of one person, the pastor. The document
described charisms as "gifts of grace," and provided a specific explanation of twenty
separate charisms, complete with biblical references and their Greek names. To be
Christian, it recognized, meant to be filled with the Holy Spirit and his visible charisms;
thus, they reasoned, with the fullness of gifts present in the church, the one-man system
would vanish and the mature community would emerge anew.270
In 1964, the American Lutheran Church published A Statement with Regard to
Speaking in Tongues,271 its second document on the Charismatic Renewal. Following the
publication of their first report, some Lutheran pastors had actually begun teaching their
congregations that the fullness of the Holy Spirit was attested to by speaking in tongues;
this created considerable confusion and the national leadership felt there was room for
additional clarification on the matter. This new document clarified that Lutheran
Churches believed and taught that the Holy Spirit was given in baptism to believers. It
then specifically mandated that there be no further instruction in the technique or the
practice of speaking in tongues.272 The following year, the American Lutheran Church
published its third statement on the renewal, choosing the charism of healing as its
particular focus. Written by a team of eight Lutheran theologians, Christian Faith and the
269
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Ministry of Healing273 was highly critical of the healing ministries that were going on
“outside of the ongoing life of the congregation.”
In 1972, the Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod, issued its very first study on the
Charismatic Renewal, as nearly four dozen of its pastors had admitted to personal
involvement with the movement. Essentially a negative statement, The Charismatic
Movement and Lutheran Theology,274 was issued by its Commission on Theology and
Church Relations in 1972. The work of two anthropologists, Luther P. Gerlach and
Virginia H. Hine, was cited for their early study on the development of the renewal
movement. Older scholarship had related glossolalia with schizophrenia, hysteria and a
high degree of susceptibility to suggestion, but Gerlach and Hine found that in seven
studies done by psychologists or psychiatrists, glossolalia or the gift of tongues could not
be identified with mental illness, and was not considered an indicator of either psychosis
or neurosis.275 This report soon circulated throughout many denominations.
In 1973, the Council of Presidents within the American Lutheran Church, was
presented with a previously commissioned theological study, entitled Guidelines.276 It
contained specific recommendations for pastors and congregations who had been dealing
with “neo-Pentecostal” phenomenon. In its final section, the statement concentrated on
the conscious pursuit of working relationships between neo-Pentecostal Lutherans and
the more traditional Lutherans. It advised that there should be a mutual allowance for
273
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diversity, with a preeminence of love that brought focus to the Christian essentials and
not to the peripherals (i.e. praying or speaking in tongues).
The following year, in 1974, the Lutheran Church in America issued its second
statement on the renewal entitled, The Charismatic Movement in the Lutheran Church in
America: A Pastoral Perspective. 277 The document traced the history of both the
Pentecostal and neo-Pentecostal movements, noting that participating Lutherans preferred
to designate them-selves as “charismatic,” to avoid certain Pentecostal associations and
stereotyping. The text spoke of glossolalia or tongues as “essentially a prayer gift” that
allowed its practitioners to pray at deep levels. In response to the critiques that suggested
there was something “unstable” about individuals with this gift, the statement highlighted
the work of John P. Kildahl, a Lutheran psychologist, who had published an extensive
analysis on the charism of tongues. Kildahl and his research team discovered that
“glossolalists represented a cross section of all personality types,” and that they had
“employed the full range of personality mechanisms and character defenses;” Kildahl, in
fact, noted that this came to his team as “a complete surprise.” 278 His report went on to
argue that tongues were beneficial and should not be condemned.” 279
In early 1975, the president of Concordia Theological Seminary had issued a new
policy statement to all seminary students of the Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod; it
had been issued in response to the increasing difficulty of placing their graduates who
were favorable to the Charismatic Renewal. This Policy Statement Regarding the Neo277
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Pentecostal Movement,280 with its accompanying questionnaire, was sent to all their
prospective students that summer in order to ascertain their positions; the seminary
required them to answer and provide comments upon their personal beliefs and spiritual
practices with regard to the Renewal. They also instituted a policy to repeat this
“assurance” prior to certification for ministry in the Synod, when every candidate for the
ministerium had to confirm that they had not received the baptism in the Spirit, and did
not claim special charismatic gifts.281 Students who responded in the affirmative could
only be admitted as general students in their Masters of Divinity program, but were
declared ineligible for certification or placement in a congregation or agency of the
Missouri Synod.282
In 1976, the Evangelical (Lutheran) Church in Germany issued a document
entitled, Theological Guidelines for the Charismatic Congregational Renewal in
Protestant Churches.”283 Commonly referred to as the “Würzburg Theses,” it came out of
a meeting of representatives from the German Protestant churches that coordinated
Charismatic renewal in local parishes. In them, they identified all communities as having
a missionary, charismatic and ecumenical dimension. As such, they argued that the
Charismatic renewal put into question a "church to which people belong as a matter of
custom," and that was characterized by the "passivity and indifference” of its members.
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They then identified that the actual goal was for them to become a charismaticallyrenewed Church that rendered the actual movement superfluous. 284
That same year, the combined Lutheran missions of Mekane Yesus in Ethiopia285
issued an ecclesial statement known as The Work of the Holy Spirit.286 The Charismatic
movement in Ethiopia had provided an ongoing evangelization for several decades there.
At the same time the renewal had helped to elevate great numbers of young people into
increasing responsibility and leadership within these Christian communities; problems
had arisen because of the enthusiastic worship that challenged the established ways of
worship in this traditional, conservative region. The document presented an analysis of
the biblical texts dealing with the Holy Spirit as well as some examples of the renewal‟s
struggles in several other countries; this allowed it to become a highly practical teaching
tool throughout the missions of this Ethiopian Church. 287
In May 1976, the bishops of the United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Germany
held a working retreat in Schwanberg, where they were able to observe the charismatic
communities of Casteller Ring and the Brotherhood of Christ (Selbitz), and learn about
the unique charismatic structures to these two communities. As a result of this
experience, the gathered bishops were able to slowly introduce their Lutheran
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communities to various elements of the renewal, and they issued an ecclesial statement,
Renewal in the Holy Spirit288 to that end. Their text noted,
In our contacts with these communities they recognize that they make
every effort to give first place to worship, prayer, and quite in the midst of
their daily tasks; in this kind of community life, filled with such a spirit,
we see a power for church renewal. Together with proven forms of
traditional Congregational and fellowship life they can bring new life to
the church.289
In 1977, the Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod decided to supplement its earlier
1972 statement with some detailed guidelines for dealing with pastors and laypersons
sympathetic to the charismatic or neo-Pentecostal movements. This 1977 report, drawn
up by its Commission on Theology and Church Relations, was entitled, The Lutheran
Church and the Charismatic Movement: Guidelines for Congregations and Pastors.290 It
noted that the Lutheran Confessions frequently emphasized that the Holy Spirit built the
Church through the means of grace, i.e. the Word and Sacraments, that the charismatic
spiritual gifts were not a means of grace, and that they should not be employed as though
they were. It also clearly questioned the tendency of the renewal‟s adherents to claim
direct spiritual illumination apart from the Word, which it suggested was the most serious
doctrinal error of the movement.291
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In 1978, the Report of the Lutheran Council in the United States292 was issued
following a series of four study conferences convened by the Lutheran Council, USA, 293
and it‟s Division of Theological Studies (1974-1976). The study had begun as a biblical,
historical and systematic re-examination of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit; it was also an
account of their dialogue on the Charismatic movement, which had taken place during all
four of its sessions. It spoke about the church as a "pneumatological reality," and
confirmed that the Charismatic movement was among the events that the church must
respond to when considering the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. 294
That year, the Lutheran Churches in East Germany published their own ecclesial
text, entitled The Charismatic Movement in the German Democratic Republic.295 Several
charismatic influences from West Germany296 had contributed to the excitement over the
appearance of the renewal in East Germany. Charismatic groups were primarily oriented
to the local community, with the consequent leading role of the pastor in many places;
and in the majority of groups the Lord's Supper and Eucharist enjoyed a very high place
among its members. This document provided a history of the renewal in East Germany,
and insight into the various cultural and ecclesial events that fermented its growth; it also
provided a basic Pneumatology and orientation, as there was an almost universal
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emphasis on its developing ecclesiastical nature (Kirchlichkeit) in the gatherings and
celebrations of the Charismatic movement across the country. 297
Finally, in 1979 the Evangelical (Lutheran) Church in Germany published its third
ecclesial statement touching on the Charismatic renewal, Evangelical Spirituality.298
While not a primary text on the renewal itself, it promoted several charismatic ideas that
had been contained in both the 1963 Mühlheim Theses and 1976 Würzburg Theses; it
attempted to integrate patterns of Christian life and the charismatic elements of a person‟s
"experience of God" as being vital to the growth of a congregation. Because of this, it
identified the Charismatic Renewal as a strong unifying force within congregational
life. 299

Chapter 2.4 Methodist Statements

In 1973, the bishops of the Methodist Church, Australia issued an ecclesial text
entitled, The Report on the Charismatic Movement in the Methodist Church,300 which
unanimously ruled that the church had nothing to fear from the charismatic movement,
and had much to gain from its renewal of the Church. They agreed that glossolalia was a
meaningful experience in the lives of participants, although they reasoned that some
individuals might have attached too much importance to it. For them, it seemed alien to
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the catholic spirit advocated by Wesley to question the validity of anyone's experience, if,
in fact, loyalty to Christ remained visible in their lives. 301
This was echoed by The Charismatic Movement and Methodism,302 issued by the
Methodist Church, Great Britain, that recognized similarities between the renewal and the
tradition inherited from the 19th-century holiness movement. In asking if the early
Methodists had exercised charismatic gifts, it argued that a careful study of Wesley's
writings and the lives the early Methodist preachers revealed evidence that the majority
of the charisms listed in 1 Cor. 12:8-10 had been exercised.303 It argued that the
revivalist Charles G. Finney had been a "bridge-builder between primitive Wesleyanism
and modern Pentecostalism,” 304 and identified the roots of Classical Pentecostalism in the
teachings of both Charles Parham, an American Methodist minister, and his student
William J. Seymour, whose ministry was based in a Methodist chapel on Azusa Street, in
Los Angeles. 305 Wesley, in fact, had used the term “second blessing” for the experience
of “Christian Perfection;” Methodist doctrine had taught that this work of the Spirit was
subsequent to conversion, which may have explained why Methodists had so easily come
to associate the "second blessing" with the Pentecostal understanding of the "baptism in
the Spirit."306
The following year, the Methodist Church, Great Britain, issued its Report on the
Charismatic Movement by the Faith and Order Committee of the Methodist
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Conference.307 It questioned the appropriateness of the phrase "baptism in the Spirit,"
which some had seen as the “second blessing” and others had seen as an "assurance" of
the Spirit in sacramental activity. 308 It called upon all Methodists, whatever their
experience of the Spirit, to show tolerance toward the experiences of others. Recognizing
that the Spirit "blows where He wills,” the statement expressed the hope that no one
movement would claim a monopoly on the Spirit‟s presence. 309
This call for tolerance was then echoed in a second statement by the Methodist
Church, Australia in its 1975 text, The "Pentecostal Ministry" Report,310 and followed in
1976 by its third text on The Place of the Charismatic Movement in the Methodist
Church,311 which understood charisms to be “the regular, unspectacular things necessary
to the structure of the church‟s daily life.” By the publication of this third ecclesial
statement, there was clearly plenty of room for the Charismatic renewal to fully function
throughout the Methodist Church in Australia. 312
In October 1976, a council of the Evangelical-Methodist Central Conference had
met in Arnoldsheim, West Germany, and had issued Charism and Renewal of the
Church,313 with the specific intent to stimulate discussion on the charisms within local
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communities; the leadership had aimed to discover whether the Charismatic Renewal
could effectively “deliver” its member churches from the “heavy weight of inflexible
patters” in its ecclesial life. They determined that neither the Reformation or Methodist
traditions had required their churches to “anxiously guard against spiritual experiences;”
in fact, these leaders had come to view the Charismatic Renewal as an opportunity to reopen theological discussion on the question of holiness. They argued that their own
church order “left sufficient freedom of movement” for charismatic talents to operate for
the common good; they also recognized that charismatic activities would, in turn, call the
church to a deeper and more nuanced understanding of its own ecclesiology. 314
A few months later, the Methodist Church, Great Britain, issued their third
document on the renewal, entitled The Impact of Charismatic Renewal on Methodism.315
It estimated that there were then more than 250 Methodist ministers who involved in the
Charismatic movement across Great Britain, with at least one hundred Methodist
communities that offered Charismatic gatherings and prayer meetings. Citing its
Commission on Evangelism in the Home Mission Division, it documented that the vast
majority of Methodists who were involved in the renewal had remained loyal to their
denomination, and that the rapid growth of Charismatic groups had closely paralleled the
rapid growth of Methodist groups, seen in their early days. 316
In 1976, the Board of Discipleship of the United Methodist Church, USA, had
issued its own position statement on the renewal, entitled Guidelines: The United
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Methodist Church and the Charismatic Movement.317 Its goal was to provide Methodists
with a clear understanding of their theological heritage, in order to rightly frame and
interpret contemporary Charismatic gifts and experiences. 318 It documented how, with
the historic decline of the Methodist emphases on “holiness” and “perfection,” Parham,
had actually attempted to fuse Wesley‟s doctrine of “subsequent instantaneous
sanctification” with Finney‟s doctrine of “baptism in the Spirit.” 319 This fusion, however,
blurred Methodist ecclesiology, substituted experience for doctrine, and allowed a slow
attrition of members who were “no longer rooted in the traditions that could sustain
them.”320 In referencing Albert Outler,321 however, a respected Methodist theologian and
philosopher, the authors recognized that the Charismatic renewal had developed a clear
potential to catalyze what Outler identified as “a third great awakening.” 322

Chapter 2.5 Presbyterian – Reformed Statements

In 1965, the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States
issued their first ecclesial statement on the Charismatic renewal, entitled Glossolalia.323
The drafting committee had been primarily concerned with the issue of speaking in
317
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tongues, and had referred to section XXIII.3 of their Confession of Faith; they
determined that “prayer, if vocal, should be made in a known tongue,” and interpreted the
section as an implicit condemnation of glossolalia or speaking in tongues.”324 They
seriously questioned the a priori validity of the experience that was widespread among
Charismatic Presbyterians; they believed it was immature to identify or name the
contemporary phenomenon with the New Testament terminology of “glossolalia,” and
emphasized that the committee could not declare the experiences of contemporary
Christians “to be either valid or invalid reproductions of New Testament glossolalia.” 325
Two years later, an ad hoc committee reported its initial findings to a General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, New Zealand, in a statement entitled,
Pentecostalism.326 The committee‟s evaluation was that the Charismatic renewal had only
recently begun to appear in New Zealand, and had attracted only a few members in its
northern districts; it determined to observe its growth despite suggestions that the
movement had spread “naïve sentimentalism” among its early adherents. 327 Its
preliminary conclusions identified that many Charismatic phenomena were already part
of the “normal experience of every Christian,” and clearly saw Charismatic elements
existing in the Christian life and experience of those who were not necessarily identified
with any renewal or movement.328
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In Holland, a variety of classical Pentecostal Churches had been in dialogue for
many years with the two major branches of the Reformed churches, and had greatly
contributed to the growth of the Charismatic renewal within the Gereformeerde Kerken,
or Re-reformed Church, Holland. By 1967, this Re-reformed Church had produced a
major ecclesial statement on the renewal entitled The Work of the Holy Spirit in the
Community.329 Here, the authors evaluated three charisms in particular (the gifts of
“tongues,” “prophecy,” and “healing”); they had also provided a retrospective history of
the Charismatic renewal in Holland. As a result, they took an official stance that the New
Testament provided no distinction between office and charism; 330 they also raised the
danger of the Church‟s “over-officing,” so that the great variety of charismatic gifts was
entirely subsumed into one office of leadership. 331
Three years later, a Special Committee on the Work of the Spirit submitted its
formal evaluative report to the United Presbyterian Church, USA. Its text, entitled The
Work of the Holy Spirit,332 was then adopted and published by the 182 nd General
Assembly, in 1970. Its two year study on the Charismatic movement and its particular
practice of glossolalia included the results of a subcommittee composed of professionals
competent in the behavioral sciences that “found no evidence of pathology in the
movement,”333 and affirmed that those involved in Pentecostal or Charismatic activities
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were “essentially well-adjusted and productive members of society.” Their research
indicated that there was no justification to generalize participants as “maladjusted
individuals, emotionally unstable, or emotionally deprived.” In fact, their data indicated
that participants were “emotionally and psychologically quite similar” to both the normal
church population and occupational identity groupings. 334 The report included a set of
recommendations for various individuals both within and outside of the Charismatic
renewal, and concluded with an appendix of substantial and detailed biblical exegesis on
the relevant “charismatic” texts in the Scriptures,335 as well as a more technical appendix
on the professional psychological literature that focused on specific manifestations of the
Charismatic renewal. 336
In 1971, a more extensive ecclesial statement was published by the Presbyterian
Church in the United States. As their second document on the renewal, The Person and
Work of the Holy Spirit, with Special Reference to “The Baptism in the Holy Spirit”337
was focused on the much broader subject of the “infilling” or “baptism” of (with, in) the
Spirit, especially since their 1965 text had focused sole attention on glossolalia. The
document noted the relationship of the bestowal of the Spirit to the singular event of
water baptism. While attentive to the Westminster Confession’s doctrine that baptism is a
channel of God‟s grace, it put forth the understanding that the efficacy of baptism was not
uneducated through those in high executive positions carrying great responsibility in major corporations, in
federal government and in the space effort. Physicians, psychologists, psychiatrists, scientists, professors of
every description, clergy of every denomination including the hierarchy, and professors of religion and
philosophy are to be found in the movement.”
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tied to the moment of administration; thus the grace of baptism was not automatically
efficacious, but could become so at a later time.338 In fact, they identified that their
Standards recognized a differentiation and possibility of chronological separation
between water baptism and the baptism with the Spirit. 339 They noted,
The “baptism of the Holy Spirit” may be signified by certain pneumatic
phenomena, such as speaking in tongues and prophecy (Acts 2:4; 10:46;
19:6)… With the New Testament dispensation the Spirit is now available
to all who believe in Jesus Christ. Hence, such signs of this invading
power as ecstatic language and prophecy could occur with anyone who
has experienced this visitation… However, that such extraordinary
manifestations may occur – and in so doing give evidence of the Spirit‟s
working – is quite in accord with the witness of the New Testament.340
With such a “Biblical and Reformed witness,” the Presbyterian Church in the United
States acknowledged that the gifts of the Charismatic renewal could be received with
gratitude as the benefits of God‟s free grace. 341
In 1972, the Panel on Doctrine of the Church of Scotland formally elected to
establish a working party to examine contemporary charismatic phenomena in light of its
own established doctrines, and then produced the 1973 report The Work and the Gifts of
the Holy Spirit,342 which recognized the legitimacy of the renewal and stressed the
ecclesial nature of the charisms. It also warned participants to guard against the idea that
338
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they were living in “the age of the Spirit” – an age somehow superior to everything that
had preceded it; they encouraged all members of the Church of Scotland and all
Presbyterians everywhere to avoid disharmony and schism, and cautioned adherents not
to require or even expect the Church to make the Charismatic gifts normative for all. 343
Upon hearing of this development in the Church of Scotland, the Presbyterian
Church, New Zealand, charged both its Doctrine Committee and its Life and Work
Committee to begin further research on the Charismatic movement. In 1973, the Life and
Work Committee published The Church and Pentecostalism,344 which tackled the
growing pastoral problem of alienation that Charismatics encountered in their local
congregations; it urged the Church to move beyond its initial defensiveness, and urged
the movement‟s adherents against “charismatising” others with suggestions that
Charismatic experiences were essential for the whole Church.345 That same year, its
Doctrine Committee published The Holy Spirit and the Charismatic Renewal of the
Church,346 which encouraged the whole Church to have an open mind regarding the
claims of the movement‟s participants. It clarified that the term “baptism in the Spirit”
signified the initial outpouring of the Spirit during the process of initiation into the
community; it also portrayed later bestowals of the Spirit as renewed activity better
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designated as an “infillings,” 347 especially in light of the biblical witness, citing that “the
disciples themselves experienced more than one filling, but only one baptism.” 348
By 1974, the Church of Scotland, which by then had been influenced by the
published statements of the two Presbyterian bodies in the United States, issued its
second major ecclesial statement on the renewal, entitled The Charismatic Movement
within the Church of Scotland.349 It too questioned the use of the phrase “baptism in (of,
with) the Holy Spirit,” and considered that the Renewal‟s widespread use and emphasis
of this terminology inherently conveyed the problematic understanding of a Church
within a Church.350 They reasoned that the practice of Charismatic forms of worship
“should neither be forbidden nor encouraged,” but advised that the practices themselves
were not to be expected as part of the rubrics of public worship on the Lord‟s Day. 351 In
the end, they ruled that the Charismatic gifts deserved a legitimate place in the Church of
Scotland, as long as they were exercised for the benefit of the entire Church. 352
During the 100th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, Canada, an
interim text known as the Report of the Committee to Study the Charismatic Movement353
was reviewed and published. This brief 1974 statement was an initial response to
questions that had been raised by young people, and held the position that every Christian
should experience the presence of the Holy Spirit, although it also clearly stipulated that
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“the manifestations of that presence need not be in the same form for everyone.” 354 They
identified the gifts of the Holy Spirit as a “bestowal of supernatural abilities for worship,
witness and ministry” (1 Cor. 12), defined glossolalia as talking to God in a “language of
ecstasy” (1 Cor. 14:2), and validated contemporary forms of the healing ministry of
Christ.355 The following year, a second, modified version of the Report of the Committee
to Study the Charismatic Movement356 was published. It attempted to situate the success
of the renewal within the broad context of the unease and emptiness generally felt within
all aspects of church life; its authors noted that the contemporary hunger for God had
remained “unsatisfied.”357 In contrast to this, the authors recognized that those in the
neo-Pentecostal and Charismatic movements were filled with the love of Christ, and
wished to help the Church “embody, more visibly, the gospel of Jesus Christ in its
fullness.”358 They urged ministers and sessions to create opportunities for neoPentecostals and Charismatics within the Church itself, and asked that the movement‟s
adherents refrain from isolation apart from the rest of Church life; it formally called the
Church to be open to the full spectrum of the gifts of the Spirit, to recognize the freedom
of the Spirit to bestow his gifts according to his will, and not to restrict the use of the
“charismata” to the apostolic age alone. 359
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In 1975, the Presbyterian Church, Australia, issued the text Renewal by the
Spirit,360 which linked baptism in the Spirit with the initiation rites in water, and offered
an exegetical study that encouraged the use of different terminology for post-conversion
experiences, such as “being filled with the Holy Spirit” and “full of the Holy Spirit.”
Remarkably, it was the first ecclesial statement on the renewal that spoke positively of
the Charismatic influence upon church music, and noted its real contribution to the
overall “sense of praise” within Presbyterian congregations. 361
That same year, the General Synod of the Reformed Church in America had asked
its Theological Commission to prepare a report on the impact of the Charismatic renewal
within its member churches. Its text, The Baptism in the Holy Spirit,362 never questioned
the validity or authenticity of the experience of its members, but restricted itself to the
nature and meaning of such experiences. The Commission argued that there was no clear
warrant for two baptisms in the New Testament.363 The Pentecostal theology of a
“second blessing” implicitly rejected the role of ordained leaders who had not undergone
a “second blessing” experience, 364 and set a dangerous precedent for a “bi-level” or twoclass Christianity, 365 which had led to a “spiritual apartheid” within the greater Church
community. 366 It also ruled that there was no need for extra-congregational charismatic
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groups within Church life, since every Reformed congregation was, in fact, “essentially
charismatic.”367
The Presbyterian Church, Canada, published its third and final ecclesial statement
on the Charismatic renewal in 1976, entitled The Work of the Spirit.368 This extensive
report studied the rapid growth of the movement in Canada, analyzed its features and
claims in relation to basic Reformed theology, and offered a series of counsels for the
Church. It reminded Presbyterians that the Protestant Reformation had been a battle on
two fronts: against the Church of Rome and against “enthusiasts” and “spiritualists” who
had claimed experiences of being caught up into “ecstatic degrees of union with the
Spirit.”369 It made the distinction, however, that unlike the 16 th century “enthusiasts” and
“spiritualists,” the Pentecostal and Charismatic movements did not elevate private
revelations over the public revelation contained in Sacred Scripture;370 as such, it actually
encouraged open hospitality toward the Charismatic renewal, and even found it to be
evidence that God was at work in His Church. 371
A similar encouragement was found in an ecclesial statement issued by the
General Synod of the Dutch Reformed Church, Republic of South Africa, in 1978.
Entitled Guidelines on the Charismatic Movement and the Charismatic Gifts,372 and
written by its Commission on Doctrine and Current Affairs, the text situated both the
Pentecostal and Charismatic movements within the vein of the Holiness and Wesleyan
367
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traditions. In recalling how the Dutch Reformed Church had historically dissociated
itself from the doctrine of the “second blessing,” 373 the text clearly promoted the
understanding of repeated “infillings” that must be continuously sought through prayer
and commitment.374 It too identified many of the charisms as particular “gifts of grace,”
and identified contemporary suspicion of Charismatic experiences as an indicator that the
Church had grown cold and passive.375 While the statement noted the movement‟s ability
to cross existing denominational boundaries, it questioned the helpfulness of any new
unity founded upon shared experience, rather than agreement in doctrinal truths; the text
predicted that this could have “grotesque consequences” for the larger ecumenical
movement, and might inevitably lead to the disenfranchising of Christians from their
congregations. 376 To this end, it suggested that the Church give more attention to specific
catechesis on the nature of the Triune God, and provide more opportunities to
accommodate and integrate the experience of all truly Spirit-filled people into the
confession and liturgy of the Dutch Reformed Church. 377

Chapter 2.6 Baptist Statements

In 1970, the Baptist Union, New Zealand, issued The Effects of NeoPentecostalism on New Zealand Baptist Churches,378 which held that the "baptism in the
Spirit” was part of the initial act of God in regeneration or conversion, and that
373
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Pentecostal terminology was to be rejected as "misleading teaching." It held that the
private exercise of gifts was a matter between the individual believer and the Lord, but
that the public exercise of such gifts was unwarranted; it rejected the theology of a
"second blessing," but identified the "filling with the Spirit" as an experience to be
repeated throughout the life of the believer. The authors recommended that individuals
who differed in convictions "must seek a fellowship of Christians of like mind," but held
that there was no ground for the church to excommunicate a member whose convictions
on charismatic beliefs differed from those of the local assembly. 379
In 1974, the document Biblical Charisma and the Contemporary New Testament
Church380 was issued by the Baptist General Conference, USA. It clarified that there was
no separate experience subsequent to the new birth, and that no single group or
movement had the right to be called charismatic, since the church by its very nature was
charismatic. 381 The following year, the Southern Baptist Convention issued the statement
Resolution of the Dallas Baptist Association.382 It accused two member parishes of
openly practicing glossolalia, made the formal resolution not to seat its delegates in their
Convention meetings, and declared that both parishes were no longer considered part of
the association of the Southern Baptist Convention.383
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The Baptist Union, Great Britain and Ireland, issued the report Working Group on
the Charismatic Movement384 in 1978. It stressed that "baptism in the Spirit" was a
significant challenge to the Baptist belief and theology, and found the Charismatic style
of leadership to be a particular departure from their congregational principle and
polity. 385 A similar understanding was found in Summary Statement and Guidelines on
the Charismatic Movement,386 published by the Baptized World Alliance during that
same year. Its official decision was that the two-stage account of Christian initiation
(water baptism, then the baptism in the Holy Spirit) was a popular but “unbiblical”
position of the Charismatic renewal. 387

Chapter 2.7 Classical Pentecostal Statements

The first of the classical Pentecostal churches to deal with these mainline
contemporary Charismatic movements was the Assemblies of God, USA, based in
Springfield, Missouri. In 1972, its Charismatic Study Report388 was issued by its
Executive Presbytery, which, by then, had recognized that a variety of neo-Pentecostal
experiences had saturated both the mainline Protestant and Roman Catholic Churches. 389
It expressed its wish “to identify” with what God was bringing about, recognized the
384
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“essential unity” which transcended ecclesial boundaries, and called for an avoidance of
any false ecumenism that “compromises scriptural principles.” 390
In the Republic of South Africa, the Apostolic Faith Mission approved the
publication of a 1978 document, The Charismatic Movement,391 written by its own
Council for Doctrine, Ethics and Liturgy. 392 It was noteworthy for encouraging
Charismatics to remain in their established Churches, where they could convey the
blessings of Pentecost to their respective congregations in the practices of divine worship.
The text also urged fellow Pentecostals not to adopt a negative attitude towards the
Charismatic movement, but to regard its development in a positive light. 393
In 1979, the Department of Executives of the Church of God (Cleveland,
Tennessee), USA, proposed a radical change from its previously negative stance toward
the Charismatic renewal. This change was then adopted by its General Executive
Council, and published as a Statement on Charismatic Renewal.394 It welcomed
“fellowship with the vast body of the Spirit-filled,” and accepted the “responsibility of
brotherhood” to share its life-shaping experiences with those who were “new in the Holy
Spirit baptism and blessings.”395 It rejoiced in the promise presented by the Charismatic
renewal‟s emphasis on the Spirit-filled life, and pledged the full resources of the Church
of God (Cleveland, Tennessee) to the “protection and preservation” of those experiences,
390
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teachings, and patterns of life that were appropriate for all those who considered
themselves Spirit-filled believers.396

Chapter 2.8 Statements by Other Churches

There are several other churches that have issued statements on the Charismatic
renewal. In 1963, the Christian Missionary Alliance, USA, issued a statement which
summarized its own doctrinal position, entitled Seek Not – Forbid Not!397 Written by its
Board of Managers, it echoed a 1907 statement by its founder, A. B. Simpson, and
reaffirmed his position that the gift of tongues “may be present in the normal Christian
assembly as a sovereign bestowal of the Holy Spirit,” although they clarified that this
charism was not to be considered an “evidence” of having been filled with the Holy
Spirit.398 It also drew attention to the alarming but popular practice of some individuals
who sought out the guidance of prophetic ministers who actually claimed a certain
authority over the lives and consciences of these men and women – even in daily
practical matters and the mundane private duties of life; the text chastised these
individuals for following men in such a slavish and superstitious manner, and strongly
advised them to seek the full council of God, instead.399
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The Church of the Nazarene, USA, 400 which had emerged out of the nineteenth
century Holiness movement, issued a formal, one-sentence resolution against
contemporary Charismatic movements during its General Assembly in 1970. Its text,
Resolution of the Board of General Superintendents,401 interpreted the contemporary
practice of speaking in tongues, whether as the evidence of the baptism in the Spirit or as
an ecstatic neo-Pentecostal prayer language, and ruled that it had been “inveighing
against the doctrines and practices of the Church.” 402
In 1971, the Lancaster Conference of the Mennonite Church, USA, took an open
position on the Charismatic renewal in its statement The Holy Spirit.403 In challenging
that many Christians had been “living on a low spiritual plane,” it encouraged a general
acceptance of the gifts of the Spirit, based on the clear example and evidence that it found
in the New Testament. At the same time, it argued that the presence or absence of certain
gifts was not an indication of whether a particular individual had been filled with the
Spirit.404 The Conference further ruled that Mennonite congregations should allow
opportunities for the “unhindered manifestation of the Spirit‟s presence,” and encouraged
intercession that the Spirit would “bring new life in all its fullness to every Christian.” 405
Then in 1977, the delegates to the Mennonite General Assembly revised and
approved a 1975 Study Report that was to be published as a formal Summary Statement,
400
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and designated as The Holy Spirit in the Life of the Church.406 It provided some biblical
background in support of the renewal, the baptism of the Spirit, the Pauline ideal of being
“filled with the Spirit,” and the many references to various individuals who had been
described as being “full of the Spirit” in the Acts of the Apostles.407 It included a section
on what the authors saw as the biblical evidence of various Charismatic gifts, which they
then identified as the gifts of tongues, prophecy, healing, deliverance and exorcism. 408
While recognizing some of the weaknesses of the contemporary Charismatic movement,
it provided a convincingly positive evaluation of the renewal and identified some of what
were considered the obvious benefits: “the counteraction of tendencies toward
secularization; the reutilization of worship; hierarchical power; spiritual coldness and
lethargy,” as well as the “authentic hand of God… quickening, inspiring, encouraging,
forgiving, and strengthening His people.”409 The statement closed by offering several
counsels, calling Charismatic individuals to use their gifts “to fulfill their respective
ministries,” calling other Christians to affirm these gifts and ministries in their
Charismatic brothers and sisters, and calling all Christians to encourage one another to be
continuously filled with the Spirit. 410
That same year, an Ecumenical Conference of European Charismatic Leaders was
held at Schloss Craheim, Germany. From June 23-28, 1975, three brief theses were
issued that were seen as central to the Ecumenical movement, especially from their
perspective as practicing Charismatics. Published together under one title, Charismatic
406
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Renewal and the Unity of the Church,411 it called for self discovery, openness, and
awareness of what ministries it could help take over from other struggling Churches. It
argued that every Church had particular spiritual traditions which did not allow for a full
realization of the gifts of the Spirit; it called each Church to discover its own “inalienable
vocation.” Despite the great ecclesial divisions, it called for open recognition of the gifts
of grace in other churches, as well as the openness to be enriched by these other graces. It
also asked each Church, in light of its particular vocation, what ministries it could assist
with, and, if necessary, even take over from another Church. Together, with the readiness
of what was possible, each Church could contribute to the common good.412
An undated ecclesial statement, known simply as The Charismatic Movement,413
was also published by the Evangelical Church of the Czech Brethren, Czechoslovakia. 414
Shortly before rising out of its Soviet domination, the Czech Brethren had endured so
many sociological changes that it clearly recognized a profound negative impact to its
fellowship and pattern of life; at the same time, however, it began to rediscover what it
identified as a Charismatic nature, an aspect that its evangelical ecclesial life had once
considered suspect and even violently rejected. As its Church began to strengthen under a
weakening military regime, it began to rethink its ecclesiology and redefine its
confession; its Christological and pneumatological developments allowed it to
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incorporate Charismatic gifts into the life of the local congregation. 415 This meant that the
“one-man style of leadership” was brought into direct conflict with the charismatically
renewed congregation and its many gifted members; the Charismatic renewal brought
about a decentralization of the preaching and teaching ministries as it institutionalized the
full use of the Charismatic gifts. The Czech Brethren welcomed this “badly needed
corrective to the one-sided narrowness which restricted the life of faith, and impeded
upon the creative variety which the life of faith could take.”416 It identified that the
Church based its hope and certainty on the presence of the Holy Spirit in all his gifts and
manifestations, and fully agreed with those who expected to be enabled, empowered and
strengthened for a more effective ministry through the charismatic gifts, given to and
exercised in the local congregations. 417

Chapter 2.9 Statements by the World Council of Churches

During the Fifth Assembly of the World Council of Churches, held in Nairobi,
Kenya, 1975, a draft was circulated, entitled A Statement of Concerns; it proposed what
the role of the WCC should be with regard to the ecumenical potential of the Charismatic
renewal. By March 1976, a staff report to the Executive Committee set up an
International Charismatic Theological Consultation; following their meeting at Schloss
Schwanberg, Germany, 1978, a draft of a theological statement, Towards a Church
Renewed and United in the Spirit, was also developed. These two drafts were joined
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together and became the first published statement 418 of the WCC on the Charismatic
renewal.
First, the statement identified the role of the WCC as one that discerns the
ecumenical significance of grass-roots movements, and then assists in the realization of
their ecumenical potential. It suggested that the interrelations between the WCC and the
Charismatic movement needed to be two-way i.e. the renewal would benefit from its
continued contact with other movements and dimensions of the WCC, and the Member
Churches of the WCC would benefit from its charismatic inspiration and style in all
aspects of Christian life. 419 Second, it identified two great promises of the renewal: its
ecclesial potential – to help people once again experience the presence of God within
their communities; and its sacramental potential – to help rekindle the graces of
conversion in baptism, confirmation and even ordination. 420
Following the Fifth Assembly in Nairobi, the WCC formed a subunit on Renewal
and Congregational Life, which organized an international consultation, set in Bossey,
Switzerland, in March 1980.421 Since the renewal had crossed denominational
boundaries, it had been seen as particularly hopeful for ecumenists; the WCC considered
the pneumatological dimensions of its developing ecclesiology an important focus in
these consultations, although the meaning of the renewal seemed to dominate their formal
discussions. In 1980, the Renewal and Congregational Life committee issued its findings
418
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in a ten page statement, entitled Report of the Consultation on the Significance of the
Charismatic Renewal for the Churches,422 which greatly adapted a preliminary report
from the subunit‟s discussions that had taken place during a 1978 meeting in Stony Point,
New York.
It began by describing several common characteristics seen in all forms of
genuine renewal, 423 and then addressed the particular meaning of the contemporary
Charismatic renewal: for Member Churches – the tensions and strains accompanying this
movement were the birth-pangs of the Church being renewed; for the Ecumenical
Movement – the sense of community in the renewal bound together people of various
denominations and historic divisions; and for the greater World – the renewal had led to
a deeper commitment for socio-political action. 424 The document closed by calling for
future consultations, especially located in and with the adequate representation of third
world countries; it also recommended further investigation by the WCC Commission on
World Mission and Evangelism, to be held in Melbourne, that same year.

Chapter 2.10 Roman Catholic Statements

In surveying the pertinent ecclesial statements of the Roman Catholic Church, I
will begin by first examining ecclesial documents published independently by various
national Episcopal Conferences that have dealt in any specific way with the Charismatic
422
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renewal; I will then analyze ecclesial statements having an international character;
finally, I will take a brief look at the statements issued as a result of the first and fifth
phases of the ecumenical dialogue that have taken place between the Roman Catholic
Church and Classical Pentecostalism for the past 35 years.

Chapter 2.10.1 Roman Catholic Episcopal Conferences
The first national Episcopal Conference to publish an ecclesial document dealing
with the Charismatic movement within the Roman Catholic Church was a 2-page
statement issued in the United States. The Report of the Committee on Doctrine425 was
issued by the NCCB-USCC in 1969. While the Charismatic renewal had been a source of
internal dissension when it was introduced in the historic Protestant churches, it received
a warmer reception in the Catholic Church, largely as a result of having Catholic
theologians involved from its very beginning; these theologians, at that time almost all
Catholic priests, were able to quickly reflect upon the theological meaning of the
renewal, and its place within the greater Catholic experience and tradition. While the
Committee had initially sought to focus on the phenomenon of tongues, they gradually
expanded their perspective on other issues, which resulted in a more positive conclusion.
In comparison to the initial statements of other churches, this report appears to be a bold,
positive evaluation of the renewal; while seen as somewhat of a Gamaliel statement, the
Committee concluded that the renewal should “not be inhibited, but allowed to
develop.”426 It provided only two cautions: that the members should avoid the mistakes of
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Classical Pente-costalism, and that bishops should allow their clergy to be associated.427
Both cautions appear to be attempts to insure that the groups remained Catholic in
practice. Ultimately, however, it stands as a very positive initial statement of support and
encouragement.
In Puerto Rico, the Episcopal Conference was slightly more cautious, and issued
its own Declaration on the Pentecostal Movement428 in 1972. While seeing the
movement chiefly as an import from the United States, they were not inclined to accept
the US hierarchy‟s report in its totality; they were especially concerned as a strong
Pentecostal presence in their country elicited worries of potential defections. They echoed
popular condemnations of “certain abuses,” such as “pretended cures,” and expressed
disproval of the way Catholicism was allegedly ridiculed. 429
In November 1974, the Message of the Bishops of the Western Province of
Quebec on the Catholic Charismatic Renewal 430 was published by six Canadian bishops
of that ecclesial province. The statement itself recalled the positive assessment of the
charismatic gifts found in Lumen Gentium, as well as the responsibility for bishops to
discern the genuineness and proper use of gifts; while assessing the benefits and dangers
of the movement, they identified the particular “harvest of vocations” as being one of the
strongest fruits of renewal. 431
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The Australian Episcopal Conference issued its report, Charismatic Renewal432 in
1975, after several years of stability that had followed much earlier reports of the
presence of Catholics attending interdenominational Pentecostal churches. 433 By the time
of this Australian study, however, the movement had been assessed by the country‟s
bishops to be “firmly Catholic in character.”434 It gave a cautious approval of the
movement.
That same year, 1975, the entire Episcopal Conference in Canada adopted a
formal statement that originally had been drawn up by some of its own bishops who were
actually involved in the renewal. Unlike the statement prepared by the bishops of
Western Quebec, this one carried the weight of the entire body of Catholic bishops in
Canada. Charismatic Renewal: Message of the Canadian Bishops Addressed to All
Canadian Catholics,435 dispensed with the normal reserve and pastoral cautions that are
standard in ecclesial documents and wholeheartedly endorsed the Catholic Charismatic
renewal. 436 Recognizing the “Trinitarian structure” of the Catholic faith in the renewal,
the bishops praised the “manifest joy” of charismatic individuals as the renewal‟s most
striking characteristic.437 They also clarified much of the confusion regarding the
“baptism of the Spirit;” rather than joining the chorus of Pentecostal voices that identified
this act as “a second baptism,” the Canadian bishops were clear to articulate it as “a
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symbolic act signifying a new openness in the believer to the Spirit received at
baptism.”438 In speaking of the purpose of the charismatic gifts, they identify it as
“service,” and saw in them a “ministerial function.”439
Their presence in the Church is neither unusual nor secondary. It is one of
its essential characteristic, for the Church community is, by its very nature,
charismatic… Their role is to help the Church exercise its “diaconate” of
love, that is to say, the ministerial function of dispensing to all men the
love that the Father manifested to them in Jesus Christ… While
acknowledging that certain of them stand out more clearly, the Renewal is
well aware that most of them abound in ordinary ways in the life of the
Church. 440
The year 1975 saw two brief ecclesial statements, those by the Episcopal
Conferences of Mexico and of Panama. The Mexican, Christian Renewal in the Holy
Spirit441 emphasized the need for openness and submissiveness to the Spirit as a means of
entering into a more effective relationship with Church authorities; 442 the document
exhorted Mexican Catholics “to proceed always and in everything in accord with the
bishop, center, root, and foundation of the life of faith and grace within the
community.”443 The Panamanian episcopate issued its verbosely titled, Collective Letter
from the Episcopacy of Panama Concerning the Movement of Renewal in the Spirit,
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Directed to Priests, Religious, and Lay People Who Work in Apostolic Movements.444 In
their statement, the bishops clarified that these “gifts and charismas” were already
received in the sacraments of Christian initiation, although “in spite of their intrinsic
strength… remain lethargic in some as a consequence of sin;” 445 they also mandated that
Catholics should only assemble together in charismatic prayer that was “authorized by
the hierarchy.”446
In 1975, the Episcopal Conference in the United States authorized its second
ecclesial document on the movement, written on this occasion by its Committee on
Pastoral Research and Practices, entitled, Statement on Catholic Charismatic Renewal.447
It was much more cautionary than their 1969 Gamaliel statement, although, when
released to the press, it had been presented in a positive, supportive tone. 448 The renewal
had greatly expanded in the USA, and several large national conferences had been held at
the University of Notre Dame; many priests and even bishops had since joined the
renewal. 449 As in their 1969 Gamaliel statement, the bishops enumerated several positive
fruits of the renewal, but encouraged growth in significant areas, such as lay leadership:
A key element in the future success of the charismatic movement is the
formation of leaders who are well grounded in the teaching of the Church
and in understanding of Scripture, leaders who are open to one another
444
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and mature enough to share responsibility. In many places the benefits
derived from such leadership are already markedly visible. 450
While the document also encouraged growth in ecumenical sensitivity, it also warned that
Catholic charismatic individuals who had been involved with other Christian traditions
ran the risk of a “diluting” their sense of Catholic identity; it cautioned these individuals
to be “mature in their faith,” and to closely follow the Church‟s guidelines for ecumenical
activities. 451
In the West Indies, the Antilles Episcopal Conference willingly promoted the
renewal while also addressing some problems in their Statement on the Catholic
Charismatic Renewal,452 issued at its 1976 meeting in Belize. They formally recognized
that the renewal had contributed to breaking down racial, social and territorial barriers
that had negatively impacted the growth of the Christianity in these islands; in particular,
they noted how the renewal brought a sense of sharing, unity and transcendence of their
differences. 453 The bishops also charged all their priests to get actively acquainted with
the renewal and to seek cooperation with its lay leadership, so that its full potential would
benefit every diocese and parish within the conference. 454
The statement, Orientation of the Episcopal Theological Team to the Local
Ordinaries Concerning the Movements of Spiritual Renewal 455 was issued by the
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Permanent Theological Commission of the Argentinian Episcopal Conference at its
thirty-fifth Plenary Assembly in 1977. While the Commission issued warnings over the
renewal‟s potential for “illuminism and subjectivism,” 456 it appears that their overriding
concern was with the actual participation of Charismatic individuals in authentic
liturgical celebrations:
Serious participation in the liturgy must hold first place in the spiritual life
of those who participate in these groups. Mass and other liturgical
ceremonies that may have a place in their reunions must be celebrated
faithfully and without adding extraneous elements to the celebration
according to the guidelines dictated by ecclesial authority… Particular
manifestations in gesture, attitude and styles of prayer at these reunions
should be moderated within the limits of decorum and prudence at the
discretion of the Ordinary. 457
The Commission, here, seems somewhat concerned with fidelity to the rubrical norms in
the celebration of the Catholic Liturgy. It appears that Charismatic worship and prayer
were clearly encouraged in personal devotions or even their particular gatherings and
“reunions,” but were clearly not permitted to be integrated with Eucharistic celebrations,
and thus were considered “extraneous elements.” One could extrapolate that something
unique may have been happening, at one point, in the Catholic liturgical life of Argentina
– unique enough to warrant a corrective by its Episcopal Conference.
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That same year, the Brazilian Episcopal Conference issued Charismatic Renewal
in Brazil.458 The Catholic hierarchy there had seen a gradual loss of interest in their own
national pastoral priorities when the Charismatic renewal was introduced to its Catholic
parishes; its adherents were seen as being overly preoccupied with the “extraordinary
gifts.”459 Leaders in the renewal had attempted to reduce this tension by issuing a
recommendation letter to prayer groups which stipulated that prayer in tongues should no
longer be practiced either in public or in prayer groups. 460 The Conference‟s statement,
which contained the results of a national survey of the hierarchy, made explicit several
dozen recommendations of the individual bishops surveyed, both the pros and cons;
while no one recommendation gained a majority approval of the bishops, the Conference
called for continued discussion and the creation of a study panel that would be made up
by bishops and theologians, especially those who were active members of the renewal. 461
In 1977, the Consejo Episcopal Latinoamericano (CELAM), the organization of
Latin American Catholic bishops based in Bogotá, Colombia, issued Renewal in the
Spirit.462 Written by Alfonso Lopes Trujillo,463 coadjutor archbishop of Medellin and
CELAM‟s general secretary, it was originally the final section of his prologue to
CELAM‟s symposium on the Charismatic renewal, held earlier that year. Adopted by the
bishops, the document identifies the unitive elements of the renewal, what Trujillo
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identified as a “unity in variety,” a “fundamental charism” given for “the service of the
community.”464 He identified the Charismatic “baptism in the Spirit” as a renewal of the
Sacrament of Baptism, a “deepening of the commitments which derive from baptism;” he
saw it as a “special innovation” of the Spirit‟s presence, an “outpouring that comes, not
from outside, but from within,” and agreed with Suenens that a better expression was
needed to clarify the experience. 465 Moreover, Trujillo saw within this individual and
personal Charismatic experience a clear synthesis between the transcendence and
immanence of God that was clearly visible in the contemporary Church. 466
In Puerto Rico that year, the bishops‟ Episcopal Conference issued a second
ecclesial document, Orientations on the Catholic Charismatic Renewal,467 as a more
extensive statement than its predecessor, Declaration on the Pentecostal Movement,
issued five years before. In this new document, the bishops take note of the eagerness
shown by contemporary men and women who were “seeking their own personal
experiences of reality,” and how this manifested itself in the rapid growth of the
renewal. 468 They also reflected on the wisdom of encouraging the life of grace as the
authenticator of exterior phenomenon; if the fruit of the Spirit were produced in the
person‟s life, then the charisms they exhibited were judged to be authentic. 469 At the same
time, the bishops remained cautious toward the propagation of non-Catholic ideas that
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were seen to endanger those less educated or lacking a solid grounding in the Catholic
faith.470
By 1979, Cardinal Suenens had reached the age of mandatory retirement, and
submitted his resignation as the archbishop of Malines-Brussels and primate of Belgium;
his immediate successor, Archbishop Godfried Danneels, had been known as a
particularly strong proponent of the Charismatic renewal. Danneels, in fact, played a
large part in the content and formulation of the ecclesial statement, The Charismatic
Renewal: A Pastoral Evaluation,471 issued by the Belgian Episcopal Conference that
same year. No other ecclesial statement on the renewal had spoken so strongly about the
dimension of community life, since the Antilles document in 1976; it identified a
particular outgrowth of the Charismatic movement as the new communities of
evangelical life – “covenant communities” – which it commended as authentic models of
contemporary holiness and Christian asceticism. 472 It was also remarkable in that noted
that the renewal would cease to exist, asserting that once the Church had been completely
renewed, the distinct Charismatic renewal movement would no longer be needed:
The Spirit breathes where he wills. He is not restricted by human
limitations. Still, there are moments in the history of the church when he
acts with particular power. The renewal, which claims no monopoly on the
Spirit, is a grace which is passing. As with every grace, it leaves us free. It
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calls for our collaboration if it is to bring forth fruits of renewal for our
personal, communal, and ecclesial life. 473
It was also in 1979 that the Episcopal Conference of Costa Rica issued its
Circular Letter of the Costa Rican Bishops,474 which clearly identified the Charismatic
renewal as “a living expression of our Church.” However, because of the broad
catechetical ignorance of Costa Rican Catholics and the continuing efforts of Protestant
recruitment, the bishops were concerned about the “apostasy of many of the faithful.” 475
To remedy this, they recommended the organization of adult formation courses, Catholic
Bible studies, the spread of Catholic literature, and the heightened involvement of priests
who could alert the faithful to Protestant influences and curb their aggressive
proselytizing activities.476
In Germany, the Charismatic renewal had been warmly welcomed in the Roman
Catholic Church, as members of the movement had made themselves generously
available for service to their local parishes, many of which became known as Charismatic
parishes (charismatische Gemeinde-Erneuerung). As a result of the popularity of this
restructuring, the German Episcopal Conference issued the statement, Temporary
Ordering of Procedures for the Charismatic Parish Renewal in the Catholic Church in
the Geographical Area in which the German Bishops’ Conference is Competent.477 The
document praised the ongoing efforts of the diocesan and inter-diocesan leadership
473
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teams, and mandated the appointment of dual diocesan representatives (one priest and
one layperson) that would serve for three years in every diocese having Charismatic
activities. 478 They asked that a national coordination team composed of diocesan
representatives that were also elected for three year terms, have the primary responsibility
to convoke national meetings, to maintain a relationship to the Conference of bishops, to
establish contacts at the international level and concern themselves with ongoing public
relations. 479 This propensity for organization and order was set firmly in place by the
Episcopal Conference, which established in consensus that these procedures and norms
could only be changed in the future by a two-thirds majority of the Catholic bishops. 480
Their commitment to the renewal was concrete.
The next meeting of the Latin American Episcopal Conference, held in Puebla,
Mexico, in 1979, followed the historic precedence of the 1968 Medellin Conference.
While the issue of liberation theology had been a major underpinning theme of the two
conferences, the visit of Pope John Paul II to the Puebla Conference elicited a
conservative reassessment of priorities; the Pope eventually condemned the concept of
“base ecclesial communities,” that had been strongly supported by CELAM. A second
topic of considerable interest at the Puebla Conference was the status of the Charismatic
renewal within Latin American countries; Bishop Alfonso Uribe Jaramillo of SonsónRionegro, Colombia was the driving force and primary proponent of the renewal‟s
potential for the local communities. His influence was seen in two brief sections of the
CELAM ecclesial statement, Puebla: Evangelization in the Present and in the Future of
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Latin America,481 which dealt specifically with the Charismatic movement. First, the
bishops recognized that the Holy Spirit unified the community and provided the
ministries of its hierarchical and charismatic gifts; these hierarchical and charismatic gifts
gave life to Catholic institutions in the same way that it gave life to the human soul. 482
Second, they recognized that the Spirit of Jesus inspired individuals to be servants who
transformed the world with the gifts that God had given them; they vocalized their wish
to possess the both the creativity and the dynamism of the Spirit, as a means of bearing
new hope to their Latin American brothers and sisters. 483 In effect, the bishops saw the
Charismatic renewal as a particular grace toward the evangelization of all Latin America.
As a result of the support shown at both the Medellin and Puebla Conferences, the
leaders of the Latin American Catholic Charismatic Renewal (Encuentro Carismático
Católico Latino-americano) or ECCLA met in Lima, Peru, in May 1979. Ninety-nine
delegates from twenty-nine Latin American countries sought to integrate the goals of the
renewal with the Puebla document; they placed the Charismatic renewal at the very
center of the evangelization program envisioned by Puebla in their own response, The
Charismatic Renewal and Puebla.484 They identified the Charismatic renewal as the
“current grace” by which the Spirit causes individuals to live out “Christianity to the
limits of its consequences.” 485 The delegates also listed seventeen “priorities” for the
renewal, reflecting many of the recommendations that had been listed in the previously
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published Catholic ecclesial statements; their eleventh priority, however, immediately
stands out among the rest:
11. To discover and assimilate the spirit and wisdom of the church present
in the liturgy in order to participate in it in a full, creative, free, and
respectful manner, being open to the manifestations of the Spirit. 486
Unlike the Argentinian bishops‟ warning to Charismatics about their extraneous elements
being unwelcome during liturgical celebrations, the ECCLA actually promoted the open
integration of Charismatic manifestations within the Catholic Liturgy itself. 487

Chapter 2.10.2 Roman Catholic Church, International
On an international level, the Roman Catholic Church had begun to see rapid
growth of the Charismatic movement affecting its members across the entire world. Even
scattered throughout the city of Rome, several Catholic charismatic prayer groups had
begun meeting in bell towers and church basements. As the movement had now
penetrated into the very heart of the Roman Church, an official response had been
deemed necessary by various hierarchs within the Roman Curia. By October 1973, the
movement held its first major International Leaders Conference488 in Grottaferrata, Italy.
Cardinal Suenens, who had been advising Paul VI of the movement's continuing
developments, then took the initiative and organized a direct response to the concerns of
486
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the various Roman congregations. He hand-picked Fr. Kilian McDonnell, OSB, to be the
principle architect of a quasi-official ecclesial document, and appointed a small group of
theologians to collaborate with him and recommend appropriate revisions. 489 The
resulting Statement of the Theological Basis of the Catholic Charismatic Renewal 490
clearly identifies that the Spirit and the charisms belong to the constitutive nature of the
church, and are not simply "additions" to the existing body of Christ; it also clarifies that
charisms belong to the essential nature of the Christian life, in both its corporate and
individual expression. 491 It stipulates that during the earliest Christian forms of initiation
(i.e. Baptism, Confirmation, and Eucharist), those initiated not only received the Spirit,
but expected that the Spirit would manifest himself across the full spectrum of charisms
within the community. 492 It notes,
The charisms of the Spirit are without number and they constitute the
means by which each member of the Church ministers to the whole body.
Charisms are essentially ministerial functions directed outward for the
building up of the body at the service of the world rather than exclusively
inward toward the edification of the individual. The Spirit manifests
himself in a ministerial function in each
Christian. No Christian is without a ministry in and for the Church and the
world... The contemporary church is not aware of some of the charisms of
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the Spirit as real possibilities for its life. The contemporary church has
more limited expectations as to how the Spirit manifests himself. One of
the reasons for the restricted expectations is the tendency to describe the
assistance of the Holy Spirit primarily in terms of the hierarchical
ministry.493
Here, it is particularly important to note that this quasi-official ecclesial document of the
Roman Catholic Church identifies this tendency toward "restricted expectations" as
stemming from the overshadowing ministries of the ordained hierarchy. This is a
tendency that will be more fully explored in chapter 4.
As the Grottaferrata Conference was taking place, Pope Paul VI decided to hold a
private audience with some of its leaders and participants, and subsequently issued a
formal address494 containing his remarks to them. His careful avoidance of the term
"charismatic" was obvious and seemed to indicate that the Pope was unwilling to make a
statement which could be interpreted as an approval, at such an early date. As a result, the
Pope's statement was cautious and makes an ambiguous reference to “this renewal”
which is manifested "in different forms and in various environments." 495
In response to these initiatives in Grottaferrata and Rome, Cardinal Suenens
called together a second team of international experts,496 whose task was to provide a
more detailed theological and pastoral evaluation of the renewal. He invited these experts
to meet at his residence in Malines, Belgium from May 21 - 26, 1974. The fact that the
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principle ghost writer of this new document was McDonnell meant that many of the
major themes seen in the earlier Grottaferrata document would reappear in this ecclesial
statement. Their preparatory draft was then reviewed by several theological consultants
who had served as periti at the Second Vatican Council. 497 Cardinal Suenens chaired each
of these meetings, and assumed the full responsibility for the document‟s acceptance or
rejection by the Pope. The final text, Theological and Pastoral Orientations on the
Catholic Charismatic Renewal,498 published in 1974, is the first of the six Malines
documents. It has come to represent one of the main streams of thought on the Catholic's
Charismatic movement.
In its ecclesial and sacramental nature, the Charismatic renewal is identified here
as a renewal of Christian initiation (Baptism, Confirmation, and Eucharist). Charisms are
understood to be gifts or aptitudes empowered by the Spirit of God for the ministry of
building up the Church. As the sacrament of Christ, the Church extends Christ's anointing
to each of its members. As such, it is presupposed that every Christian manifests one or
more charisms, and that they belong in such an essential way to the life of the Church that
without them she is actually a non-Church.499
One does not place the institutional Church over against a charismatic
Church. Irenaeus said: "Where the Church is, there is the Spirit, and where
the Spirit of God is, there is the Church." The Spirit and his gifts are
constitutive of the Church and each person as a Christian. Even though the
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manifestation of the Spirit is not the same in function or kind in priest and
lay person, each has his gift. The ministry of deacon, priest, and bishop is
itself a charism. Charism is a principle of order in the Church in such a
way that there is no distinction between the institutional Church and the
charismatic Church. 500
In this sense, every Christian is a charismatic and, therefore, has a ministry to the Church
and to the world. Here, the plurality of charisms in the Church is essential to its nature; it
means that there is no Christian without a charism – and no Christian without a
ministry.501
By the following Spring, Suenens had convinced Pope Paul VI to address the
assembled participants of the third International Catholic Charismatic Conference, being
held in Rome that year. On Monday, May 19, 1975, Pope Paul received more than 10,000
participants at St. Peter's Basilica. Designating the assembled crowd as representatives of
a new "spiritual renewal," he read a prepared address in both French and English, 502
applauding their attachment and devotion to the See of Peter. Then, uncharacteristically,
he began speaking to them in Italian, extempo-raneously, of their great "charismatic
pilgrimage." He encouraged all Christians who were not involved in the Charismatic
movement to unite themselves with its members celebrating the feast of Pentecost, so that
they might also "nourish themselves on the enthusiasm and the spiritual energy with
which we must live our religion." 503 At the close of this Papal Audience, Pope Paul
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embraced Suenens with visible emotion, designated him as his papal representative to the
movement, and thanked him, “for all that you have done, and all that you will still do, to
bring the Charismatic Renewal into the heart of the [Roman] Church.” 504
Cardinal Suenens had already come to enjoy a kind of de facto authority within
the Catholic Charismatic renewal that was only strengthened after this Papal
appointment. While taking on the role of shepherding this growing movement, in 1978 he
himself authored a second Malines document, entitled Ecumenism and Charismatic
Renewal: Theological and Pastoral Orientations.505 In this document, Suenens
establishes a connection between the Charismatic renewal, with its antecedents in
classical Pentecostalism, and the burgeoning Ecumenical movement within the mainline
churches.
At present we are perceiving a double summons, as it were, a double
current of graces. They are so many challenges of the Spirit. The first,
there is the ecumenical current, which reminds Christians of all
persuasions that the Church must be one in order to be faithful to its very
being... Parallel to this, another more recent current is flowing through the
Churches: the charismatic current. It reminds Christians that the Spirit is
the vital breath of his Church, that his active and mighty presence is
always operative to the extent that we have faith, hope, and the courage to
let him take over.506
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While acknowledging that Catholic ecumenical openness had grown slowly, it
credits the Charismatic renewal as having first originated outside the Catholic Church; it
calls Catholics to acknowledge and esteem the common heritage "found among our
separated brethren." It then identifies a clear "ecumenical vocation" within the renewal
itself, and encourages ecumenism to find its complement and corrective within the
Charismatic movement.507 It describes the lived experience of the renewal as a fulfillment
of the bold ecumenical hope of the Council; it quotes Johannes Cardinal Willebrands, 508
(then) President of the Vatican Secretariat for Unity, who identified the Charismatic
renewal as “a call to spiritual ecumenism." 509 It also identifies a symbiotic relationship
between charism and institution; it makes reference to a speech given by Metropolitan
Ignatios of Latakia, in his address to the World Council of Churches, where he suggests,
"Without the Holy Spirit, God is far away... the Church is simply an organization... But in
the Holy Spirit... the Church shows forth the life of the Trinity... mission is a Pentecost...
human action is deified.” 510
Later the same year, a complementary text, The Charismatic Renewal and
Ecumenism,511 drafted by McDonnell, was circulated on an international level, following
a widespread consul-tation with theologians and pastoral leaders who were personally
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involved in the Charismatic renewal. 512 Suggestions by these experts were incorporated
into five consecutive preliminary drafts then refined by a second group of Catholic
theologians, 513 as well as a third group of international theologians that were not
personally identified with the renewal. 514 Noting that the Catholic Charismatic renewal
had followed both the Classical Pentecostal and Protestant Charismatic movements, the
document maintains that Catholics were able to learn from their strengths and
weaknesses; it also suggests that its strong tendency to retain its Catholic identity was
due, in large part, to the presence and participation of Catholic theologians, who were
able to reflect upon the meaning of their charismatic experiences. 515
The document suggested that many Catholic parishes were filled with "baptized
non-Christians" – members who were sacramentally initiated but "never evangelized,"
who “never made a true Christian commitment."516 The Protestant-Catholic polemic that
had developed after the Council of Trent served to reinforce a kind of Catholic
objectivism which stressed God's act in the sacrament without a corresponding living
faith in the recipients; because of the Catholic belief in the efficacy of the sacraments,
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they were increasingly administered without any emphasis on personal evangelization. 517
And, as McDonnell clearly notes, this contradicts the widely held supposition that
frequent reception of the sacraments (i.e. even without any real evangelization of the
individual) would always result in a vibrant Christianity. 518 The document, in fact,
stresses that no full evangelization has taken place until there is engagement of the person
and an experience of God‟s presence. 519 The Holy Spirit is this presence and power for
the Christian; he is the immediate nearness of God, the presence-power who changes and
transforms the committed, believing individual. 520 The point of contact with humankind
is the Holy Spirit; he is the proximity itself of God,521 and the personal presence of Jesus
in the world.522 The Charismatic renewal, then, is a manifestation of the newness of the
Spirit in the total life of the Church. 523
In the New Testament community there was first of all an experience of
the Spirit before there was a developed doctrine of the Spirit. The theology
of the Spirit was subsequent to the experience and was developed in light
of the experience. At this point one should say that the charismatic
renewal has a special unitive, ecumenical contribution to make. 524
The document points out that Roman Catholics have recovered an understanding of
personal evangelism and appreciate ministry in a much broader sense due to its
relationship with Classical Pentecostalism and the Charismatic renewal. Here the
charismatic renewal is identified as the single most potent force of the Ecumenical
517
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movement; the renewal and its ecumenical significance are viewed as permanent
elements in the life of the Roman Catholic Church. 525
At the next International Charismatic Conference in Dublin (1978), Suenens
called for the integration of spiritual commitment and social involvement by all
participants in the Charismatic renewal. With the aid of his old friend, Dom Helder
Camara, the Catholic archbishop of Olinda and Recife, Brazil, preparations were made to
co-author a third Malines document entitled, Charismatic Renewal and Social Action: A
Dialogue.526 Suenens recalled that he had been haunted throughout the proceedings of the
Second Vatican Council by images of Latin America – the home of one third of the
world's Catholics – and the developing potential of socio-political and religious
liberation. Camara and Suenens identified the vocation of the Charismatic renewal as a
total transformation of human life and culture according to the demands of the gospel. 527
The charismatic renewal, which draws its inspiration from the essence of
the gospel message, the interrelated charisms of the Spirit, and mutual
service, is already, on the strength of all this, contributing to the
transformation of social life. But lived faith will also lead men quite
naturally to undertake social initiatives as many and as varied as the
human sufferings they encounter.528
The authors propose that the Christian‟s involvement in the temporal and historical is an
integral part of an individual‟s relationship to God; they conclude that polarizing tensions
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between "charismatic" and "social” Christians would be greatly eased if a theology of
charisms were to progress beyond restrictive exegetical interpretations. 529
The scope of the next Malines document proved to be somewhat controversial as
it dealt with the phenomenon of evil, the belief in demonic spirits and the ministries of
deliverance and exorcism. Cardinal Suenens was particularly concerned that these topics
were being raised in every region where the renewal had made a significant impact. Upon
careful reflection with Catholic theologians involved in the renewal, and in particular
dialogue with Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, 530 Suenens issued the fourth Malines document,
Renewal and the Powers of Darkness in 1983.531 Ratzinger, in his Forward to the
document, noted that while rationalistic skepticism and reductionist theologies had
demythologized the existence of the devil, a new awareness of evil had grown in the
context of the Charismatic renewal; that awareness gave rise to the practice of "prayers
for deliverance," which closely resembled the formal Catholic ritual of exorcism. 532
While this excess had concerned Ratzinger, Suenens contributed several practical
directives that he hoped would balance two polarizing forces within the renewal: a
tendency to underestimate the presence of evil in the world, and the tendency to fight that
evil without a healthy sense of discernment that grounded its members in the traditions
and practices of the Catholic faith.
529
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In 1985, Suenens authored a fifth Malines document, Nature and Grace: A Vital
Unity.533 In it, he attempted to curb the overemphasis that had been placed on the
supernatural in contrast to human nature. To correct this, his text underscored how grace
and nature worked together in a vital unity. Suenens warned renewal leaders not to
exaggerate any attention on exorcisms or prophetic messages; he was equally critical of
views that described human nature as being driven by base ego-satisfaction.534 For
Suenens, the key to the unity of grace and nature was the koinonia or fellowship that took
place in the local community of faith; in fact, he suggested that living in shared
fellowship with other Catholics was the foundation for any form of Christian renewal. 535
In community, individual human development and the glory of God had the potential to
meet together in a dynamic way. 536
The sixth and final Malines document, entitled, A Controversial Phenomenon:
Resting in the Spirit,537 was published in 1987. It dealt with the divisive issue of "resting
in the Spirit," a phenomenon that provoked divergent reactions and controversy on an
international level. It came about after a year-long analysis of the positive and negative
reactions that were compiled from questionnaires and surveys of renewal groups in every
continent. It describes the phenomenon itself, offers a critical examination and attempts
to present an essential pastoral attitude and approach toward this "unprecedented
grace."538
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The term itself designates the phenomenon of falling – usually backwards – and
was frequently associated with Charismatic prayer or healing services. 539 In varying
degrees, the phenomenon is found among charismatics in the Roman Catholic Church, as
well as those from Anglican, Lutheran and other mainline denominations; it was
especially prevalent in churches awakened by "revivals," and was most often associated
with Classical Pentecostalism. 540 Those who have experienced this phenomenon
frequently describe encountering sensations such as, "a special presence of God," "a
feeling of euphoria," and "a deep peace," etc.; some have felt they were unable to get up;
some have reported being aware of a "sweet smelling fragrance;" others report having
received "visions," heard "voices" or "choirs singing," etc.; in some cases, people have
burst into tears, wept deeply, cried out, or even laughed uncontrollably. 541 While the
average observer might express that they felt unsettled by such phenomenon, the actual
participants come away from these phenomenon frequently reporting that they felt
spiritually, emotionally and physically refreshed; many describe having felt a sense of
peace and joy that lasted for several hours or days, accompanied by the desire to vocally
praise God.542

Chapter 2.10.3 International Pentecostal-Catholic Dialogues
Beginning in 1972, the Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity of the Roman
Catholic Church and leaders of some of the Classical Pentecostal Churches entered into
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an international dialogue.543 As a result of what began as a simple "dialogue on
spirituality," five documents were issued in its first phase, between 1972 and 1976. 544
The members of the international dialogue 545 clarified that their conclusions did not
necessarily represent the official position of either the Roman Catholic Church or the
Classical Pentecostal Churches that they represented; their discussions did not formally
commit either side to the theological positions that were expressed, but the reports were
submitted to their churches for suitable use and reaction. 546
The first statement, Report of the Meeting at Zürich-Horgen, June 20-24, 1972,
identified that the Pentecostal movements laid particular stress on full participation in the
reality of being "baptized in the Spirit." They agreed that the fundamental attitude of
Christians should be one of openness to what the Holy Spirit worked in them. They
agreed that life in the Spirit could be manifested in signs and accompanying charisms that
went beyond the individual's natural abilities. They also agreed that charisms were
subject to the discernment of the spiritual authority within the community. 547
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The Second Statement, Report of the Meeting at Rome, June 18-22, 1973,
identified the background of the Pentecostal movements and experiences in the history of
the Church. They agreed that in the early centuries of the Church, the celebration of
Christian initiation was accompanied by signs of the Holy Spirit. They agreed that
religious experiences differ with regard to certain charismatic gifts, and that individuals
who did not have the same manifestations were not to be considered inferior Christians.
They also agreed to study the relationship between the charismatic and the sacramental
dimensions of ecclesial life. 548
The third statement, Report of the Meeting at Schloss Craheim, June 10-14, 1974,
centered on further discussion of Christian initiation as well as infant and adult baptism.
While it was agreed that the Holy Spirit is the agent in regeneration, there was
inconclusive argument about Confirmation with regard to whether it was a release of the
Spirit already given, or whether it was a further impartation of the Spirit toward
charismatic ministry; the meeting participants were unclear whether it was simply
initiation, or a kind of ordination. On the subject of "the laying on of hands," Pentecostals
and Catholics agreed it was part of the received practices of both churches. On the
question of infant baptism, the members made progress toward mutual understanding, but
full agreement was not reached; the participants did agree that grace operates in advance
of our conscious awareness. There was inconclusive discussion on the pastoral situation
of people baptized in infancy but seeking a new experience of baptism later in life;
Pentecostals suggested that re-baptism in the strict sense was unacceptable to all. 549
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The fourth statement, Report of the Meeting at Venice, May 21-26, 1975, noted
that the revisions to the post-Conciliar liturgy allowed more opportunities for the type of
individual spontaneous prayer and singing that Charismatics were accustomed to
practice; at the same time Pentecostal tradition had come to accept the development of a
certain structure in its worship that had been moving in the direction of liturgical types of
prayer. Agreement was reached that all genuinely charismatic phenomena had both a
divine and human aspect; this meant that the diverse manifestations could be subject to
psychological, linguistic, sociological and anthropo-logical limitations of the human
person – allowing for errors of judgment. Both sides agreed that the gift of discernment
was essential to authentic ministry; whether speaking of the charism of the discernment
of spirits (diakrίseis pneumátōn – 1 Cor. 12:10) or the kind of discernment that came
through the testing of spirits (dokimázete tà pneúmata – 1 John 4:1), each exercised in the
power of the Spirit acted to safeguard the development of the Christian community and
its diversity of ministries.550
The fifth and final statement of the first phase of the international dialogue was
entitled, Report of the Meeting at Rome, May 23-29, 1976. The document included a
historical account of the origins of the international dialogue, as well as the frank
explanation that, unlike the bilateral dialogues with the Anglicans or Lutherans, the
dialogue between the Roman Catholic Church and some of the Classical Pentecostal
Churches was not primarily aimed at securing a permanent structural union, but a simple
unity of prayer, spirituality, and theological reflection. It clearly identified that for
Pentecostal Christians “being baptized in the Spirit” was understood as a decisive and
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distinct moment apart from the individual‟s conversion to Christ.551 The largest portion of
the statement was a summary review of the first four statements, along with a brief but
positive assessment of Charismatic prayer and praise.
The next three phases of their international dialogues focused on a variety of
topics, including: the confessional identities and traditions of both churches (1977 –
1982); their various perspectives on koinonia (1985 – 1989); and their concepts of
evangelization, proselytism, and common witness (1990 – 1997). But it was during the
fifth phase of the international dialogues (1998 to 2006) that the two teams agreed to
discuss both the biblical and patristic understandings of “Christian Initiation and Baptism
in the Spirit.” The annual meetings of this fifth phase of the Dialogues had focused on
six specific subtopics: the process of becoming a Christian (Bolton, Ontario, Canada –
June 1998); faith and Christian initiation (Venice, Italy – July 1999); conversion and
Christian initiation (Vienna, Austria – July 2000); Christian experience in community
(Celje, Slovenia – June/July 2001); Christian formation and discipleship (Sierra Madre,
California, USA – July 2002); and the Baptism in the Holy Spirit (Rottenburg, Germany
– July 2003). Plenary drafting sessions were also begun in Rottenburg, and then
continued in Torhout, Belgium (2004), Prague, Czech Republic (2005), and Bose, Italy
(2006).
These final working sessions produced the text, On Becoming a Christian:
Insights from Scripture and the Patristic Writings, with some Contemporary
Reflections,552 published in 2006 as a Final Report of the Fifth Phase. 553 This document
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initially began as an unofficial working response to an early draft of Christian Initiation
and Baptism of the Spirit,554 a textbook that was co-authored by Kilian McDonnell. 555
McDonnell had maintained that baptism in the Spirit had a direct relationship to the
earliest understandings of Christian initiation and was actually regarded as “constitutive
of the church.”556 By undertaking a complete review of this book and other related texts,
the Dialogue team stated that they could not determine whether the baptism in the Spirit
provided a “bridge” between their two communities. 557 While they both respected the
Bible as “normative” for the faith and life of the church, the Pentecostals, in particular,
thought that a study of the Church Fathers might enrich their own understanding. Despite
the different authority that each tradition had given to the Fathers, it was agreed that “the
patristic writings may be seen as having a privileged place in the post-biblical church.”558
In the central section of the document, the Dialogue team found themselves in
agreement on the centrality of experience in the role of the Christian life. They noted that
when the grace of the Spirit touched the heart of an individual, “a person consciously
encountered the Lord,” and “an authentic experience of God” took place. 559 Experience,
here, was seen to give a dimension of actuality and firmness to faith; they agreed that a
conversion had “a strong experiential quality which sometimes occurred more as an event
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and at other times more as a process.”560 Because of this, they then turned their focus to
the actual experience of the baptism of the Spirit. Here, both traditions affirmed the
grace present in the Charismatic renewal; so, in documenting the biblical, patristic and
contemporary understandings of this grace, they attempted to provide the best and most
current research on the subject. Of particular interest, was the patristic section that dealt
with the teachings of Hilary of Poitiers (c. 314-367), Cyril of Jerusalem (c. 315-386),
Basil of Caesarea (c. 330-379), and John Chrysostom (c. 354-407).
For Hilary, those reborn through the sacrament of baptism “begin to have insight
into the mysteries of faith, to prophesy and to speak with wisdom, become steadfast in
hope and receive the gifts of healing and domination over demons” (Tract on the Psalms
64:15); when filled with “the power of divine grace,” charisms were seen as “profitable
gifts” (On the Trinity 8:30). For Cyril, his pre-Easter instructions to catechumens related
the Spirit to the gifts poured out upon the newly initiated: “Great indeed, and all-powerful
in gifts, and wonderful, is the Holy Spirit” (Catechetical Lectures 16:22); he also noted
that, “just as one who plunges into the waters and is baptized is encompassed on all sides
by the waters, so were they also baptized completely by the Holy Spirit” (Catechetical
Lectures 17:14). For Basil, the Spirit held the church together with the charisms: “[W]e
are all members one of another, having gifts differing according to the grace that is given
us;” these charisms functioned “as need requires, in prophecies, or in healings, or in some
other actual carrying into effect of His potential action” (On the Holy Spirit, 26:61). For
John Chrysostom, who wrote in contrast to Basil‟s earlier text, his particular concern was
that the charisms had already become “obscure” by his time, due to the “ignorance of the
facts” and the gradual cessation of those charisms “that used to occur but now no longer
560
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take place” (On 1 Corinthians, 29); Chrysostom also seemed to indicate that some of the
charisms in the early community had continued in a new hierarchical or “institutionalized
form” (On Romans, 14).561
The weight given to the teachings of Hilary, Cyril, Basil and Chrysostom can be
seen in their almost universal acceptance by Christians. They have been recognized as
four authoritative witnesses who identified the faith of the early church, and who clearly
demonstrated that the baptism of the Spirit and accompanying charisms were integral to
Christian initiation. For these fourth-century giants, then, the experience of the baptism
of the Spirit was both “constitutive” and “normative” for the life of the universal
church. 562
After considering the biblical, patristic and contemporary understandings of both
the baptism of the Spirit and the charismatic gifts, the Pentecostal and Catholic members
identified a substantial diversity between both communities, as well as within each
community itself. The two communities also recognized a fascinating parallel in the ways
that each had experienced the Holy Spirit in the twentieth century: On January 1, 1901,
Pope Leo XIII had entrusted the new century to the Holy Spirit, during an audience in
Vatican City; this followed several “prophetic requests” from within the Catholic Church
itself, in response to his Apostolic Exhortation (1895) and his Encyclical (1897), in which
he had called for an increased devotion to the Holy Spirit, as well as a new Novena to the
Holy Spirit during the nine days leading up to Pentecost – all aimed at the renewal of
church and society. On that very same day, in Topeka, Kansas, a young student received
the baptism in the Spirit and began praying in tongues; Pentecostals point to this day as
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the beginning of the Pentecostal Movement in the United States.563 While this parallel
may not be widely known, the Dialogue participants felt that it was a remarkable
coincidence that spoke to the activity and presence of the Holy Spirit within both
communities. It is striking to imagine the congruence between a Catholic pope, chanting
in Latin the Veni Sancti Spiritus, and a young female student, in the heartland of the
United States and separated by a vast ocean, who was experiencing a deep outpouring of
the Spirit that inspired her to speak out in a spontaneous and unfamiliar charismatic
tongue.
While these five phases and their respective documents established a longstanding
and positive ecumenical dialogue between Catholics and Pentecostals, we are reminded
that the purpose of these dialogues was to establish a unity of prayer, spirituality, and
theological reflection. While certain doctrinal agreements were clearly established, the
primary purpose of these discussions remained the elimination of mutual
misunderstandings between Catholics and Pentecostals. To that end, these international
dialogues can be considered quite successful.

Chapter 2.11 Concluding Remarks

While it is clear that the ecclesial statements reviewed in this chapter were diverse
and represented a variety of approaches to the Charismatic renewal, several patterns can
be deduced from the entire body of texts. First, the Charismatic renewal penetrated
directly into the heart of the major Churches between the 1960‟s and the 1980‟s; it
surfaced in Anglican, Baptist, Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian-Reformed, and other
563
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Protestant Churches, as well as in the Catholic Church in Europe, North and South
America, Africa, Australia and various island nations. Second, the vast majority of initial
ecclesial statements attempted to understand the external manifestations of glossolalia or
speaking in tongues; a second issue in order of importance was the biblical and historical
theologies of the “baptism in (of, with) the Spirit,” as well as a question as to the
interrelationship between water baptism and Spirit baptism; there was no universal
consensus on whether this experience constituted a revivification of the Spirit previously
received in conversion-water baptism, or whether this experience actually constituted a
“second blessing,” a traditional doctrine of some Classical Pentecostal Churches.
Third, while the vast majority of early documents called for some level of caution
towards the Charismatic renewal, they gradually opened to the movement over additional
time, as this was frequently documented within the historical statements they produced; a
very common caution was voiced toward the unwarranted proselytism of practicing
Christians toward membership in classical Pentecostal churches. Fourth, with mounting
internal pressures to recognize the individual and ecclesial benefits of the renewal, a
variety of churches and communions produced a second distinct level of international
ecclesial documentation, mostly supportive, yet with appropriate recommendations to
ensure the internal ecclesial peace and harmony; these included the Roman Catholic
Church, the Anglican Communion, the World Council of Churches, etc.
Fifth, many of the later ecclesial statements recognized the ecumenical benefits of
the Charismatic renewal, as one defining element was its ability to transcend ecclesial
boundaries; a high percentage of Charismatics had occasionally, some even frequently,
joined together with members of other churches for Charismatic prayer and worship,
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enough to warrant hierarchical interest and even warnings against a loss of “faith
identity” and the adoption of incompatible doctrines. Sixth, the international levels of
Catholic participation in the renewal led to the appointment of a Papal Representative, an
international coordinating office based in Rome, the establishment of regular meetings of
representatives with the Pope and Vatican Curia, as well as the pontifical and canonical
recognition of “private associations of the faithful” for various Charismatic groups within
the Catholic Church itself.
With the creation of the International Pentecostal-Catholic Dialogue, the
Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity and roughly 95 representatives from
some Classical Pentecostal Churches established a longstanding ecumenical relationship
with each other. This dialogue allowed theologians from the Catholic and Pentecostal
churches to explore similarities and differences in their approaches toward speaking in
tongues, prophesy, healing, the rites of Christian initiation, and how Christians
understood their membership within the community. As a result of what originally began
as a simple "dialogue on spirituality," five phases of ecumenical dialogue took place over
a period of thirty-five years.
The most important ecumenical text produced from this international dialogue
came in the publication of On Becoming a Christian: Insights from Scripture and the
Patristic Writings, published in 2006 as the Final Report of the Fifth Phase. The nucleus
of this document is clearly the patristic contributions of Hilary of Poitiers, Cyril of
Jerusalem, Basil of Caesarea and John Chrysostom on the relationship of the charismatic
gifts and the baptism in the Spirit to the Sacramental rites in the earliest accounts of
Christian initiation. The weight and authority of these four Church Fathers allowed the
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Catholics and classical Pentecostals to find deeper meaning and even agreement on
various points in their discussions, and set a clear tone for the coming future of their joint
discussions on the Holy Spirit and his charismatic graces.
With this in mind, I will now turn to some significant contributions made by
Catholic theologians on the charismatic dimensions of Pneumatology over the last fifty
years. I will analyze some particular writings of Küng, Rahner, Congar, McDonnell and
Montague and their contributions to the subject.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF CATHOLIC THEOLOGIANS
TO A PNEUMATOLOGY OF CHARISMS

CHAPTER THREE

Chapter 3.1 Introduction

Having analyzed the ecclesial statements of various churches who have dealt in
some way with the spontaneous integration of the Charismatic renewal into their own
communities, I would suggest that it is just as critically important to understand the
insights and contributions of respected Catholic theologians who have examined and
even promoted a variety of charismatic elements within their own pneumatological
approaches in their specific service to the Roman Catholic Church. Suenens, the
protagonist and papal-appointed shepherd over the Charismatic movements within the
Roman Catholic Church, had himself approached, listened to, and relied upon, the
expertise of leading Catholic theologians who made up his private inner circle, especially
those who had distinction of being appointed by John XXIII as periti to the Second
Vatican Council. The magnitude of the combined contributions by five theologians will
be better understood from within their immediate historical context; to this end, I will
analyze the work of three key Catholic theologians who served as periti during the
Second Vatican Council, as well as two contemporary Catholic theologians who have
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worked jointly to elaborate some further aspects of a pneumatology of charisms in our
own time.
In this present chapter, I will argue that the pneumatological contributions of
these three periti – Hans Küng, Karl Rahner, SJ and Yves Congar, OP – together with the
joint work of two contemporary theologians – George T. Montague, SM and Kilian
McDonnell, OSB – constitutes a highly significant, but still unappreciated response to the
symbolic call of Pope John XXIII to “open the windows of the Church to a new
Pentecost! “

Chapter 3.2 Hans Küng

Hans Küng, the (then) 35-year-old Swiss Catholic priest and professor of
Dogmatics and Ecumenical Theology at Eberhard Karls University in Tübingen, BadenWürttemberg, Germany, was appointed as one of the youngest periti564 during the Second
Vatican Council. In his recent memoirs, 565 he revealed that he was the ghost writer
behind the speech delivered by Léon-Joseph Cardinal Suenens on “The Charismatic
Dimensions of the Church.” 566 Suenens, who had met Küng prior to the Council, had
sought his advice on redirecting the Council‟s momentum, and, in particular, had asked
564
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him to draft some theological notes on several potential topics for debate by the
assembled bishops. Küng knew of Suenens‟ mutual interest in the charismatic dimensions
of the church and his specific recognition of and appreciation for lay charisms, and had
agreed to provide Suenens with a biblically-based sketch of charisms, based upon Paul‟s
ecclesiology. Suenens was thrilled with the depth of the notes and the clear theological
articulation presented by the young Swiss professor, and actually read Küng‟s notes
verbatim in his speech on the Council floor, delivered in October of 1963. Küng‟s
memoirs note several things about Suenens‟ speech to the Council fathers:
Presented in his clear sonorous voice with a slight French accent, the
speech makes a strong impression. Alongside the hierarchical structure of
the church there is a charismatic dimension. Not only the pastors but all
Christians have their own charisma, their spiritual gift, their personal
calling. Alongside the charisms of the apostles, the charisms of the
prophets and the teachers are particularly to be valued in the church.
Indeed, in pastoral praxis, the inconspicuous charisms of the laity, say in
catechesis, proclamation, social and charitable action, are to be taken
particularly seriously. 567
Here, Küng has recalled a major trajectory of the presentation on charisms: specific
attention to each person‟s individual “charisma” as both 1) a spiritual gift and 2) their
personal calling. In fact, his prepared notes had placed specific emphasis on the
potentiality that the “charisms” of lay individuals were, in fact, to be taken seriously by
the assembled hierarchy. As I argued in Chapter 1, the most direct result of this particular
speech – and thus Küng‟s specific contribution here – was the explicit inclusion of
567
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multiple charismatic emphases in the conciliar documents, particularly the six specific
references to charismatic elements in Lumen Gentium.
Küng had first written about these charismatic elements of Catholic ecclesiology
in his Structures of the Church, published the previous year (1962), just prior to the
assembling of the world‟s Catholic bishops at the Council. In responding to the
ecumenical theology of Edmund Schlink 568 and the progressive exegetical contributions
of Ernst Käsemann, 569 Küng had begun formulating a biblical critique of traditional
Catholic ecclesiology, which, he argued, had been heavily influenced by the theology of
the Pastoral Epistles and the Acts of the Apostles. By balancing the traditional Catholic
emphasis on the hierarchical, governing structures with a renewed emphasis to integrate
the elements of Pauline ecclesiology, Küng had intentionally hoped to encourage the
assembled Council Fathers to recover the missing charismatic elements of Church life. In
speaking of the ecclesiology within the authentic Pauline epistles, he boldly suggested,
“The congregation itself is presumed to be a community of manifold charismatic
ministries, a cosmos of different spiritual gifts and ministries, and it is addressed as
such.”570
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To advance his theological position further, Küng then published a more detailed
essay entitled, “The Charismatic Structure of the Church,” 571 during the busy nine-month
break between the third and fourth sessions of the Council. He had quickly grasped that
section 12 of Lumen Gentium – on the charismatic elements of the church – provided
fertile ground for the entrance of the Catholic Church into the ongoing global ecumenical
discussions; he had also witnessed firsthand that certain traditionalist groups of Catholic
bishops had attempted to curtail or even oppose the importance of charismatic gifts
during the Council debates.572 As such, Küng sought to provide a deeper theological
validation and background for the assembled Council Fathers, as well as the Catholic
Church as a whole. He began by noting that Lumen Gentium had simply built upon the
encyclical Mystici Corporis573 before it, but that the constitution‟s final edition574 had
“explicitly and repeatedly acknowledged the existence of charismata in the Church.” 575
Küng noted the dogmatic constitution‟s Christocentric focus and its emphasis in
which the whole people of God shares in the prophetic “witness” and “office;” from this
text, he zeroed in on the principle that all baptized Christians were both communally and
individually “anointed, filled and moved by the Holy Spirit.”576 Still, he went on to
critique the dogmatic constitution by insisting that the Church is built upon the apostles
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“and prophets” (Eph. 2:20), and that the text “clearly affirms that every Christian is
directly enlightened by the Spirit” (emphases his). 577 He concluded that the whole
Church existed as a pneumatic reality. For Küng, Lumen Gentium distinguished a
pneumatic character in both the sensus fidei and the various charismata. 578
Küng suggested that the charismatic dimensions of the church had been
misunderstood for many centuries; he saw this as the combined result of widespread
clericalism579 and legalism580 within the ranks of the hierarchy, as well as longstanding
ecclesiologies that had emphasized the texts and the teachings of the Pastoral Epistles
and the Acts of the Apostles, to the exclusion of the ecclesiologies present within the
Pauline epistles. 581 He reasoned that the much earlier and undisputed authorship of
certain Pauline epistles (i.e. I & II Thessalonians and I Corinthians582) actually gave them
“a priority of origin,” that must directly impact and foundationally ground all future
Catholic ecclesiologies. 583 Küng went on to argue that the derived witness of both Acts
and the Pastoral Epistles had placed their ecclesial emphasis on hierarchical structures
(i.e. episkopoi, presbyteroi and diakonoi) and a theology of office that “fitted” the Spirit
into the ordination rites. The early Pauline epistles, however, presupposed the existence
of more charismatic structures, repeatedly mentioned the terms charismata and
577
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pneumatika, and completely contrasted the more traditional Catholic ecclesiologies with
what he identified as the true evangelium of both Jesus and Paul during their earthly
lives. Küng went on to assert that this longstanding tradition had developed an almost
exclusive ecclesiology of hierarchical structures, at the tragic expense of the earlier
Pauline charismatic and pneumatic structures; this led to a specific ecclesial neglect of
the charismata and pneumatika as prerogatives of each and every individual within the
whole people of God. For Küng, then, the importance of Catholic and ecumenical issues
that arise from this neglected aspect of ecclesiology cannot be overrated; the rediscovery
of the charismata is the rediscovery of the real ecclesiology of Paul. 584
Küng had also sought to explore and settle three related issues: First, he
questioned whether the charismata are actually extraordinary or common phenomena. He
noted that Lumen Gentium had explicitly distinguished “the more outstanding”
phenomena from those that seemed to be “more simple and widely diffused,” suggesting
that there were both extraordinary and ordinary types of charismata manifested among
the baptized Christians; Küng inferred from this that those charged with composing the
dogmatic constitution had concluded that it was a clear misunderstanding to think of
charismata as mainly extraordinary, miraculous and sensational phenomena. He clarified
that Paul had “accepted all the gifts of the Spirit gladly,” but had later promoted the
relative significance of some of the more sensational gifts, such as tongues; 585 Paul
himself had been critical of certain pneumatika unleashed in Hellenistic ecstasies and
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miracles;586 yet he also explicitly encouraged the types of charismata that attracted less
attention, such as exhortation, consolation, service, help and administration. 587 Küng
reasoned from all this that the charismata are certainly not limited to the realm of
extraordinary phenomena; at the same time, he suggested that all the charismata were to
be seen as “ordinary phenomena” in the life of the Church.588 And while noting that Paul
commended the Corinthians to “strive after the greater gifts,” and the “still more
excellent way” of love, Küng suggested that the ordinary character of the charismata
became especially clear when one saw their real variety. 589
Second, Küng attacked the misunderstanding that there is only one kind or class
of charismata, such as those linked with preaching. He made reference to Paul‟s clear
implication in I Corinthians 12:4-5 that there are “different kinds of gifts” and “different
kinds of service” that are needed in each Christian community; he also concluded from
Lumen Gentium 12 that each and every member is made “fit and ready to undertake the
various tasks and offices which contribute to the renewal and building up of the church.”
He noted that the dogmatic constitution clearly distinguished between sacraments and
charismata, and that the Pauline epistles refrained from institutionalizing the charismata
in any way. Küng drew attention to various lists of charismata drawn up by Paul (Cf.: I
Corinthians 12:4-11, 28-31; Romans 12:6-8; etc.), and categorized them into three major
groups, i.e. charismata that are connected with: 1) preaching, 2) practical aid, or 3)
leadership in the various communities.590 Küng determined from this that every calling
586
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implied a sharing in charisma, and that every charisma was a call to service; he suggested
that every spiritual gift and every calling was, in fact, a charisma – one that was taken
into service within the specific community, and simultaneously gave each distinct
individual in that community a purpose. Küng understood that an infinite variety of
charismata exist, and that there was an unlimited distribution of them throughout the
Church. 591
Third, Küng underscored that it was a serious misunderstanding to limit the
charismata to small groups, special classes or certain ranks of those endowed with
spiritual gifts. To suggest that charismatic gifts were concentrated in only a few persons,
such as in the appointed leaders of the communities (episkopoi, presbyteroi and
diakonoi), was completely erroneous. In Küng‟s opinion, the New Testament showed that
it was “wholly impossible to limit the charismata to officeholders;”592 Lumen Gentium, in
fact, also carefully insisted that these special graces were given “to faithful of every
rank.” Küng followed this, by insisting that no one individual could possess all of the
charismata – including those who were directly in charge of administration in the church.
The administrative gifts do in no way lead to a kind of „leading class‟ that
stands apart from the community and rises above it to dominate it. The
whole New Testament deliberately avoids the secular terms of office
(archê, time, and telos) where the Christian community is concerned,
because all these terms express a dominating attitude. On the contrary, the
New Testament uses instead of these the term „service‟ (diakonia). But
Paul prefers the more comprehensive idea of charisma (Rom. 12:6-8),
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which exactly describes the essence of all ecclesial services and offices…
The charisma does not fall under the heading „ecclesial office,” but the
ecclesial office does fall under the heading „charisma’.”593
The charismata, according to Küng, are not the privilege of a few elect individuals, but
belong to the entire community of the faithful. He emphatically argues, “Where a Church
or a community thrives only on officeholders and not on all the members, one may well
wonder in all seriousness whether the Spirit has not been thrown out with the
charismata.”
Küng concludes his article by proposing that each and every charisma or
charismatic gift is to be understood as “God‟s call to the individual person in view of a
specific service within the community, including the ability to perform this service.” 594
Each charisma is actually understood to be a concrete expression of God‟s own charis or
“grace-giving power” – a charis that seizes and inspires each individual to share his or
her gifts, in the service of Christ, with one another. For Küng, then, charisma, call and
service interconnect and overlap in meaning. 595 The resulting energêmata or “powerful
workings” of each and every charisma are the manifestations of the Holy Spirit‟s
presence within the community596 – one that is actually edifies and unifies by the very
fact that each Christian has his or her own charisma to share, in order to build the
eschatological community that waits in hope between the already and the not yet.597
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Chapter 3.3 Karl Rahner

Karl Rahner, the German Jesuit and one of the most influential 20 th century
theologians, served as peritus to Franz Cardinal König of Vienna during the Second
Vatican Council. He studied philosophy in Freiburg under Martin Heidegger, taught on
the university faculties of Innsbruck, Vienna, Munich and Münster, was one of the first
appointees to the inaugural term of the International Theological Commission (19691974), and later received the honored status of professor emeritus at both Munich and
Innsbruck. He had a great amount of influence on many of the conciliar documents, and
was one of the seven primary theologians to collaborate in the creative vision of Lumen
Gentium. Because of his direct involvement here, his particular insights on the
charismatic dynamic of the church are quite valuable.
One of Rahner‟s most significant contributions toward this charismatic dynamic
in pneumatology appeared in his Quaestiones disputatae 32, The Dynamic Element in the
Church, published in 1964, during the months between the second and third sessions of
the Council. This collection republished an earlier essay (c. 1957), “The Charismatic
Element in the Church.” He had begun his investigation by reasserting the charisma of
office, and emphasizing that the Spirit was specifically “promised and given to the
ecclesiastical ministry.” Rahner qualified this statement by reaffirming the traditional
Catholic understanding that the official Church and its ecclesiastical office must be
assured by this promise of the Spirit. He then drew the distinction that this ecclesiastical
office and ministry were actually “charismatic in character,” and transcended the
institutional order “in contradistinction to what is purely institutional, administered by
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men, subject to calculation, expressible in laws and rules.” Rahner perceived that every
single form of ecclesiastical office and ministry must necessarily be charismatic; he
further argued that the ecclesiastical office itself – not simply the individual who holds
office – must be characterized by charismatic gifts, especially if a hierarchicallyconstituted Church is to remain a living reality, abiding in the Spirit. 598
Rahner categorizes a second dimension of the Spirit‟s activity in the Church,
which he identifies as those charismata that are “in addition to and outside her official
ministry.”599 He took his lead from Pius XII‟s encyclical, Mystici Corporis, articulating
that it is possible to say that there are Christians endowed with the charismatic gifts of the
Spirit “outside of the sacred ministry,” who are “not merely recipients of orders from the
hierarchy,” but are themselves “men and women of outstanding sanctity” through whom
Christ “directly” guides his Church – apart from the hierarchy – through various
charismata that are not linked to sacred office and that do not belong to her official
ministry.600
Here, as did Küng, Rahner touches upon St. Paul‟s concept of charismata as
found in the epistles 1 Corinthians 12-14 and Romans 12:1-8; 16:1.601 He first establishes
that all ecclesiastical ministries are gifts of the Spirit, both as office and as a pneumatic
enablement to fulfill the office. Second, he recognizes what he terms the non-institutional
spiritual gifts, and acknowledges these as equally important for building up the body of
Christ. Third, in addressing traditional Catholic categorizations of grace, he demonstrates
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that Paul does not make clear distinctions between a charismatic grace as a gratia gratum
faciens and one as a gratia gratis data. Rahner understood that St. Paul had envisioned
each charismatic grace as one that sanctifies the recipient and that also benefits the Body
of Christ, simultaneously and reciprocally. Rahner sees that this particular point is vital:
It is a very evangelical way of looking at it. For how else could one truly
sanctify oneself except by unselfish service to others in the one Body of
Christ by the power of the Spirit? And how could one fail to be sanctified
if one faithfully takes up and fulfills one‟s real and true function in the
Body of Christ? If both are done… that for Paul is a charisma of the Spirit
of the Church, and it belongs just as essentially to the body and life of the
Church as the official ministries. 602
Fourth, through St. Paul, Rahner sees that this charismatic dynamic belongs to the
essence of the Church, and has always existed in the Church. He notes that while some
have attributed a certain visible charismatic endowment solely to the early Church, there
is no point in the history of the Church where the charismatic dynamic has not existed; to
miss identifying this fundamental element in the Church is, for Rahner, to completely
misunderstand Church history. Finally, the charismata are not only properties of the
essence of the Church, but they are also criteria that convince and lead to faith; the
charismatic elements, here, in their temporal and spatial unity and totality, can be a
motive of faith, since, more than any other historical development, the church proves
herself, again and again, to be “the Church of the great charismata.”603
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Rahner then observes five important consequences that arise from a renewed
awareness of this charismatic dynamic in the Church. First, he urges a generous
toleration by office-holders toward what he identifies as the charismatic stirrings that
arise outside official ministries and that have not yet been positively approved by
ecclesial authorities; for Rahner, executive authority in the Church must always cultivate
the awareness that it is neither self-sufficient nor a system of totalitarian control. Church
authorities must be conscious of their clear responsibility to accept the existence of
charismatic wisdom “from below,” without any condescension. Second, in this divinelyinspired dualism of charisma and office, Rahner recognizes a democratic aspect to the
nature of the Church; he sees a plurality in the nature of this charismatic dynamic that
originates from the people of God, and that is directly guided by God. Here, the whole
people of God can together discern the Spirit in the Church, along with the ecclesiastical
authority. 604
A third consequence of this dynamic, according to Rahner, is that the multiplicity
of charismatic impulses brings inevitable disagreements. Coexisting efforts within the
church require a charity that allows the other to be different; the principle of Christian
charity implies that each Christian follows the Spirit in a way that is not contrary to the
Spirit. Rahner argues that charity allows orthodoxy, freedom and goodwill to flourish;
without charity, disagreements descend into unavoidable divisions. Fourth, Rahner sees
the inevitable consequence of suffering associated with the charismata. He suggests that
to fulfill the call and task of any charismatic gift, one may endure opposition from within
the Church itself. He then makes two observations: 1) opposition is not a proof against
the authenticity of the charismatic gift or mission; opposition can be a burden or a cross
604
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that is patiently endured in the case of an authentic gift or mission from God; 2) the link
between charismatic gifts and suffering requires understanding on the part of the
ecclesiastical authorities; indifference and hardness of heart can extinguish the Spirit and
cause the gift to be without effect for the Church. Anyone who studies the history of the
church, Rahner advocates, will find the “inescapable necessity” of suffering in the
individual lives of the recognized saints and holy men and women of the Church. 605
Rahner recognizes a fifth and final consequence of this charismatic dynamic:
Christians must intentionally cultivate a great amount of courage to discern these
charismatic gifts, so that they are not choked by human tendencies toward
incomprehension and intellectual laziness:
The charismatic feature, when it is new, and one might almost say it is
only charismatic if it is so, has something shocking about it. It can be
mistaken for facile enthusiasm, a hankering after change, attempted
subversion, lack of feeling for tradition and the well-tried experience of
the past. And precisely those who are firmly rooted in the old, who have
preserved a living Christianity as a sacred inheritance from the past, are
tempted to extinguish the new spirit, which does not always fix on what is
most tried and tested, and yet may be a holy spirit for all that, and to
oppose it in the name of the Church‟s Holy Spirit, although it is a spiritual
gift of that Spirit.606
Courage, for Rahner, is a vital necessity for those in ecclesiastical authority, who are
called to discern the genuineness of charismatic gifts, as well as for each individual in the
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community of the faithful – the whole people of God – who often need courage in the
face of rejection by those whose responsibility is to discern the role each charismatic gift
has within the larger community itself.
Rahner‟s second major contribution to this charismatic dynamic within
pneumatology and ecclesiology is found in his essay “Experiencing the Spirit,” written
twelve years after the close of the Council (c. 1977), and then republished in his
collection of similarly-themed essays entitled The Spirit in the Church. While more
directly a treatise on mystical theology and the transcendental experience of the Divine, it
gives ample evidence of his matured understanding of the charismatic dynamic that exists
within the Church itself. Here, Rahner fully appreciates the subjectivity of the individual
and very personal experience of the Spirit; however, he grounds his essay by calling upon
the testimony of those recognized as Christian mystics, who bear witness to the
experience of the Spirit, and who have spoken of the charismatic elements, often referred
to as extraordinary mystical phenomena. 607
Rahner clearly notes that the majority of traditional Catholic mystical theology
has inherently focused on the individual‟s progression in the life of sanctity, and that
extraordinary mystical phenomena have often been relegated as peripheral and
unimportant to progression in the mystical life – one‟s “ultimate union with God in grace
in the unio mystica itself.” At the same time, he notes that an objective and rational
theology does not have to reject all charismatic or enthusiastic experiences with doubt
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and skepticism; he even imagines the possibility of a theology of the hierarchy of
enthusiastic or charismatic experiences. 608
Rahner actually speaks to his awareness of a “number of American charismatic
efforts” wherein members look for and experience “the power of the Spirit,” in
“charismatically-inspired prayer meetings,” in which they experience “ecstatic
glossolalia… and miraculous healing;” he notes that they gather in charismatic services
where “the operation of the Spirit is given to the community” in which they find
“impressive, humanly affective, liberating experiences of grace,” and receive “what they
think of as baptism in the Spirit: an ultimate fullness of the Spirit.” 609 He even suggests
that the baptism of the Spirit and the accompanying charismatic experiences may, indeed,
be necessary in the lives of all Christians:
We accept, and even confess as Christians supported by the testimony of
Scripture, that we can have such an experience of the Spirit, and must have
it as something offered to us in our essential freedom. That experience is
given to us, even though we usually overlook it in the pursuit of our
everyday lives, and perhaps repress it and do not take it seriously enough
(italics his).610
Rahner notes that the people of God, are the people of the Spirit, and that they live in the
“borderline between God and the world, time and eternity.”611
A more nuanced view of St. Paul and his teaching on these spiritual gifts is also
seen here, in Rahner‟s stress on the importance of charismata for the construction of
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community. In fact, he sees an implicit Pauline commission to construct the Christian
community through these charismatic capacities, since, by their very nature, they are
meant to be shared with one another. Thus, when a Christian acts in the freedom that he
or she has found in the discerned will of God, then he or she will act not only rationally
and morally but charismatically. According to Rahner, then our “spiritual life” is truly
found in a “real experience of the Holy Spirit.” 612
Two additional brief essays complete Rahner‟s understanding of the charismatic
dynamic in his pneumatology. The first, “Some Criteria for Genuine Visions,” supplies
several criteria to be adopted when confronted with visions or revelations which purport
to be of God. Here Rahner suggests that piety and personal honesty are the primary
requisite criteria, of recognized saints throughout Church history, to determine the
authenticity of a genuine vision. Ultimately, however, Rahner reasons that if a vision
contains nothing offensive to faith and morals, the principle always remains that
supernatural agency is never presupposed but must be proven i.e. the vision must be
accompanied by either the gift of infused contemplation, or an external miracle. Without
either criterion as evidence, a vision can lay no claim to the assent of Christians. 613
The second article, entitled “Prophecies,” provides a description of the varieties of
prophetic impulses and distinguishes what constitutes a genuine communication from the
Divine, usually pertaining to information that could not have been made known by
ordinary human means. Rahner lists five different types of prophecies: 1) the phenomena
of soothsaying or divination, which must always be rejected as superstition; 2)
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parapsychological phenomena such as dreams, clairvoyance and foreknowledge, which
simply derive from natural human faculties; 3) the anticipation of future consequences in
light of history, which is highly prone to misinterpretation; 4) the fabrication of
prophecies, which tends to propagate civil or religious ideals; and 5) the genuine,
supernatural revelations in which God is the immediate cause, and confirms messages
given by apostles and prophets. Here, Rahner‟s sole criterion of authenticity is a miracle
connected with the prophecy, and seen as a divine confirmation of the prophecy itself.
Finally, he reminds us that all authentic prophecies tell us nothing essentially new beyond
public revelation; they are concrete and timely imperatives for our day that fill us with
confidence in God and strengthen our faith that nothing will separate us from the love of
Christ.614

Chapter 3.4 Yves Congar

Yves Congar, the French Dominican priest, was a professor of theology and
apologetics at Le Saulchoir, in Étiolles, France. He was a major proponent of the
Nouvelle Théologie and is widely recognized as the most important Catholic
ecclesiologist of the twentieth century. 615 An early Catholic advocate for ecumenism, his
books and articles were censored (1947–1956), and he himself was banned from teaching
in France (1954–1960) and exiled – to the Êcole Biblique in Jerusalem and then to
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Dominican institutes in Cambridge and Strasbourg.616 In 1960, Congar was rehabilitated
when Pope John XXIII named him as a peritus to the Second Vatican Council. With his
Trinitarian emphasis in ecclesiology – he defined the Church as the people of God, the
body of Christ and the temple of the Holy Spirit – he exercised an unparalleled influence
in the theology of the Council‟s documents. 617 A prolific author, from 1924 to 1987
Congar published fifty-two books and eighteen-hundred articles, despite the painful and
debilitating effects of multiple sclerosis. He was elected to L’Académie française,
appointed as a Chevalier (knight) de la Légion d'honneur, and elevated by Pope John
Paul II as a (non-voting) Cardinal-deacon at the age of ninety – just seven months prior to
his death on 22 June 1995 in Paris.618
Initially, Congar was a reluctant appointee to the Theological Commission that
drafted the original de Ecclesia schema under the leadership of Cardinal Ottaviani.
Hesitant to work alongside the very same individuals who had earlier censored and exiled
him, as soon as the assembled bishops had publically rejected the Ottaviani schemas, he
quickly began collaborating with Suenens and his drafting team on a replacement to the
de Ecclesia schema. 619 It was during this creative period, that Congar discussed his
potential ideas for this new draft over lunch with Nikos Nissiotis and Alexander
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Schmemann, two Orthodox observers invited to the Council. 620 They offered Congar a
suggestion: “If we were to prepare a treatise de Ecclesia, we would draft a chapter on the
Holy Spirit, to which we would add a second chapter on Christian anthropology, and that
would be all.”621 Congar realized that his Orthodox friends were offering an illuminating
critique of the Western Church; he began to understand that a separation had occurred
between une anthropologie pneumatologique and une ecclésiologie pneumatologique.
Congar‟s distinct contribution to contemporary Roman Catholic pneumatology can be
seen in his vocation to reunite pneumatological anthropology and pneumatological
ecclesiology. 622
Congar‟s development of pneumatology became inseparable from his primary
work in ecclesiology. His systematic approach to the Holy Spirit is based upon a
ressourcement of those ancient traditions that had been missing from Catholic theology
since the Protestant Reformation. Beginning with the New Testament texts, he found no
evidence supporting a separation between the personal indwelling presence of the Holy
Spirit – and the active ministry of the Holy Spirit in the Church; in a similar manner, he
found no evidence of separation in the works of the ancient Church Fathers. As a
Dominican, Congar had also studied the Summa Theologica, and knew that the
pneumatology of Aquinas had closely mirrored the pneumatology of the biblical and
patristic sources; he understood that Thomistic ecclesiology presumed a certain
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connection to theological anthropology. 623 Congar had also studied and been heavily
influenced by the theological writings of Johann Adam Möhler, whose Unity in the
Church had mentioned a clear connection between theological anthropology and
ecclesiology. 624 Nevertheless, the majority of Congar‟s subsequent research suggests that
the Holy Spirit had been neglected or forgotten in the Roman Catholic Counter
Reformation.625 With ecclesial certitude in a “sacred triad” of God, Christ and Church, he
began to see the Catholic cults of Papal, Marian and Eucharistic devotion as substitutes
for the Holy Spirit.626 Congar felt determined to recover those ancient traditions that were
over-shadowed during this four-century lacuna of pneumatological development in the
Roman Catholic Church.
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Congar published fifteen different articles on the theology of the Holy Spirit
between 1967 and 1985, which then culminated in the highly anticipated I Believe in the
Holy Spirit,627 his three-volume magnum opus on pneumatology. In this text, Congar
intentionally used the best methodologies of the ressourcement to recover what he saw as
a living Pneumatology – a task suggested by Nissiotis and Schmemann. For Congar
himself, it would be impossible not to speak of charisms and charismatic activity in a
work of Catholic systematic pneumatology. As such, he devotes nearly seventy pages of
his second volume to the contemporary charismatic elements of pneumatology, under the
heading, “The Renewal in the Spirit: Promises and Questions.” 628 Here, he provides
introductory remarks and sections on the positive contributions of the Charismatic
renewal to the Roman Catholic Church, and on four critical questions, addressed in
separate chapters, concerning: 1) whether the title “charismatic” should be used; 2)
spectacular charisms; 3) the baptism in the Spirit; and 4) the relationship of the
Charismatic renewal to Ecumenism.
In his very first section, Congar seeks to understand the positive contributions of
the Charismatic renewal for the Roman Catholic Church. From an ecclesiological point
of view, he suggests that the Renewal629 is a direct confrontation with the secularization
of existing social structures from within and outside of the church; he believes that this
secularization inevitably leads to the formation of free and spontaneous groups of
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individuals that can govern themselves and pray in a style that is spontaneous, personal
and communal. He notes,
With regard to that Church, the Renewal has been concerned with
maintaining the supernatural quality of the people of God at the base, with
giving the charisms a stronger profile, without in any way monopolizing
them, and with re-introducing into the ordinary life of the Church
activities such as prophecy… and healings… The Renewal has, at its own
level and in its own way, certainly acted as a response to the pentecostal
expectation expressed by John XXIII. Paul VI also declared that „the
Church needs a perpetual Pentecost.”630
Congar clearly believes that the Renewal introduced a vitality of charisms into the heart
of the Roman Catholic Church; he understands these charisms as being affirmed and
defined in the documents of the Second Vatican Council, and that the movement itself
had been preceded by several decades of liturgical, pastoral and theological advances.
While Congar did not view the Renewal as a protest, rejection or criticism against the
institutional aspects of the church, he does clearly recognize that its aim is to infuse that
same institution with new life; to Congar, the mere fact that the Renewal has developed
from within the institution itself both affirms and defines the Church‟s existence as
something other than a juridical or even a sacramental institution. 631
Congar believes that the Renewal has encountered two significant problems that
were historically linked with great suspicions – personal initiative and personal spiritual
experience. He views the ongoing emphasis of the Roman Catholic Church on its
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protection and safety as an overreaction to the perceived dangers of schism and heresy;
he boldly suggests that the fear of rationalism and revolutionary movements has led the
Roman Catholic Church to practice a pastoral policy of distrust and repression with
regard to personal initiative. For Congar, if every individual person is a source of free
initiative, self-expression and invention, then the Renewal offers a positive communion of
persons at the core of its ecclesiology; it easily provides an alternative of hope in a world
of excessive organization and efficient productivity. The Renewal itself can speak to each
Christian of freedom, simplicity and child-likeness of heart with a great amount of
attraction. Similarly, Congar held that while all personal spiritual experience should be
tested for its authenticity with clear discernment, the Renewal provides a context in
which the individual can be sustained by a personal experience of God that with faith
becomes more real to them in their daily existence. This personal spiritual experience
becomes a source of joy and can provide its members with a tangible feeling of freedom;
Congar thinks that these personal spiritual experiences allowed the members of the
Renewal to find an inner life that had often been neglected in the excessively organized
and cerebral religion of Roman Catholicism. 632
Congar thought that the personal experiential characteristics of the Renewal – its
distance from intellectualism, its release of power, its level of comfort with the physical
body, its over-coming of middle-class ambitions and its simplicity – were all aspects of
the movement that contributed towards the evangelization of those who were typically
not open to the institutional church. He realized that the Renewal could be valuable in
other areas of Christian life:
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This may be of help in our celebration of the sacraments of Christian
initiation and especially confirmation, which has been called the „seal of
the Spirit‟. Quite apart from the Renewal movement, there is a certain
uneasiness with regard to the practice of these sacraments and even, in the
case of confirmation, with regard to its precise status. The experience of
the Spirit by Christians who have already been baptized and confirmed,
often long since, points to a certain insufficiency in the practice of these
two sacraments. Is it really possible to say that the Holy Spirit is given
when, apparently at least, nothing happens?633
Congar, here, was not denying the truth of this sacramental mystery, but he found
that it was necessary to make three related points: First, after confirmation, it is painful to
acknowledge that it seems as if nothing had happened apart from the formal celebration;
he argues that St. Paul would not have accepted this situation. Second, the Roman
Catholic celebration of confirmation, at an age when the individual possesses a personal
conscience, begs the serious consideration of its pastoral practice. Third, the Roman
Catholic practice of infant baptism does not solve the problem of the need for ongoing
personal vitalization and conscious reanimation of the graces received in this sacrament.
Congar clearly believes that the Renewal can offer a contribution to each situation
described above; moreover, if the Renewal in the Spirit becomes a central part of parish
formation, he would argue that it can clearly help to reanimate the pastoral dimension of
the sacraments of initiation.634 Ultimately, then, Congar welcomes the coming of a
Church that promotes the charisms and ministries of sincere Christians who are dedicated
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to the Lord and animated by his Spirit. He clearly sees in this Renewal “a grace that God
has given to the times we are living in.” 635
In his section on “critical questions,” Congar first asks whether it is appropriate to
use the title “charismatic” when addressing this contemporary movement in the Roman
Catholic Church. He begins by noting three crucial points: First, the biblical terms
“charisma” (“a spiritual gift”) and “charismata” (“spiritual gifts”) appear primarily and
almost exclusively in the Pauline epistles, 636 and are derived from the term “charis”
(“grace”). For Congar, then, charisms are gifts which result from a grace of God. Second,
charisms are often seen as tangible manifestations of the presence of the Spirit; Congar
saw this as a fitting definition of “the „charismatic‟ Renewal” that was operating within
the Roman Catholic Church. Third, St. Paul often uses the term “charisms” alongside
“pneumatika” (“spiritual gifts”);637 Congar concludes that St. Paul uses the two terms
interchangeably. 638
Congar himself admits to a clear preference for using the title “the Renewal in the
Spirit,” instead of “the Charismatic renewal.” As he understood it, Catholic members of
the movement, in France and throughout most of Continental Europe, had chosen this
title to avoid placing an undue stress on the extraordinary manifestations of the
movement. Furthermore, Congar believed that there was a strong link between an
emphasis on charismatic manifestations and a theology of immediacy; any movement
that placed too much emphasis on the immediate experience of God had a certain
potential for distorting itself into a sensationalistic fundamentalism that was devoid of
635
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historical context and that promoted a potential for anti-intellectualism. Congar was
especially concerned that a possible consequence of this theology of immediacy was the
gradual rejection of social and political action by the members of this movement. 639
Congar‟s second critical question focused on the more spectacular charisms. He
argues, quite convincingly, that it cannot be established a priori that the biblical charism
of speaking in tongues (genē glōssōn) – which is described in the Acts of the Apostles,
and which St. Paul elaborates upon in 1 Corinthians 12-14 – is the very same
manifestation or event that has been experienced by the adherents of this contemporary
Renewal movement. Congar notes that while St. Paul had valued this particular charism,
he had certainly placed its use within a particular ecclesial perspective for the Corinthian
community; yet throughout the contemporary Renewal movement, the [apparent]
experience of speaking in tongues has been given a privileged place of honor. For
Congar, speaking in tongues is not “xenoglossia” (“speaking a foreign language”), but is
primarily a language of communion with God. Pentecostal Christians, on the other hand,
view the charism of tongues as an indispensible sign that proves a particular individual
has actually received the Holy Spirit – which is clearly not a Roman Catholic position.
According to Congar, charity is the supreme charism; St. Paul employed charity as a
means to illuminate everything that he had intended to tell his audience about the use of
these charismatic gifts of the Spirit. 640
Both the interpretation of tongues (hermēneia glōssōn) and prophecy (prophēteia)
are seen as spectacular charisms by Congar. Since he had not seen tongues as a form of
xenoglossia, it makes sense that he did not consider the interpretation of tongues a
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charism of translation. Yet, exactly how Congar understood this spectacular charism still
remains unclear; there also appears to be no logical way in which to “check” a particular
interpretation for its accuracy. The charism of prophecy, on the other hand, is quite active
in the contemporary church according to Congar; a contemporary prophet is someone
who opens the church to new ways of understanding, who can read the signs of the time,
and who goes beyond the boundaries of the establishment. A prophet, in this context, is
someone “inbreathed by the Spirit,” who makes others both aware of and open to the
truth of God and the truth of one‟s self. While its revelatory aspect does not appear to be
astonishing, most prophecy “exhorts, warns, comforts and corrects” those open to its
message. 641
Congar also sees spectacular charisms in contemporary healings (charismata
iamatōn) and miracles (energēmata dynameōn); he believes that they express the
powerful action of the Holy Spirit within the physical realm. While often exaggerated in
hagiographies and monastic accounts, in the timeframe of the New Testament they were a
sign of the coming Messianic era. Congar sees many examples of both physical and inner
(spiritual) healings in the contemporary Renewal movement, typically within the context
of a parish prayer meeting, and often where there is the laying on of hands and the Holy
Spirit is directly invoked, in faith, through prayer. Congar also confirms the existence of
miracles (energēmata dynameōn)642 in the contemporary Renewal movement, recalling
the words of the French philosopher Maurice Blondel, who once described miracles as
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the manifestations of God‟s love for humanity and the restoration of its nature to the
fullness of life.643
Congar also clearly identifies the discernment of spirits (diakríseis pneumatōn) as
one of the spectacular charisms, and distinguishes two aspects of this gift in the teachings
of St. Paul, i.e. the charism of discernment and the more general exercise of discernment,
practiced most commonly within the community. In one situation, there is the exercise of
a pneumatika, where Paul invites the brethren to assess (diakrinein) what had been
delivered in a prophetic statement (1 Corinthians 14:29); it provides a test or check
against abuses within the community, and is considered quite rare, according to Congar.
In the second case, the community itself tests the validity of something through its
common perception of prudence, with the goal of building up the community; in general,
this is accomplished by mirroring the authentic doctrinal teachings, assessing inner valuejudgments and reaching a community consensus. 644
One final interesting feature that Congar discusses on this last spectacular charism
is the fact that he is speaking about a charism of the discernment of spirits (diakríseis
pneumatōn), not simply a generic discernment process. Congar believes that this is an
important side note, particularly as it regards specific cases of discerning spiritual
influences that may not originate from either the Triune God or human nature, and that
might possibly include an element of the demonic; here, he recognizes the distinct
attraction or fascination by members of the Renewal for the informal practice of
deliverance prayers or even the formal ritual of exorcism, performed by a priest. Congar
expresses his deep concern that certain adherents of the Renewal “tend to see the demon
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at work in everything;”645 this particular concern was also shared by Cardinal Suenens,
who soon after this issued his fourth Malines Document, Renewal and the Powers of
Darkness (1983), to specifically deal with the obvious pastoral excesses that had slowly
surfaced in different pockets of the contemporary Renewal movement in the Roman
Catholic Church. I would here note that Congar‟s concern was further shared by (then)
Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, who actually wrote the Forward to the fourth Malines
Document, following his appointment as the new prefect of the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith.646
Congar‟s third critical question focuses on the baptism in the Spirit, its presence
in the Classical Pentecostal Churches, the evidence of its biblical precedents, and its
understanding in the Roman Catholic Renewal movement. He begins by noting that the
majority of Pentecostals had derived their theological understandings from the Wesleyan
Holiness Movement, which clearly distinguishes between a moment of conversion-rebirth
(with its subsequent baptism in water) and a moment of sanctification (which they tie to
the baptism of the Spirit). This two-stage process still exists in most Classical Pentecostal
Churches active today. 647
As to biblical precedents, Congar begins with the epistles of St. Paul, and clearly
notes that individuals are made Christians and members of the body of Christ by a gift of
the Spirit of Jesus (Romans 8:9, 14ff; Galatians 3:26-27, 4:6; 1 Corinthians 12:13; Titus
3:5ff.); anyone can enter this Christian life through faith (Galatians 3:2), which is
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expressed and consummated by a water-baptism into the death and resurrection of Christ
(Romans 6:3ff; 8:1; Colossians 2:12). Paul tells the Corinthians to eagerly aspire to the
gifts of the Spirit (1 Corinthians 14:1). Here, it appears that the decisive elements of
being made Christians are faith, on the part of recipients, and the gift of the Spirit, on the
part of God. For St. Paul, the crucial point is that the two are combined in one and the
same process.648
In both Q and the synoptic gospels, Congar observes a significant key to the life
in the Spirit: “I have baptized you with water, but he will baptize you with the Holy
Spirit.” Here, he recognizes the nominative baptism in the Spirit is never used by New
Testament authors; in its place the verbal baptize in the Spirit is always used to indicate
the two different baptisms and to draw attention to the one who was actually baptizing.
Then, in the Q verses behind the texts of Matthew 3:11 and Luke 3:16, Congar sees that
an eschatological judgment accompanies the Messiah‟s action: “he will baptize you in the
Holy Spirit and fire;” he notes that in both the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures the last
judgment and fire are always closely associated. In John‟s gospel, Congar sees a key
where Jesus tells Nicodemus, “Unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter
the kingdom of God;” this indicates that the early church understood that two principles –
Spirit and water – brought about a single result: rebirth from above; Congar believes that
this is exactly what the Roman Catholic Church has practiced and continues to practice in
the contemporary situation. For him, the Jesus who baptizes with water – and the Church
that continues to baptize with water – is the same Jesus who enables this birth from above
and who baptizes with the Spirit. 649
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For Congar, the post-Pentecost text of Acts 2:37-39 is the basic key to
understanding Luke‟s particular theology of the Holy Spirit. St. Peter‟s sermon presents
the essential sequence of events – conversion, water-baptism, and then the gift of the
Spirit – which is then repeated in several mini-Pentecost events in Jerusalem (Acts 4:31),
in Samaria (Acts 8:14-17) and eventually among the gentiles (Acts 10:44-47; 15:1-7).
Congar sees several unique cases – the Samaritans, Cornelius and his family, and the
disciples at Ephesus – that separate the water-baptism from the reception of the Spirit: the
Samaritans (Acts 8:5-25) receive the preaching of the deacon Philip, who baptizes them
in water, but only receive the Spirit when Peter and John lay hands on them; in the unique
case of Cornelius, the very first gentile convert (Acts 10:1–11:18), Congar found a
radically modified sequence of preaching the word, faith, conversion, the gift of the
Spirit, the charism of speaking in tongues, and only then the act of water-baptism –
placing all initiative on the Holy Spirit, but clearly emphasizing that the gentiles still
needed water-baptism in order to be full members of the Church. A separation also
occurs in the pericope of the Ephesians disciples, who, having been instructed by
Apollos, received the Spirit, spoke in tongues, and prophesied only after Paul had laid
hands on them (Acts 19:5-6). For Congar, the cases of Cornelius, the Samaritans and the
Ephesians may present some Classical Pentecostals with an implied basis for their
practice of separating water-baptism and the gift of the Spirit; despite this, the connection
between water-baptism and the baptism in the Spirit is crucial – it shows that a
community‟s Pneumatology cannot be separated from its Christology or Soteriology. 650
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Clearly, Congar appreciates the views of James Dunn, 651 who suggests that the
individual is made a Christian by faith in Jesus and the gift of the Holy Spirit, who is
received together with water-baptism – thereby consecrating the confession of faith and
transforming the event into the sacrament of faith and the sacrament of the gift of the
Holy Spirit. While Dunn insists that the Holy Spirit is given in response to faith, he views
water-baptism as the rite that “points forward and leads up to the Messianic baptism in
the Spirit.” Congar sees this Messianic baptism in the Spirit as a completion of the reality
affected by the Roman Catholic sacrament of Confirmation. He therefore sees himself
particularly bound, especially as a Roman Catholic theologian who is “favorably
disposed towards the charisms,” to offer a pointed critique of Classical Pentecostals and
their use of the Acts of the Apostles as a norm or even a canon within a canon against
which to measure the remaining texts of Scripture. Congar is clear to remind his readers
that Luke‟s presentation on the Spirit in Acts was, to some degree, a response to the
Pauline Epistles and their much earlier testimony and foundational theology on the Spirit
and charisms. 652
Finally, Congar turns back to the place of the baptism of the Spirit in the
contemporary Renewal movement of the Roman Catholic Church, and its rapid spread
among men and women who long for the fullness of the Spirit to dwell in their own lives.
He draws upon the accounts of the lives that have been touched by this movement, and
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relates that whether they have read reports about the Renewal, or been drawn to it by a
friend, or visited a prayer meeting –even if they have had their doubts or resisted for a
time – eventually many of these men and women come forward and ask for hands to be
laid on them and prayers to be said for them:
When the moment has arrived, several members of the group pray over the
„candidate‟ and lay their hands on his head or shoulders. Although the
brethren, the community are meditating, it is only God who is acting.
Sometimes nothing may seem to be happening to the „candidate.‟ At other
times an experience of peace and joy and a deep feeling of prayer ensues
in a few days. At yet other times, he is invaded by the power of God, who
seizes hold of his whole being – his heart, his mind and his feelings. He is
perhaps conscious of a gentle inner pressure which makes tears flow. A
desire to give thanks rises from his heart to his lips, and this may be
expressed as praying in tongues. The Spirit is making himself manifest.
His coming is powerfully experienced.653
Congar concludes from his ongoing read of many personal testimonies that the
members of the Renewal encounter very deep, profound experiences, even though they
may, at times, use the term “baptism in the Spirit” without explaining its content or
context. To compare or contrast this, however, he points to the observation of Simon
Tugwell, OP,654 who suggests that the term was even once used of the monastic life –
sometimes interpreted as a second baptism – ideally, because it was seen as “a way of
experiencing baptism more radically and more fruitfully.” Still, Congar argues, whether
653
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members in the contemporary movement use the term “baptism in the Spirit” or
“outpouring of the Spirit” or “Renewal in the Spirit” – there is only one “baptism” and
this baptism is given and received in faith, in the name of Jesus, and communicated in the
Spirit. Whatever the case may be, Congar reasons, it is difficult to doubt this reality when
His presence is so clearly revealed by His fruits. 655
Congar‟s final critical question centers on the interrelationship between the
Renewal and the Ecumenical movement. He argues that the two are clearly meant to
come together, not only because the Spirit offers them as two ways of achieving eventual
unity, but precisely because the Renewal has had contact with and even absorbed some of
the elements of Pentecostalism, and because Roman Catholics began to pray in union
with Protestant Christians. Since, Congar recognizes, the leaders of both movements have
thought a great deal about this possibility, he presents here what he believes to be some
helpful reflections and proposals.656
First, in recalling how Pope Paul VI charged Cardinal Suenens with the ongoing
pastoral supervision (episkopē) of the Renewal, and that Suenens had issued a Malines
Document on the connections between the Renewal and Ecumenism in 1978, 657 Congar
agrees with Suenens that the Renewal and Ecumenism are two movements originating
out of the same Holy Spirit and directed towards the same end – the unity of all Christ‟s
disciples in faith and love. To this end, Congar values three directives suggested by
Heribert Mühlen 658 to the leaders of the European Renewal movements: 1) to evaluate
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each church for its own established spiritual heritage and its incomplete realization of the
various gifts of grace; 2) to appreciate with open gratitude the gifts of grace found in
other churches; and 3) to welcome and receive the gifts of grace that these other churches
can offer to one‟s own particular church. Congar does, however, criticize this approach
for missing elements in its ecclesiology; as a Roman Catholic theologian and
ecclesiologist he is critical of Mühlen, who is himself a Roman Catholic theologian, for
speaking “as though there were no ecclesiological truth.” He suggests that Mühlen is
guilty of promoting a plurality of ecclesiologies that, historically, have played a
significant part in actually dividing Christianity. For Congar, then, the Craheim
agreement was deficient in promoting an ecumenical approach that lacked a solid
ecclesiological foundation. 659
Congar notes that Oscar Cullman had attempted to apply an ecumenical approach
toward charisms and ecclesiology, but that his approach was limited by two tendencies:
he believed that Catholics stressed a universalism that tended towards open syncretism,
and that Protestants had stressed the centrality of Christ in a way that isolated itself into a
subjectivism. Nevertheless, Congar found himself with more questions than answers in
each of these approaches. 660
A major ongoing concern of Congar involved the danger of the Renewal being
overcome by the language and theology that it had borrowed from Classical
Pentecostalism. While leaders in the Roman Catholic Renewal had expressed finding
little or no problem with Pentecostal ties, there was a similarity between the early
rejection of the global Ecumenical movement by various Classical Pentecostal Churches,
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and the so-called “post-ecumenical” leanings by many of those within Renewal
movements, who expressed strong inclinations that they had already achieved a spiritual
unity among Christians – even without a corresponding unity among the Churches. As a
Roman Catholic theologian, Congar criticizes this notion as a false ecumenism, lacking in
a true visible unity:
It is clear from a survey of history… that it is possible to for each of these
two levels – the spiritual level and that of the visible and tangible means –
to develop autonomously. There have been ecclesiologies that have been
dominated by a persistent affirmation of the means and have therefore
become juridical and clerical in the extreme. There have also been
ecclesiologies with an almost exclusive emphasis on the inner life and the
immediacy of the spiritual fruit, more or less completely overlooking the
visible and tangible means… The Church is not simply communion in and
through the Spirit – it is also a sacrament. It is also the word and the
confession of faith. It is the celebration of the Eucharist and the other
sacraments. It is a community and it is ministries. It is a personal and communal discipline. In all these respects, we are not yet united. We may
therefore conclude that, as such, the Renewal is not the solution of the
monumental ecumenical problem. This problem calls for other attempts as
well and, thank God, they are being made today.661
I should note that while Congar‟s opinion here is quite strong, in his final
analysis, he does suggest that the spiritual ecumenism achieved in the Renewal cannot
and will not leave the differences and divisions that exist at the level of the visible
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Church untouched, but will still contribute towards ecumenical unity.662 In this respect,
Congar shares what he has learned from his very own personal involvement in the efforts
toward Ecumenism. Here, he speaks of four positive contributions and two conditions to
this process.
First, he recognizes that the members of the Renewal have gifts of the Spirit that
allow them to see other Christians that have the gifts of the Spirit as brothers and sisters;
they can begin to see that what unites them is stronger than what separates them. Second,
the contemporary emphasis on pneumatology is a factor that allows the importance of
charisms to be seen as the gifts given to each Christian for the purpose of building up the
body of Christ as a community of disciples; these charisms are, in fact, seen as ministries
that literally transform our traditional conception of a Church where the priests carry out
tasks with the laity as their clients; in place of this, the Church becomes a community that
is built up by the contributions of all its members. Congar does not imply that the Church
no longer requires an ordained ministry – but he does mean that the Church and its
ministries are being declericalized; this, for Congar, specifically commits the Roman
Catholic Church to a fully Trinitarian view of ministry, in contrast to what he sees as an
inadequate and monotheistic, pre-Trinitarian model of ministry. Third, while it is
possible to transfer a Pneumatological and Trinitarian theology of the charisms to the
various contemporary Churches, a true Ecumenism demands that each church discovers
the specific gifts that are present in other churches, without requiring that the other
church be absorbed into the first; while Congar admits that he does not accept the theme
of a conciliar community that has been favored by the World Council of Churches, he
does agree with Brother Roger Schütz, the founder of the ecumenical Christian monastic
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community of Taizé, who continually spoke of the great humility that was the necessary
precursor for all true ecumenical dialogue. 663
If two people who are separated are trying to be reconciled with each
other, they have first of all to discover the specific gifts that are present in
the encounter. If each one claims to have all the gifts and believes that he
can contribute everything without receiving anything, there will never be
any reconciliation. The same applies to reconciliation between the
Churches.664
Fourth, Congar recognized that the Ecumenical movement was continually addressing the
need for each Church to avoid ecclesiocentricism, especially when a particular church is
prone to considered itself the absolute authority on everything. Dom Clément Lialine,
OSB, the Russian Benedictine ecumenist and Congar‟s good friend, had gone so far as
stating that, potentially, any church could be guilty of ecclesiolatry – by elevating their
own particular ecclesiology to the level of idolatry. That said, Congar reminds all those
involved in the Renewal and Ecumenism to keep the perspective of Irenaeus, who said,
“Where the Church is, there is also the Spirit of God, and where the Spirit of God is,
there is the Church and all grace.” 665
Congar concludes his chapter on Ecumenism and the Renewal with two
conditions for their continuing interrelationship: First, those who belong to the Renewal
movement should recognize that they have no monopoly on the Spirit and that the
Renewal and its activities do not constitute a Church for them; Congar urges the members
of the Renewal to be part of the greater Catholic community, in solidarity with all who do
663
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not belong to the Renewal and who are, in fact, still animated by the same Holy Spirit
dwelling in them. He recommends that they find a place in the “immense, deep and warm
love of the Church,” especially since it has clearly been “favorable to a life of prayer and
praise.” His second condition requires all Catholics who belong to the Renewal to
concern themselves with the soundness of their life in the Spirit, to ensure that their
pneumatological beliefs and practices are dependent upon a sound Christology; for
Congar, the authenticity of any pneumatology involves the acceptance of this
Christological criterion; any fruit attributed to the Spirit must be in complete accord with
the incarnate Son of God.666

Chapter 3.5 Kilian McDonnell and George T. Montague

Kilian McDonnell, the Benedictine monk of St. John‟s Abbey in Collegeville,
MN, and the founder and president of the Institute for Ecumenical and Cultural Research,
completed his doctorate at the Theological Faculty of Trier, Germany. 667 He is a
specialist in Patristic theology and in the writings of John Calvin, taught in both the
graduate school and seminary of St. John‟s University and Abbey, and has been Professor
Emeritus of Theology since 1992. McDonnell was the founding co-chair of the
International Catholic-Pentecostal Dialogue, 668 and has served as a consultant to the
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Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity, an invited guest at the World Council
of Churches Fourth Assembly (Uppsala, Sweden, 1968), a Catholic observer at the Faith
and Order Conference on Ordination (Geneva, Switzerland, 1970), and as a liaison to the
Vatican on behalf of the International Catholic Charismatic Renewal. At the 1993
Annual Meeting of the Catholic Theological Society of America, McDonnell was
honored and presented with its John Courtney Murray Award for his outstanding
contributions to the field of Theology.
George T. Montague, a Marianist priest, earned his ecclesial doctorate in
Scripture at the University of Fribourg, Switzerland, completed post graduate studies at
Hebrew Union College in Jerusalem, Israel, assisting in the 1966 archeological
excavations of Tel Gezer. He is a past-president of the Catholic Biblical Association of
America (1977-1978), as well as a former editor of the Catholic Biblical Quarterly
(1972-1975). He was sent to serve as the Marianist novice director in Kathmandu, Nepal,
and has been appointed as a seminary rector in the provinces of both the United States
and Canada. Currently Montague is on the theology faculty at St. Mary‟s University in
San Antonio, TX, where he is a professor of New Testament; he teaches courses in
Hermeneutics, Johannine Literature, the Synoptic Gospels, the Pauline Epistles and
Biblical Pneumatology.
Montague and McDonnell have been widely published throughout their own
individual academic careers. Montague wrote his doctoral dissertation on the relationship
between Pauline pneumatology and individual growth in the Spirit; he has since

the national Presbyterian-Roman Catholic Consultation, as a member of the national Lutheran-Roman
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published five books on biblical pneumatology and the charisms. 669 McDonnell had
drafted and was the primary redacting editor of the very first Malines Document under
the supervision of Cardinal Suenens, and has written seven books that touch on various
aspects of pneumatology and the charismatic renewal. 670 In 1990, the two theologians
actually teamed up to coauthor Christian Initiation and Baptism in the Holy Spirit:
Evidence from the First Eight Centuries, an academic investigation of the biblical and
patristic teachings on charisms in the sacraments of initiation.
Prior to the publication of their joint text, Montague and McDonnell had each
been active participants in both the global and national Catholic Charismatic Renewal.
Because of this, they were invited by the National Service Committee, to participate in a
theological consultation that would examine their joint thesis. 671 At this May 1990 “Heart
of the Church Consultation,” the two coauthors presented their research for review by
thirteen academic theologians and pastoral leaders who were involved in the Charismatic
Renewal. 672 After a full discussion of Montague and McDonnell‟s research, the entire
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consultation membership recommended the publication of a thirty-page summary text,
Fanning the Flame: What Does Baptism in the Holy Spirit Have to Do with Christian
Initiation?, that highlighted Montague and McDonnell‟s main thesis:
Baptism in the Holy Spirit is captive to no camp, whether liberal or
conservative. Nor is it identified with any one movement, nor with one
style of prayer, worship or community. On the contrary, we believe that
this gift of the baptism in the Holy Spirit belongs to the Christian
inheritance of all those sacramentally initiated into the church. 673
Fanning the Flame had the explicit “confidence and encouragement” of the US
Bishops ad hoc Committee on the Catholic Charismatic Renewal; as such, their thirtypage summary text was immediately forwarded to all the bishops and pastoral leaders of
the Catholic Church in the United States, in order to promote the authors‟ conclusions on
the legitimacy of the Charismatic Renewal and the baptism in the Holy Spirit in each US
diocese. In describing the baptism in the Holy Spirit, the text specifically cites the early
church‟s use of this term for Christian initiation; with the coincidental but converging
implementation of the Rite of Christian Initiation, the text highlights concern for the
newly-initiated to share in a community of personal and ecclesial conversion. Montague
and McDonnell framed their argument in the context of a sacramentally- initiated
individual‟s need for deeper personal conversion to Christ, and full sanctification in the
life of the Holy Spirit; they argue that an individual‟s initial conversion to Christ
consecrates them to a life of discipleship. Discipleship, in turn, requires the stringent
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demand of a complete trust in God‟s providence over an individual, the ability to freely
share his or her possessions, and a preferential option for the poor; the two authors claim,
in fact, that the baptism in the Holy Spirit consecrates the individual recipient to the life
of the beatitudes (Matthew 5:3-12).674
Fanning the Flame reminds its readers that the life in the Spirit exists in this
charismatic anointing that endows the church with a full range of spiritual gifts; each
manifestation or service to the church is seen as a personal appropriation of the
individual‟s sacramental initiation. They clearly advocate that this baptism in the Spirit
introduces its recipients to a new experience of Christian community – one that
empowers the church with a committed, effective and organic form of evangelization.
And while acknowledging that the Renewal has encountered its share of problems with
fundamentalism, challenges to Episcopal authority and even some attrition from
membership in the Catholic Church, it clearly recognizes that these aberrations or
distortions are a result of human limitations and individual sinfulness – not from an
authentic appropriation of Christian initiation through the baptism in the Holy Spirit.675
The consultation agreed with the two authors that the baptism in the Holy Spirit
was not an invention of Classical Pentecostal Churches; they were in full agreement that
it belonged to and was rooted in the witness of the New Testament and early post-biblical
teachers. They saw that the gift of the Spirit – which can never be fully appropriated –
must be repeatedly sought through prayer (Acts 4:23-31) and even stirred up or rekindled
(2 Timothy 1:6-7); and for those Catholics who were baptized during infancy, this
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“prayer for the full release of the Holy Spirit” was an appropriation of the charismatic
graces already received through infant baptism. 676
The consultation held that the baptism in the Holy Spirit was a New Testament
“pattern and mandate” for the life and growth of early ecclesial communities. Early postbiblical writers had confirmed this particular interpretation of the biblical pattern and
mandate:
Baptism in the Holy Spirit was a synonym for Christian initiation in Justin
Martyr, Origin, Didymus the Blind, and Cyril of Jerusalem. Tertullian,
Hilary of Poitiers, Cyril of Jerusalem, John Chrysostom, John of Apamea,
Philoxenus of Mabbug, Severus of Antioch, and Joseph Hazzaya clearly
regarded the reception of charisms as integral to Christian initiation.
[Basil, Gregory Nazianzus,] Hilary, Cyril, and Chrysostom have all been
named Doctors of the church, recognized as authoritative witnesses
identifying the faith of the church. Their testimony demonstrates that the
baptism in the Holy Spirit is not a matter of private piety, but of the
official liturgy, and of the church‟s public life. Historically the baptism in
the Holy Spirit is integral to those initiatory sacraments which are
constitutive of the church, namely baptism, confirmation, and eucharist. In
this sense, the baptism in the Holy Spirit is normative. 677
The consultation noted that these post-biblical witnesses had represented early
Christian communities from Carthage in North Africa, Poitiers in Gaul, Jerusalem in
Palestine, Caesarea in Cappadocia, Constantinople, as well as Antioch, Apamea, Mabbug
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and Cyrrhus in Syria. Their research revealed that the Latin, Greek and Syriac liturgical
traditions had placed the reception of charisms within the rite of Christian initiation itself;
they also confirmed multiple traditions in Antioch, Apamea, Mabbug and Cyrrhus
revealing that even those baptized in infancy had later experienced an appropriation of
the charismatic graces in their adult Christian lives. According to the testimonies of early
Christians, the impartation of charisms within the rite of Christian initiation constitutes a
pattern. Embracing the fullness of Christian initiation meant embracing the baptism in the
Holy Spirit. The members of the Consultation agreed with the two coauthors that the
baptism in the Holy Spirit fully belongs to the essential nature of the church.678
Montague and McDonnell note that in light of 1) the clear emphasis on the
recovery of charisms in the teachings of the Second Vatican Council, 2) their own
ongoing investigation of the biblical and patristic rites of Christian initiation, and 3) their
personal individual experiences within the contemporary Catholic Charismatic Renewal
movement, that the Roman Catholic Church‟s reappropriation of the baptism in the Holy
Spirit and charismatic graces requires a great amount of sensitivity, patience and
discernment at the level of each local parish:
We believe that the church‟s reappropriation of the baptism in the Holy
Spirit promises to revitalize evangelization, preaching, sacramental
worship, the RCIA, youth ministry, preparation for confirmation and
forms of community life in the context of the local parish… In our vision,
a renewed parish is a community worshipping in vibrant liturgy, bonded
together by the Holy Spirit, serving one another, committed to ongoing
conversion and growth, reaching out to the inactive, the unchurched and to
678
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the poor. Such parishes confront us with the gospel and evangelize our
culture. In these communities, as in the Acts of the Apostles and the early
church, the charisms of the Holy Spirit are identified and welcomed. 679
Thus, for McDonnell, Montague and the members of the Heart of the Church
Consultation, the real key was introducing the church‟s own rediscovery of the charisms
and the baptism in the Holy Spirit into the life of the contemporary parish. This, they
agreed, offers the Church a direct response to the hidden forces of cultural secularization
and sectarian proselytizing that had discouraged contemporary Catholics; it recognizes
the hunger and thirst of baptized Catholics who long for a more personal relationship
with Jesus, an experience of the Spirit‟s power, a truly vibrant sense of worship, and life
in a community marked by its loving, intimate care.680
In 1994, a second, revised edition of Christian Initiation and Baptism in the Holy
Spirit: Evidence from the First Eight Centuries was issued. Immediately following this
new edition, a second “consultation” was scheduled for November 1995, in response to
several joint requests by Archbishop Flynn of St. Paul-Minneapolis, Cardinal Law of
Boston, the US Bishops ad hoc Committee on the Catholic Charismatic Renewal, and the
National Service Committee. This new consultation involved a group of seventy
theologians who met in Boston, MA, to discuss the greater impact of both Fanning the
Flame and Christian Initiation and Baptism in the Holy Spirit upon the US church; these
Catholic, Orthodox, Anglican, Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian and Pentecostal
theologians held personal views that ranged from being positively inclined toward the
Charismatic Renewal, to those very hesitant to endorse its significance. Their final joint
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conclusion, however, was that the Catholic Charismatic Renewal constituted an essential,
significant and positive development in US Catholic history.681
Following both the first and second editions, and their respective consultations,
some fourteen reviews of Christian Initiation and Baptism in the Holy Spirit had been
published in various theological journals. The overwhelming majority of these reviews
spoke positively of Montague and McDonnell‟s text (e.g.: Robert P. Imbelli, “they have
impressively made their case”).682 One review, by Paul Turner, was somewhat negative
toward their overall premise, but following a published response by Montague and
McDonnell in the very same journal, Turner apologized in writing and rescinded his
review.683
The text of Christian Initiation and Baptism in the Holy Spirit is divided into two
major sections. Montague first investigates the biblical evidence of the baptism in the
Holy Spirit in the witness of the New Testament, particularly in passages relating to fire
and power in Q and Mark, mercy and righteousness in Matthew, Pentecostal fire in LukeActs, the Living water in John, the Spiritual body in the Pauline epistles, and the biblical
concept that charisms build community. McDonnell investigates the post-biblical
evidence of the baptism in the Holy Spirit in the written works of Tertullian (the North
African enthusiast), Hilary of Poitiers, Cyril of Jerusalem, Basil of Caesarea, John
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Chrysostom, the Apostolic Constitutions, etc. For the sake of brevity, since much of their
emphasis is seen in works previously mentioned in this dissertation, and since much of
the honest criticism of their works focuses on the repetitive nature of their sources, one
building upon another, I will try to summarize their salient features with an eye toward
those texts which will be important foundations for my next chapter.
Montague admits that he is not presenting a survey of the broader role of the
Spirit as seen throughout the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures, but a specific selection
and compilation of texts that are directly related to the subject of the baptism in the Holy
Spirit;684 in light of this, he presents seven major contributions of biblical pneumatology
vis-à-vis the baptism in the Holy Spirit that are summarized in his seventh chapter.
First, he believes that the biblical texts do not allow us to reconstruct with full
certainty, a consistent rite of initiation in the New Testament era churches; while waterbaptism is essential to the rite, other elements (i.e. the laying on of hands, anointing with
chrism oil, etc) do not consistently appear in the rite of initiation during this initial stage.
Second, the Pauline image of Christ as the spiritual body to which all newly-initiated
Christian are joined was lost when the image of “baptism unto death” came to
overshadow the Spirit as the primary effect of union with Christ; this may also account
for the later development of the “rebirth” images seen in both John and Titus. Third, it is
assumed in the majority of the texts that there is an experiential dimension to receiving
the Spirit; Montague argues that the Spirit was experienced in community long before
there was a doctrinal teaching, and reminds us that the effects of receiving the Spirit
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should somehow be manifested by the person in the community. Fourth, a strong case can
be made for an expectation of charismatic expressions on the part of the newly-initiated
receiver; while he does not accept the Pentecostal teaching that the person must give
evidence or proof of the Spirit being received through speaking in tongues, Montague
does argue that Christian initiation, modeled on Jesus‟ own baptism in the Jordan, had
anointed him with power to proclaim the kingdom, to heal, to work miracles, etc. To this
end, Montague stresses that Ephesians 4:1-6 assumes a charismatic grace is received by
every Christian at their baptism. For Montague, all four gospels, Acts, and Paul seem to
take for granted that charisms will be among the ordinary manifested gifts of the
Christian life; in fact, Montague argues that there is not a single incident where the
manifestation of charismatic gifts is even questioned. Paul himself had defended the use
of charisms (1 Thessalonians 5:19-20) and clearly promoted the use of charisms (1
Corinthians 14:1) as a normal part of the Christian life. 685
Fifth, Montague argues that the gift of the Holy Spirit does not remain static, but
is meant to be repeatedly sought and received throughout the individual Christian‟s life.
In the passages of Titus 3:5 and 2 Corinthians 3:18 the authors used the Greek term
anakainōsis (“renewal”), which implies that new outpourings of the Spirit are meant to
occur during the typical growth-rhythms in the normal life of a Christian. At times, this
growth is gradual, while at other times it can be quite dramatic. Montague suggests that
the traditional Pentecostal emphasis on the manifestation of new outpourings that is
“largely neglected in the mainline sacramental churches,” should be considered a
corrective that challenges us towards growth. Sixth, the normal Christian initiation of
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adults should include the expectation for an experience of the Holy Spirit and some kind
of charismatic manifestation; Montague believes that the range of reception is often
related to the range of expectations, and that Paul‟s advice to “seek the gifts” (1
Corinthians 14:1) – even the spectacular gifts – still remains valid today. Seventh,
Montague reminds us that charismatic empowerment is destined to build up the local
church and evangelize others; as such, charisms are crucial to the survival and growth of
the church. All the charisms are tools – not optional accessories – and part of the local
church‟s essential equipment for its upbuilding. To this end, Montague argues that the
primary role of “authority-bearing offices” is “to call forth, facilitate, and coordinate the
church-building power present by divine gift in every baptized Christian” (Ephesians 4:716). For Montague, then, the success of the charismatic renewal of each parish is directly
connected to the ability of those “authority-bearing offices” to recognize, discern and
cooperate with the Holy Spirit‟s work here on earth. 686
In the second part of the text, McDonnell also admits that he is emphasizing a
particular interpretation of the post-biblical writers who have provided a corpus of
documentation that directly mentions the charisms and the baptism in the Holy Spirit in
relation to the liturgical-sacramental issues of their day. By examining these sources in
relation to one another, a particular emphasis on the charismatic gifts begins to surface
out of these texts.
First, McDonnell begins by describing how a major paradigm shift took place
between the era of the biblical authors and our own contemporary era. In the earliest
accounts of the post-biblical era, to become an adult Christian, the individual entered a
process of Christian initiation into full membership within the local communion.
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According to McDonnell, those entering the Church communion were required to first be
born of water and Spirit; how that new birth was sacramentally accomplished was
directly dependant on the paradigm at work in the liturgical-sacramental actions. The
earliest communities focused on the image of the baptism of Jesus in the Jordan as their
liturgical-sacramental paradigm; that image ordered and structured Christian initiation
and baptism itself. But by the end of the fourth century, the paradigm and imagery of
death and resurrection began to dominate the liturgical-sacramental process. The result
was that the role of the Holy Spirit and charisms were blurred. McDonnell argues that in
order to recover the role of the Spirit and charisms, the Church must be faithful to not
only the two images of the baptism of Jesus in the Jordan and his death and resurrection,
but a third separate paradigm: the Pentecost event itself. These three separate paradigms
must be integrated.687
Second, McDonnell reveals the charismatic elements in early initiation rites.
Tertullian, Hilary of Poitiers, and Cyril of Jerusalem had included an imposition of hands
and an anointing; these three and John Chrysostom each had a rite that called upon the
Holy Spirit. Whether these leaders and their churches used the baptism of Jesus in the
Jordan paradigm or the death and resurrection paradigm, Tertullian, Hilary, Cyril, Basil
of Caesarea, Gregory Nazianzus, John of Apamea, Philoxenus of Mabbug, Theodoret of
Cyrrhus, Severus of Antioch, and Joseph Hazzaya all situate the impartation of the Spirit
and the reception of charisms within their rite of Christian initiation. By the time of John
Chrysostom, however, there was no longer any expectation of experiencing the charisms
of the Spirit in local Christian communities; Chrysostom, Severus and Philoxenus all
recognized that the reception of charisms had clearly been a part of the earlier apostolic
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community. Chrysostom, in particular, longed for that former period with expressed
sadness. It had been the era of: Tertullian, whose liturgical rites included an “insistent
prayer for charisms;” and Hilary, whose community had been “inundated with the gifts of
the Spirit.” Men like Hilary, Cyril and John of Apamea had all witnessed the charism of
prophecy; John and Philoxenus had witnessed healings and miracles; Joseph Hazzaya had
been deeply impressed by both tongues and the word of knowledge. Cyril‟s famous
sixteenth and seventeenth catecheses had spoken of the outpouring of charisms in Acts 2;
in his explanation, he had appealed to the experience of the charisms in “all the laity” of
his very own diocese in Jerusalem. So, as far as McDonnell is concerned, initiation rites
in the first five centuries of the church had a visible endowment of charisms associated
with the baptism in the Holy Spirit. 688
Third, McDonnell attempts to assess the effects of Montanism upon the
charismatic gifts and baptism of the Holy Spirit. 689 It is clear to him that Tertullian had
written On Baptism while he was still an orthodox Christian; McDonnell concludes that
there is no evidence of Montanism in this text. Hilary of Poitiers had been exiled to
Phrygia in Asia Minor, where he had come into contact with some existing Montanist
churches, but it is clear from his own texts that he was not affected by its system of
beliefs; his own Christian initiation had been a vivid experience that later allowed him to
write openly about the charisms of prophecy, healing, exorcism, the words of knowledge
and wisdom, etc. Cyril of Jerusalem had cautiously mentioned Montanism in his
Catechetical Lectures, but this certainly had not dissuaded him from an expansive
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treatment on charisms; his later Mystagogical Catecheses (who some attribute to John of
Jerusalem, Cyril‟s successor) were more conservative in using the phrase “the gift of the
Spirit,” but McDonnell clearly believes that Cyril desired to keep orthodox control over
the celebrations and liturgies at the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, which had become a
popular pilgrimage site for hordes of pilgrims and bishops from Europe and Asia Minor.
Still, Cyril obviously held the charisms in high honor in his instructions to catechumens
of Jerusalem, probably in light of the fact that it was the historic location of the Pentecost
event. One century later, Philoxenus and the Syrian Churches were adamantly opposed to
the banning of charisms, in spite of the Messalians who were condemned by several
regional synods. 690 McDonnell argues that the adherents of Syrian Christianity had
invited other churches to reconsider their openness to charisms and to share in their
developing pneumatology; they believed that the “reported pneumatic excesses of some”
could not force orthodox Churches to “jettison” such a central Christian mystery as the
common empowerment of all Christians with the charisms of the Spirit. 691
Fourth, McDonnell reveals that Syrians like Philoxenus, Severus of Antioch, John
of Apamea, Joseph Hazzaya and even Theodoret of Cyrrhus had developed an interesting
theology of baptism. These Syrians had understood the whole reality of infant baptism as
an impartation of charisms. Paradoxically, the sensation of the divine Spirit within and
the actualization of the charisms might not be experienced until one had later observed
the discipline of the ascetic life (i.e. prayer, vigils, fasting, silence, etc.). The Syrians
believed that those in the rigor of monastic celibacy attained a “second baptism,” where
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common charisms were preserved by the ascetical discipline of monks and nuns.
McDonnell argues that their exclusive claims to the imparted charisms of infant baptism
established their claim to another level of Christian experience; what had been common
to all Christians was then the preserve of only the few, who built monastic walls around
themselves as protection for these charismatic graces. 692 If McDonnell is correct, this
might be an origin of the common belief held by many in the Roman Catholic Church,
that individuals who have entered monastic orders have attained a higher level of
spirituality than those in the diocesan clergy – and certainly the average layperson. This
question begs further research, well beyond the scope of this project.
Fifth, McDonnell clearly believes that the majority of the post-biblical authors
that he examined were not engaged in impulsive or accidental attention to charisms while
writing about other themes. He believes that most even intentionally planned to write on
the charisms. As his examples, he cites: Tertullian, who was commenting on the longheld liturgical practice of North Africa; Hilary, whose teaching in his On the Trinity
followed an ancient list of baptismal themes; Chrysostom, who commented on the
specific list of charisms in 1 Corinthians 12 with sadness; John of Apamea, whose
teaching on the prophetic charisms came out of a Syrian understanding of two baptisms;
and Theodoret, who used the charisms to structure his monastic history. 693 McDonnell
writes,
I have examined Tertullian, representing the Latin tradition of North
Africa; Hilary, who embraces both the Latin culture of Poitiers in Gaul
and the Greek wisdom of Asia Minor; and the Greek speaking Cyril, who
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has his roots in the pre-Nicene church of Jerusalem, their heir of the Syriac
rites of the mother church. Basil and Gregory of Nazianzus, representing
Greek culture in Cappadocia, and John Chrysostom and Severus in the
Greek/Syriac boundary city of Antioch in Syria, in varying ways witness
to the baptismal context of the charisms. John of Apamea, Philoxenus of
Mabbug, Theodoret of Cyrrhus (the latter writing in Greek but on a Syrian
theme), and Joseph Hazzaya near Mount Qardu (in contemporary northern
Iraq) speak for the Syriac sources, testifying to a later experiential
appropriation of the graces of baptism conferred in infancy. All of them
testify that the charisms were sought, or expected, and received within the
rites of initiation or in relation to them. The witnesses extend from the end
of the second century into the eighth. Geographically they almost ring the
Mediter-ranean seaboard. Hilary, Cyril, John Chrysostom, Basil, and
Gregory Nazianzus are all Doctors of the Church, a title given to those
who are outstanding in identifying the faith and practice of the church.694
It is obvious from reading his brief excerpt, that McDonnell is convinced of the
catholicity of these post-biblical witnesses to the charisms and the baptism in the Holy
Spirit.
McDonnell‟s sixth focus was that while searching through the written corpus of
post-biblical authors, he had examined each of the texts for three particular elements in
their specific community‟s experience of Christian initiation: 1) a symbolic gesture
during the initiation rite itself, usually an anointing or laying on (imposition) of hands; 2)
a specific prayer for the actual descent of the Holy Spirit upon the candidates; and 3) an
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expectation that the charisms would manifest in some observable way in the community.
What he discovered was that all three elements appeared to be integral to the baptism in
the Holy Spirit; in various ways and degrees, each of these elements was associated with
the paradigm of the Pentecost event itself. 695
Nevertheless, McDonnell does not ultimately conclude from his examination of each of
these post-biblical authors that the baptism in the Holy Spirit and the charismatic gifts
belong to the essential nature of Christian initiation:
Baptism in the Spirit, as the awakening of the full life of the Spirit with the
charisms (including the prophetic), does not belong to the essence of
Christian initiation. Otherwise there would have been few authentic (valid)
baptisms since the early centuries. The essence of Christian initiation has
remained intact. Every authentic initiation confers the Holy Spirit. But
Christian initiation has been missing a property, which flows from its
essence, namely, what today is called the baptism in the Holy Spirit, the
full flowering of the sacramental grace. 696
Philosophically, as McDonnell explains it, this missing property does not belong to the
actual essence, but flows from that essence and belongs to the wholeness of Christian
initiation.

Chapter 3.6 Conclusion
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In this chapter, I have surveyed and analyzed the writings of five Catholic
theologians who worked alongside Cardinal Suenens in the promotion and understanding
of the charismatic gifts of the Holy Spirit. Hans Küng, Karl Rahner, and Yves Congar
were each leading theolo-gians at the time of the Second Vatican Council, were each
appointed periti to the Council itself, and were three of the founders of the international
theological journal Concilium,697 that helped to spread their new views to a wide postconciliar audience of Catholic men and women across the globe. Kilian McDonnell and
George T. Montague had both worked along-side Suenens in the implementation of the
contemporary Catholic Charismatic Renewal (a.k.a. Renewal in the [Holy] Spirit), that
would stretch across the full global reach of the Roman Catholic Church. Several
conclusions can be made of the combined efforts of these five theologians.
Küng had been the ghostwriter for the famous October 1963 speech on charisms
by Cardinal Suenens that was delivered to the full assembly of bishops at the Second
Vatican Council. In attempting to publically defend the charismatic nature of the church,
Küng picked up on two major trajectories of the Suenens speech: 1) the charisms as
spiritual gifts, and 2) the charisms as personal callings. For Küng, all baptized Christians
had been anointed by the Holy Spirit and endowed with their own charisms, which meant
that it was actually normal to exercise their charisms as contemporary Christians. Then,
in seeing that the charisms could be grouped by their similarity of function, he
determined that every charism was a call to service, and that every service was a call to a
ministry; Küng reasoned that if each baptized Christian had received charisms, then each
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baptized Christian was called to ministry. Thus, it was absolutely erroneous, according to
Küng, to think of the charismatic gifts as the privilege of a few select individuals (i.e. the
episkopoi, presbyteroi and diakonoi). Instead, charismatic ministries belonged to the
entire community of the faithful.
Rahner, like Küng, heard the Suenens speech on charisms, and decided to
republish some earlier articles, including one that had identified all ordained ecclesial
offices and ministries as charismatic in character. But following both Lumen Gentium and
Küng‟s supporting article, his own view that the non-hierarchical charismata were
"equally important" and "just as essential" as these official ecclesial offices and
ministries, took on fresh meaning: the plurality of charismatic gifts clearly had a
democratizing effect upon the entire people of God. According to Rahner, Paul
envisioned each charismatic grace as simultaneously sanctifying the recipient and
building up the Body of Christ; charismatic dynamics belonged to the essence of the
Church and would always exist as properties of the Church. As a trained Jesuit priest,
Rahner knew that traditional Catholic mystical theology had focused on the individual‟s
progression in the life of sanctity; by its historical relegation of charisms to the category
of extraordinary mystical phenomena, they were typically seen as peripheral and
unimportant to the mystical life; as a result, charisms had come to be neglected by the
majority of Catholic mystical writers. Ultimately, Rahner believed that it was possible to
recover a theology of charismatic experiences; with his awareness of the developing
“American charismatic efforts,” he suggested that the contemporary baptism in the Holy
Spirit and charismatic experiences could be necessary for the life of each Christian.
Congar‟s unexpected insight from his conversation with two Orthodox observers
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at the Second Vatican Council allowed him to reconsider the inherent connections
existing between ecclesiology, pneumatology and theological anthropology. This inspired
his efforts over the next quarter century to reunite pneumatological anthropology and
pneumatological ecclesiology. He attempted to recover the living Pneumatology that had
been present in biblical and patristic texts, mirrored by Aquinas, and touched upon by
Möhler, but that had largely been forgotten and even replaced after Trent. Following the
Second Vatican Council, he clearly identified the experiences of the contemporary
Renewal as this living Pneumatology, and wrote of the charismatic gifts and the baptism
in the Holy Spirit in his magnum opus of Roman Catholic pneumatology. His efforts
brought him the attention of the Roman Pontiff, who in great admiration of his theology
of the Holy Spirit recognized him as a Cardinal, shortly before his death.
Montague and McDonnell, who had both worked alongside Suenens as
participants in this global Catholic Renewal movement, had each contributed to the field
of pneumatology, but their joint text propelled them to the current forefront in the
pneumatology of charisms. While Montague does not believe that the biblical texts allow
us to reconstruct a completely certain and consistent rite of Christian initiation, waterbaptism is clearly an essential element to the rite; the laying on of hands and anointing
with chrism oils do not consistently appear in the initial stage, but were adopted as
elements by the late fourth century. It is, however, assumed in the majority of biblical
texts that there is an experiential dimension to Christian initiation, along with a clear
expectation of charismatic manifestations on the part of the newly-initiated. Montague
implies that the Greek term anakainōsis (“renewal”) suggests that new outpourings of the
Spirit were to be continually sought in the life of a believer, especially in light of the fact
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that charisms were considered essential equipment for building up the local communities.
In the post-biblical texts investigated by McDonnell, he finds that a major
paradigm shift had taken place which drew away emphasis from the “new birth” imagery
of the baptism in the Holy Spirit and charismatic experiences. Whether in reaction to the
feared spread of Montanism or the rise of pilgrimages from Europe and Asia Minor to
Jerusalem‟s new Constantinian Church of the Holy Sepulcher – with its emphasis on
orthodoxy and orthopraxis – the charisms that had been associated with the common
empowerment of all of believers who had received the baptism in the Holy Spirit during
the rite of Christian initiation clearly began to decline; by the end of the fourth century,
John Chrysostom laments the loss of the charismatic gifts that clearly had been
experienced by Tertullian, Hilary of Poitiers, Cyril of Jerusalem, Basil of Caesarea, and
Gregory Nazianzus. The weight of the fact that the charisms had been a normal part of
Christian initiation and life in the Holy Spirit is emphasized by McDonnell‟s reminder to
us that Hilary, Cyril, Basil, Gregory Nazianzus and John Chrysostom were all later
named Doctors of the Church, whose teachings were seen as identifying the faith and
practice of the Church.
With the Syrian emphasis on the “second baptism” of monastic life, the charisms
would eventually come to be associated with the ascetic lifestyle of monastic enclosures,
which would, as McDonnell has suggested, eventually come to preserve the charisms
from the secularization of the darkening empire. The essence of Christian initiation was
untouched, the charisms remained sheltered in monasteries, and the once democratized
ministries were subsumed into the official ecclesial offices and sacred ministries of the
hierarchy – but that is the topic for my next chapter.
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A CHARISMATIC PNEUMATOLOGICAL PRAXIS: LAY MINISTRIES
CHAPTER FOUR

Chapter 4.1 Introduction
In light of my previous chapter, I would argue that there has been a clear and
growing theological emphasis placed on the charismatic nature of the church since the
Second Vatican Council; I would also argue that the rediscovery of charisms has
impacted the development and understanding of contemporary ministries within the
Roman Catholic Church. In my analysis of Küng, Rahner, Congar, McDonnell and
Montague, the charisms and thus charismatic ministries are each oriented toward the
process of building up the church. In response to the anointing and the action of the Holy
Spirit, each individual Christian is baptized into a ministering community of disciples.
Each baptized Christian is given charisms and called to charismatic ministry. Each of
these charismatic ministries, in Pauline teaching, is aimed at building up the body of
Christ – in every age and culture. Thus, if we highlight the charismatic structure of the
church, we find a role and function for each individual within the community – a role and
a function determined by the specific charisms given to that individual. Through the great
variety of charisms that can be shared in mutual benefit to this growing community of
disciples, each of the faithful invests their ministries, services and energies in the
recreation and reshaping of the church in their own time and place. Each Christian
conscientiously cooperates with the Spirit and breathes new life into those parts of the
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church that were not alive; each and every sacramentally-baptized, charism-bearing
Christian (whether lay or ordained) becomes a spiritual midwife for new life in the
church. These charisms, then, have made the baptized faithful fit and ready to undertake a
variety of tasks that are advantageous for the ongoing renewal of the Church. 698
In one sense, the Second Vatican Council may have brought an end to the
theological narrowing of ministry that had dominated the Roman Catholic Church for
centuries, particularly following the elevation of hierarchical ministries and sacramental
ordination. 699 I would suggest that the Council brought an end to this narrowing by first
recalling the rich, biblical teaching on ministry and service found in the New Testament,
especially in the Pauline epistles. Second, as previously stated in Cardinal Suenens‟
council speech of October 1963, he had emphasized the Pauline teaching that these
charisms had been given by the Spirit to all the baptized, and not to the ordained
ministers alone. Third, during the Council‟s intense debates on Lumen Gentium, the
assembled bishops had voted to place the chapter on the People of God prior to the
chapter on the hierarchy, thereby emphasizing the common baptismal mission that all
Christians share. When the Council Fathers then went on to adopt a three-fold emphasis
on service, charisms and the one common baptismal mission, they had opened the door to
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reflection on a wide spectrum of ministries that would then emerge within post-conciliar
community life i.e. the emergence of ministry from below. In one aspect, those who were
baptized no longer needed official mandates from a bishop to share in the mission of the
church; baptism itself had once again become the central foundation of Christian
vocation, discipleship, service and ministry. 700
In the Pauline epistles, the Spirit was not only the source of all ministry, but the
architect of all its forms. Paul himself used three terms: “charisms” (charismata),
“services” (diakonia), and “energies” (energêmata) to describe the Spirit‟s activity that
was seen as specific forms of ministry (I Cor. 12:4-6). In Peter‟s speech in Acts 2:17-18,
charism, as a basis for ministry, is not confined to a restricted group within the Christian
communities, but is the result of the promised Spirit poured out on the entire People of
God, i.e. “upon all flesh,” both “sons and daughters,” “young,” and “old,” “servants and
handmaids,” etc. Moreover, for Paul, the life of the Christian community – including all
its ministries – was shaped by direct manifestations of the power of the Holy Spirit. The
life in the Spirit of all baptized women and men was and is charismatic in its source, and
service-oriented in its goal. For Paul, the charisms of the Spirit led all to forms of
ministry, and all doing ministries were seen as “God‟s co-workers” (I Cor. 3:9).701
But this begs the real question for me, stated in my original thesis of this
dissertation: Is there a clearly articulated body of shared beliefs, from ecumenical
Pneumatology, that has not informed contemporary practices within the Catholic Church
in regard to the Holy Spirit's influence in all persons, especially the laity? Furthermore,
is there a pneumatology of charisms being taught in contemporary schools of theology,
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seminaries and institutes for ministry in the Roman Catholic Church? To answer these
questions – especially as they relate to the praxis of ministries – I will need to explore
several theologies of ministry, which are representative of many contemporary Roman
Catholic theologians, and find if there is indeed a contemporary charismatic element
present in them that is faithful to both the New Testament and the consensus of teachings
that are found in the actual texts of the Second Vatican Council. In other words, is this
charismatic element explicitly and thoroughly taught in contemporary Roman Catholic
ministry courses, or has this charismatic element, in fact, been neglected, ignored, left out
of discussion – or even intentionally attacked – by the contemporary Roman Catholic
hierarchy?

Chapter 4.2 Background into the Current Status of Lay Ministry

During the years that have followed the Council, an enormous amount of
theological and pastoral literature has been produced on the topic of both the lay persons
and lay ministries. 702 In reviewing the literature, there appears to be three common
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theological points of departure from which a majority of contemporary Roman Catholic
theologians have attempted to articulate their views on lay ministries; Kenan Osborne has
argued that a majority of Roman Catholic theolo-gians have placed a primary theological
emphasis on: 1) the historical terms of klerikos, laikos and ordo; b) the codified canonical
precedents related to these historical terms; or c) the theme of discipleship (which is
favored by Osborne).703 I would also suggest that charisms could be a fourth emphasis
and departure point for a theology of ministries. Let me first begin with an analysis of the
three more common emphases in theologies of lay ministry, and then gradually build an
argument for the addition of charisms as a better theological departure point.

Chapter 4.2.1: The Etymology of Klerikos, Laikos and Ordo
Osborne presents the etymologies of klerikos and laikos as the first and most
common point of departure which many Catholic scholars have used in developing their
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own theologies of ministry. In asking what legitimate conclusions could be drawn from
this body of material, he has concluded that adopting an approach based upon the
significance of these two terms within early Christianity could actually prove to be
counter-productive. Osborne explained that in the earliest strata of Christian spiritual and
apologetic literature, both klerikos704 and laikos705 had been used so sparingly that, in his
opinion, no generalized conclusions were even possible. At the same time, however, he
suggested that laikos – in its most basic sense – had gradually grown to convey a very
clear and direct connectedness to the people – the laos. This connectedness gave a certain
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weight to laikos and suggests that it could not have included others – aliens, foreigners or
outsiders – which seems to reinforce an early understanding on the lay person promoted
by Congar.706 Congar had suggested that the term laikos (more precisely the French term
laïc) was connected to the Jewish and Christian designations for the consecrated people,
in opposition to the profane people – a nuance which Congar suggested was present in
the Greek during and even beyond the first four centuries of Christian ecclesiology. 707
Osborne points out, however, that the histories and etymologies of the terms
klerikos and laikos indicate that the two terms had originally developed completely apart
from each other, and had been unrelated. He suggests that over time, the qualifying
concept of ordo had then come to engender the eventual ecclesiastical and canonical
meanings these terms would have for nearly two millennia. According to Osborne, the
hermeneutical concept of ordo had been borrowed from the Greco-Roman socio-political
world, where various social ordines had been established, 708 that were considered
sacrosanct in the Greco-Roman cultures. Third-century churches had begun to imitate this
“ordered” social structure as Christianity began to spread throughout the Empire,
especially legally, following the edict of Milan. Greco-Roman ordines had been
distinguished from the rest of society - the populus romanus – and this social ordo model
gradually became adopted in the structuring of various Christian communities across the
Empire. As third-century ecclesiastical literature developed, the concept of ordo
gradually came to be associated with the charismatic functions of episkopoi, presbyteroi
706
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and diakonoi. Historically, one could become a member of these new ecclesial ordines by
a ritualized ordination; as a result of this association, the community‟s ecclesiastical
orders gradually came to be considered as klerikos – the clergy, and those individuals not
in such orders were simply considered the laikos-laos – lay people.
As Osborne sees it, ordo became the over-riding hermeneutic through which
klerikoi and laikoi both received their ecclesiastical meaning and structure; this ordo
hermeneutic soon gave rise to various theologies of these ecclesiastical ordines. As
understandings of klerikos and ordo then slowly developed, they gradually took on
shades of meaning connected to 1) the theological descriptions of temple priesthood in
the Hebrew Scriptures, and 2) the theologies of divine order as described in the
cosmologies of both Gregory the Great and Dionysius the Areopagite. So, while the overriding concept of ordo had not appeared in the Christian Scriptures, this under-standing
would appear in the writings of Origen, Tertullian, Cyprian and Hippolytus – who then
each moved the developing theology of orders toward increasingly hierarchical
interpretations of church structure. Osborne notes, moreover, that while the basis for this
development had not been found in the gospel message of Jesus, in many ways, it was
endemic of the repudiated Levitical-Aaronic priesthood that had appears in several New
Testament texts; he argues, in fact, that it was precisely the Levitical-Aaronic priesthoods
that had been displaced by the priesthood of Jesus (i.e. “You are a priest forever in the
order of Melchizedek” – Hebrews 5:6; 7:17). As the historical attempts to theologize
these “sacred orders” gave rise to ordination rituals, once they were standardized, it
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gradually fixed the interpretations into a structure that appeared to resemble a two-tiered
klerikoi-laikoi caste system.709
Before proceeding any further, I would like to suggest that there have been
several Orthodox theologians – Afanassieff, Staniloae and Bordeianu – who have made
some interesting observations and contributions that clearly seem to be of particular value
for Roman Catholic theologies of lay ministry in regard to the development of these
terms. Afanassieff had openly argued that because the church is the new people of God,
each of the faithful constitute the laikos (Russian laic). For Afanassieff, in fact, one could
not be in the church and not be a laic – since each baptized Christian is a member of the
new people of God. He then argued that each laic has been called, as a royal priest of
God, to offer spiritual sacrifices (pneumatikai thusiai) to God through Jesus Christ; as
such, each member of the Church, then, is set apart for ministry as the royal priesthood –
ministering as priests to God the Father, in the one common priesthood of the laikoi.
Afanassieff even boldly asserted that the laikoi all serve God together as klêrikoi, and as
klêrikoi they are all laikoi.710 I consider this to be highly significant, especially in light of
the fact that Afanassieff had been quoted by Roman Catholic bishops within the official
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debates during the Second Vatican Council, and that his own understanding had been an
influence upon Lumen Gentium, in its sections on lay people and on local churches. 711
Staniloae‟s particular contribution of value to Roman Catholic theologies of lay
ministry stems directly out of his understanding of communion ecclesiology. This
particular approach had allowed him to identify three separate concepts of priesthood – a
natural priesthood, a universal priesthood, and the ordained priesthood – which the entire
church together shares in by virtue of its participation in Christ‟s very own priesthood. 712
Within the vision of Staniloae, the ultimate expression of the communion between the
clergy and laypeople is the locus of Divine Liturgy, where a “prayerful dialogue” of
communion and complementarities works together, since all sacerdotal acts can only be
accomplished by the entire people of God. Bordeianu suggests that Staniloae‟s
considerations about the mutual interdependence of the ordained and people, or what was
identified as the hierarchical and communal characteristics of priesthood, had been a
much needed perspective within Orthodox ecclesiology. According to Bordeianu,
Staniloae had built on the work of other Orthodox theologians (e.g. Afanassieff,
Schmemann, Florovsky, Zizioulas, and Nissiotis), while also benefitting from mutual
dialogue with Roman Catholic theologians, most especially Congar, from the period of
the Second Vatican Council onward. As Bordeianu suggests, this engagement of
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Orthodox and Catholic theologians on the interrelationship of the priesthood and the
people has been of great benefit to both churches. 713
Osborne, himself, had seen contemporary ecclesial and ministerial implications to
all the theological research on the laity following the Second Vatican Council. First, since
the Vatican II documents seem to base all mission and ministry of the church upon the
mission and ministry of Jesus, all ecclesial mission and ministry must have a
Christocentric basis. Second, since Jesus himself was, technically, neither cleric nor lay,
it follows that his mission and his ministry are themselves, technically, neither cleric nor
lay. Osborne notes that the Council documents stress unity within diversity, and the
common origin of all mission and ministry in Jesus himself. This centrality of Jesus and
the proclamation of his divinity are part of every Christian mission and ministry, whether
clerical or lay, ordained or non-ordained.
As such, while I can appreciate the klerikos/laikos etymology (especially
conditioned by ordo), and the nuanced corrective implications offered by the Orthodox
theologians mentioned, I do find myself also questioning the resulting ecclesial
implications of basing a theology of lay ministries within a matrix of etymologies that are
conditioned – not by biblical revelation – but by non-Christian, socio-political, constructs
of order.714 I find myself reluctantly agreeing with Osborne that the klerikos/laikos
etymologies may not be the best departure point for the study of lay ministries. I also find
myself agreeing that one should consider a more biblical basis for a theological departure
point from which to understand lay ministries, especially in a post-Conciliar atmosphere
of growing ecumenical sensitivity.
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Chapter 4.2.2: Cleric/Lay Distinctions in Roman Catholic Canon Law
Osborne had also questioned whether the canonical use of the terms “cleric” and
“lay” might be a good point of departure from which to consider a theology of lay
ministry. Since the time of Gratian, the Roman Catholic Church has set down a legalized
justification of the highly dichotomized cleric/lay structure, and seems to have attempted
to generalize Christians into a two-tiered cleric/lay framework. In the 1917 code, canon
107 states:
Ex divina institutione sunt in Ecclesia clerici a laicis distincti, licet non
omnes clerici sint divinae institutionis; utrique autem possunt esse
religiosi.
By divine institution there are in the Church clerics distinct from the laity,
although not all clerics are of divine institution; both clerics and laity may
be religious.
Osborne suggests it is incorrect to state that the cleric/lay distinction is of divine
institution on the basis of Sacred Scripture, primarily because there is not enough biblical
evidence with which to substantiate that this cleric/lay distinction is of divine institution.
In fact, the footnote to canon 107 mentions a reference to the Letter to Clement, which
had made use of the term laikos, yet also mentions the fourth canon found in the decree
on the Sacrament of Holy Orders, issued from the Council of Trent, which had used the
Latin terms for “ordination” and “priest” (although not the term “cleric”), as well as the
term “layman.” Here, Osborne argues somewhat convincingly that the Clementine and
Tridentine textual references actually offer no theological proof that this cleric/lay
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structure is of divine institution – the two texts simply indicate that there is a sharp
distinction between the layman and the ordained priest.715
Osborne suggests that the texts of the Second Vatican Council had been nuanced
in a way that modified this primarily canonical-juridical approach – which seems to
suggest a two class system – after several centuries of institutional clericalism; he argues
that the Council Fathers had intentionally located sacred ministries within the greater
community of the People of God (Lumen Gentium 18, 32), implying a much broader
ministerial approach.716 Despite these efforts, when the new Code of 1983 was finally
promulgated, the revised canon (207.1) read as follows:
Ex divina institutione, inter christifideles sunt in Ecclesia ministri sacri,
qui in iure et clerici vocantur; ceteri autem et laici nuncupantur.717
By divine institution, there are among the Christian faithful in the Church
sacred ministers, who in law are also called clerics; the other members of
the Christian faithful are called lay persons. 718
Osborne suggests that the terms cleric/lay and their specific meanings in the new Code of
Canon Law (1983), are highly “juridical.” While the Code, here, states a description of
715
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the cleric/lay positions, and in what manner these clerics and laypeople presently act
(c.1983), what makes the cleric different from the lay person and the lay person different
from the cleric seems to have been intentionally left undetermined in the new canon. I
might suggest, from my own reading of the texts and their historical development, that
this concept may have been potentially left open for debate, or at least left unsettled, by
the close of the Council. Unfortunately, however, this has lead to a proliferation of
divergent views since its publication. 719
Since Osborne had previously determined that the terms “cleric/lay” were foreign
to the New Testament, he suggests that Catholics simply cannot say that a juridicalinstitutionalized, two-class structure of ecclesial ordering is “of divine institution;” on the
contrary, he argues that the precise terminology of both “cleric” and “layperson” –
together with its juridical overtones – which rise from third-century (and much later)
theologies, and is therefore “of human origin,” which is Osborne‟s rather pejorative way
of referring to the development of doctrines within magisterial teachings. Since Canon
law is largely based upon these magisterial teachings of the Roman Catholic Church, the
incorporation of such teachings into canon law does not make these canons, even
indirectly, the source or foundation of these teachings. 720 While I would not hold his
pejorative reference to the gradual development of doctrine, I would agree with Osborne
that canon law is also clearly not the best or even primary theological departure point for
discussing the nature of lay ministry.

Chapter 4.2.3: The Meaning of Discipleship
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Osborne suggests that a better theological basis or foundational departure point
from which to discuss ministry is that of discipleship. As contemporary Roman Catholic
theology has deliberately attempted to be more scripturally-based than its preceding
Tridentine and Counter-Reformation theologies, he argues that many scholars are now
making a concerted effort to base their theologies of ministry upon the data in the New
Testament – an effort that has caused a change in perspective for Catholics – as Osborne
suggests that there is general agreement that these scriptural texts may not primarily
addressed to a leadership group, but the broad-based discipleship within these Christian
communities. He articulates that all ministry is discipleship-based ministry, and that
discipleship-based ministry is meant for all the followers of Jesus; as such, the New
Testament description of discipleship is his favored departure point from which to
describe and define all categories of ministry, and discipleship is the actual grid against
which all ministries are judged for their Christian validity. 721
In analyzing the concept of discipleship in each of the four gospels, Osborne finds
a strong basis for his thesis. Consider the following points:
In Mark, the kingdom of God is the central focus, and whoever wishes to
understand this kingdom must look to Jesus as teacher and healer. All those who had
aligned themselves with Jesus – his disciples (mathetai) – share in his mission of
preaching and healing; even the twelve mathetai who were sent out (apostelle), do
exactly what Jesus and all his other mathetai were doing – preaching and healing, and
these twelve – who all fail Jesus – are not set up as a new priestly leadership caste. In
fact, by portraying the weakness of these twelve, Mark focuses his audience‟s attention
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on one‟s discipleship to Jesus, and not to a hierarchical in-group. He does not portray a
“cleric” in any sense, but what each and every follower of Jesus – male or female, rich or
poor, leader or non-leader – should be, and should not be, as his disciple. 722
In Luke-Acts, the preaching (kerygma) and teaching (didache) of Jesus and the
disciples is central. All of Jesus‟ followers were to proclaim this material, including the
twelve (9:1-6), the seventy-two (10:1-16), and the entire community of disciples (24:47).
These disciples are men and women, both leaders and followers, both Gentiles and Jews;
Luke clearly addresses all of these disciples, even though Jesus selects twelve to be his
special “emissaries” that are sent out (apostoloi) to witness to him, although all of his
disciples have been given knowledge of the secrets (mysteria) of the kingdom of God.
Jesus‟ final words in Luke (24:36-53) are given to all the disciples – not simply a
leadership group – who are then charged to make other disciples. And the Eleven, who
are completed with the addition of Matthias, only appear twice more as a special group:
in addressing the Pentecost crowd (2:14), and in the selection of the seven deacons (6:26). After that, the twelve, as a special group, simply vanish; in Luke‟s writing, we are not
given a clear account of their specific role. Osborne suggests that from this we cannot
deduce two separate ways of following Jesus i.e. one way for his disciples and another
for these twelve in the inner circle; Luke indicates that the church is made up of servants,
and that ministry was made up from the community of disciples – not from a two-tiered
community with a “sacred order” in it. Jesus, according to Luke, is the model of
discipleship for all, and every follower is called to that servant-ministry of being
disciples.723
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In Matthew‟s gospel, Jesus is at the center of the kingdom of heaven, and the
focus is on the dual crisis of ecclesial identity and moral authority; we find the answers to
what a disciple should be, and what a leader should be. True disciples of Jesus, male or
female, Jew or Gentile, leader or non-leader, are presented in the ideal of the “Sermon on
the Mount;” for Matthew, each and every disciple is presented with the ideal of what his
or her life in Christ ought to be. Who are the disciples of Jesus if not the “blessed”
(makarioi) of the beatitudes? Jesus‟ disciples are salt and light, live by a higher ethic,
share with the poor, pray, fast, and trust completely in God, follow the golden rule of
charity, and center their lives in Jesus. The leadership of Matthew‟s own ecclesia is
indirectly warned about titles, where they sit, and ostentatious clothing; Osborne seems to
think that Matthew quietly wishes for the eradication of nascent clericalism – the
prestige, trappings, monopolies, domination, etc. – and Matthew charges every leader to
mirror the life of Jesus and act on his words. Community leadership is measured by
nothing else, in effect, than the measure of discipleship which every follower must live;
there is no higher standard distinct from general spirituality, and no mention whatsoever
of episkopoi, presbyteroi and diakonoi. In several references, the twelve are called
disciples (tous dōdeka mathetas) by Matthew; it would appear that Matthew‟s ecclesia
may have had its own power and authority struggle, and that the author was reminding all
of the principles of discipleship that are to be found in both the Sermon on the Mount and
in the actual life of Jesus.724
In the Johannine gospel and epistles, Osborne notes the development of a new and
higher Christology, a unique Pneumatology, and an overriding ethic based on the law of
love (agape). John is very clear to articulate his own ecclesial unity against the followers
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of John the Baptist, the Jewish leaders who had expelled Christians from synagogues, and
other Christians who had “separated themselves from the community” over
Christological affirmations of the divinity of Jesus. The “beloved disciple” clearly speaks
in a commanding, authoritative way, and there is leadership and ministerial roles in the
Johannine community, but there is no evidence of any klerikos/laikos model, or a
portrayal of “sacred orders” within his community; his ecclesial structure is one of house
churches, centrally linked by traveling missionaries, and they clearly seem to be quite
egalitarian as regarding the roles of men and women: Martha and Mary, the sisters of
Lazarus, are clearly portrayed as disciples; the Samaritan woman is presented as the first
missionary; the mother of Jesus receives a key role with the beloved disciple; Mary of
Magdala is the first to visit the tomb, the first to whom the risen Jesus appears, and the
one who announces to the disciples that she has seen the risen Jesus. But how one comes
to be a leader is never specified in any of the Johannine writings. There is some mention
of prophets in the book of Revelation, but even with the evidence of incipient structures
of leadership, the Johannine material has as its major goal the formation of true disciples
of Jesus; these writings are directed to all followers of Jesus – male and female, slave and
free, Jew and Greek – to all Christian disciples, and the qualities and traits that are
presented as essential marks of believers apply to all disciples in the Johannine ecclesial
structures.725
In the authentic Pauline epistles, written rather independently of each other,
Osborne has demonstrated how Paul presents his own presence and authority – with the
clear self-identity of a Christian leader and apostle. He mentions other leaders – Timothy,
Silvanus and Sosthenes – and identifies charismatic leaders – apostles, teachers, prophets,
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evangelists, episkopos (only once), diakonos (twice), hyperetes (servants), shepherds, the
twelve – in major roles within the house churches and larger communities he visits. He
gives primary place to the apostles, and identifies himself as one, but it is not clear how
others become part of church leadership or exactly how these house churches were
structured. A major feature of his epistles is that they are mainly written to various
Christian communities; they are not directly addressed to leaders within these
communities (although he does extend greetings to leaders in the end of each epistle). In
general, Paul is not addressing any form of klerikoi/kleros or any form of ordo, and there
is no indication that he is speaking to a large group of non-leaders or non-ministers that
would later be referred to as laikoi/laos. Therefore, it would clearly be very difficult to
draw distinctions between any leadership group and the rest of the gathered Christians in
the Pauline epistles. Nevertheless, Paul does address Christian communities, and, as such,
contemporary exegetical research can offer us some key issues from Paul‟s own vision of
discipleship: First, he stresses that the central focus of every disciple should be God.
Second, the centrality of Jesus and the disciple‟s relationship with Jesus dominate Paul‟s
thought and action. Third, the mystery of God and the mystery of Jesus can only be
entered through the community, which is also a mystery, made up of other disciples.
Fourth, prayer is seen as central to the daily life of a disciple. And fifth, all disciples are
called upon to live a highly Christocentric ethic in one‟s pattern of life; as such, Paul
presents each church with principles and motives by which they can struggle towards
resolution. For Paul, then, to live as a disciple of Jesus, one must live in a community of
disciples, whose service to others is modeled on Jesus himself. In community, the life of
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Jesus is open to all, male or female, slave or free, Jew or Gentile – since in Christ,
through baptism, all are one.726
Osborne also analyzes the concept of discipleship in both the deutero-Pauline
epistles as well as the so-called Catholic epistles, all of which, most scholars agree,
appear to have disputed authorship and dating. In recognizing their canonical status, he
offers some brief ideas and concepts about discipleship in these writings:
In addressing Titus, a community leader with some sense of authority, the author
instructs him to appoint some presbyteroi, who appear to have a vague leadership
function; the presbyteros/episkopos is the steward of God‟s house (theou oikonomos), and
must have a grasp of the didache so that he can present and defend sound teaching and
refute error. But after he presents the administrative qualities of the
presbyteros/episkopos, the rest of the letter and the bulk of his teaching deals with the
theme of true discipleship, not leadership. A similar kind of organization of leadership is
apparent in I Timothy, which also deals with erroneous teachers, who are possibly
Jewish-Christian “doctors of the law” (nomodidaskaloi); here, too, the leaders are to
oppose their influence with teaching and preaching that is based on the sound corpus of
the didache. The necessary qualities and characteristics of both the episkopos and the
diakonos are delineated, and two references to the presbyteroi are connected to the action
of presiding at communal or liturgical prayer and in the laying on of hands; nevertheless,
the precise differences between these three types of leadership remains unclear at this
historical stage, and there is no indication of cleric/lay or ordained/non-ordained division
within the community. Then, in II Timothy, we have a letter addressed to a precise
individual, where Paul is presented as the model of Christian leadership, especially for a
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community such as this intended audience, which appears to be encountering some level
of internal turmoil. 727
In Osborne‟s estimation, I Peter is thought to be, at base, a baptismal homily
addressing discipleship, since it is clearly directed to the Christian community at large;
we do not seem to have a specific two-tiered klerikos/laikos structure, but a very pastoral
encouragement of the kind of discipleship each Christian strives to emulate. II Peter,
however, is quite different, in that it comes from a later date (mid second century), and
addresses a Greek community based in a pluralistic setting, that is highly open to
philosophical debate; the text is speaking to a highly educated, fairly broad group of
Christian disciples, and not a particular group of leaders. The letter of James, on the other
hand, is an exhortation written to a Palestinian Jewish-Christian community of disciples
after the destruction of Jerusalem, which clearly identifies the new Israel, the true Israel,
as the new ecclesia – the new People of God. Here, a small group of teachers in the
community exits, but it is the disciples themselves that are challenged to bring about a
peaceful solution to the internal squabbling and judgmental behavior that has highlighted
the disunity and sinfulness of this particular community. Presbyteroi are mentioned in
relation to the prayers for the sick, but, otherwise, their precise role is left unclear.
Osborne suggests some have “mistakenly concluded” that 5:16 is the institution of a
sacrament, but he notes that the text here actually indicates that Christians are told to
confess their sins to one another, and that they should pray for one another; he clarifies
that certain issues such as “priestly power,” “jurisdiction” and the “power to forgive sins
by an official of the church,” technically, are all extraneous to the text itself. His
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impressions, however, seem rather forced to me, and his bias clearly comes to the
surface. 728
Jude, according to Osborne, is also addressed to a community of disciples, even
though their community clearly possesses a leadership group (the apostles of our Lord
Jesus Christ – v.17), whose teaching is to be recalled and heeded; what is not clear,
however, is whether or not this leadership group can be restricted to the twelve, or other
apostles, in general. Hebrews is also a letter addressed to a community of disciples. Its
rebuking denial of the need for any other “priest” (hiereus) after Jesus has made his
eternal sacrifice – once and for all – is quite clear; the Levitical-Aaronic priesthoods have
been terminated. By the second century we begin to see the hierarchical structuring of
episkopos/presbyteros/diakonos referred to as hiereus or priestly leadership, and
specifically in connection with the term ordo;729 Osborne suggests that these later
historical developments of priestly-hierarchical structuring seemingly clash with the
theological approach taken in this canonical epistle, although I think he is overstating this
“clash.” For Osborne, even the passing allusions to “baptisms” (note the plural) and the
“laying on of hands” (6:2) does not present us with unqualified examples of sacramental
ordination; yet, at the same time, I do not agree with his suggestion that every attempt to
see an ordination in these texts is pure conjecture.730 At the same time, however, Osborne
is clear in identifying that the author of Hebrews has written to the community of
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disciples in general – and presents the priestliness of Jesus to these very same disciples,
in general:
Indeed, the splendid portrayal of Jesus the priest relates, both textually and
contextually, more to the priesthood of all believers than to an ordained
priesthood. Textually and contextually, the presentation of Jesus as priest
(hiereus) has per se no direct relationship to a hierarchical Christian ingroup. In other words, this document cannot be utilized in any direct way
as a “manual for seminarians” or a “manual for priests.” The author uses
the priestliness of Jesus more as a “manual for discipleship.” 731
Osborne, then, has concluded that the New Testament documents speaks
overwhelmingly about discipleship, and only present “small windows on church
leadership.” He deduces from his own analysis that the New Testament instructs all men
and women in the way they can become disciples of Jesus. These texts do not present a
two-tiered way of discipleship i.e. one way for leaders, and one way for followers, but a
common portrait of true discipleship that all must strive to emulate in their lives. In fact,
it is clear that Christian leaders are charged by these texts to reflect and give evidence of
their very own discipleship as the most basic criterion for leadership positions within the
community of disciples. In that sense, Osborne concludes, New Testament documents
present this “manual of discipleship” – not as the “hierarchy‟s book,” but as the “people‟s
book.” And as such, Osborne sees discipleship as the only departure point on which one
may base any investigation into the legitimacy of ministries from these communities of
disciples – including any and all forms and expressions of “lay” ministries. 732
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Chapter 4.3 O’Meara, Charisms and Ministry

The argument for basing all ministries – including lay ministries – upon a
departure point of Christian discipleship can be articulated with a certain amount of
common sense. I would, however, qualify Osborne‟s third departure point with the
addition of a fourth point, specifically that of the charisms of discipleship. In order to
argue this point effectively, I need to develop his third theological concept of
discipleship-based ministries further. For this development, I will now turn primarily to
the insights of Thomas F. O‟Meara, whose popular revised textbook, Theology of
Ministry733 has become a standard text in a great many Roman Catholic ministry courses
throughout North America, especially in the United States and Canada.
O‟Meara begins by immediately confessing the obvious: he is not writing a text
that is based upon contemporary Roman Catholic ecclesial documents; his revised text is
a particular attempt to situate a theology of ministry that is based upon the texts of the
Hebrew and Christian Scriptures, the contemporary experience of expanding parish
ministries, and the empowering presence of the Holy Spirit in ecclesial life – an ecclesial
life that is continually in the process of expansion and renewal.
[I]f one looks at the ever growing churches with many languages and
cultures, with more and more women and men eager to volunteer their
baptismal charisms and service (which are prior to every ecclesial ministry
and office), one under-stands why the Spirit, which is the life principle of
a diverse community with its potentialities and responsibilities seeks to
find forms which enable the expansion of Church and Gospel. Supporting
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this vision is St. Paul‟s metaphor and theology of the Body of Christ in
which “the Spirit living in you” (Rom. 8:11) brings “all sorts of services”
for the church (I Cor. 12:5).734
For O‟Meara, each man and woman is baptized into a community that has a particular
vision of humanity, based upon a faith in an unseen divine presence that is essentially and
unavoidably ministerial. Since all Christian faith is based in community, all Christian
community is inherently ministerial. This understanding means that every Christian is a
minister with an ability to serve.735
According to O‟Meara, throughout Christian history there has been a temptation
to reduce ministry to an office of leadership, and to turn the ministerial community into
one that passively attends a sacred cult. Each time this reduction occurs, the organic Body
of Christ is deformed into a caste system, where baptism becomes divine insurance rather
than a divine commission. In the texts of the New Testament, however, Jesus and the
Spirit do not invite disciples to a life of passivity, but a life of servant ministry to the
kingdom of God. Following the Second Vatican Council, a burst of ministries broke forth
that had not been dictated by the Council itself, but that steadily expanded the concept of
ministry and brought about many questions about church structure.736
O‟Meara suggests that the post-conciliar period saw ministry expand in four
specific ways: first, the diocese and the parish began doing much more; second, new
ministries began to appear; third, people without any orders or vows began entering
ministry; and finally, there was the creation of new ministries which brought thousands of
people into very public roles of ministry and leadership who were not priests. Ministry
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itself was suddenly in transition, and Christians began to ask why there were lists of
various gifts and ministries in the epistles to the Romans and Corinthians, when there was
only one active role in the church – that of the priest; new parish models involved a staff
of full-time ministers, and a community of ministers, led by the pastor, with their own
education, expertise, gifts, talents and commission. O‟Meara suggests that the entry of
non-ordained people into public ministry roles was a remarkable phenomenon; the simple
fact that thousands of women and men emerged into specific lay ministries over the last
half-century was and is a powerful, unique development in the past millennium of the
Catholic Church. 737
O‟Meara argues that the Council had determined several new theological
impetuses from older, venerable traditions and earlier theologies; one of these main
impetuses was recognized in the duty of bishops and priests to shepherd the faithful, to
recognize their charismatic gifts of service, and encourage their use of charisms in
building up the Body of Christ. The sacrament of baptism was given new appreciation,
and its re-emphasis, in turn, raised the issue of a universal call to ministry that was
incumbent upon all the baptized faithful – the entire People of God. In fact, for O‟Meara,
all ministries begin with the Spirit‟s charisms – whose ends are to serve and build up the
kingdom of God; these charisms have prompted the global church to an expansion of the
contemporary understanding of ministry. Each of these promptings, in turn, have been the
result of dynamic moments from within the history of the Church; basic forms of past
theologies and past ecclesiologies lie behind the emergence of various ministries beyond
those of the hierarchy. According to O‟Meara,
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[C]harisms lead into the life of the church and are the foundation
[emphasis mine] for the ministries building up the community (I Cor.
12:7; 3:7, 16; Rom. 12:4, etc.), and so charism is the contact between the
life of the Spirit and an individual personality. … In the Christian
community, a living organism, there is no inactive group nor spiritual
elite. … The fullness of baptism, the universal access to God, the
avoidance of dualism, the basic equality of men and women in the
kingdom of God – these biblical themes supersede subsequent divisions.
One cannot make sense of today‟s parish in light of the clergy/laity
distinction interpreted in a strict dualism. … Ministries differ in
importance, and distinctions among ministries (and ministers) remain, but
they are, according to the New Testament, grounded upon a common faith
and baptismal commissioning. 738
In O‟Meara‟s opinion, the dual theologies of the People of God and the Body of Christ
are clear indications that ministry should be ordinary for all the baptized. He believes
that the model of ministry that arose after the Council goes far beyond the performance of
small numbers of clergy and religious in relation to the rest of the church; in reflecting
upon the expansion of ministry during the last few decades, contemporary Catholics are
able to conclude that the Spirit is determined to continually broaden the ministries
originating from Christian baptism. 739
I think O‟Meara is correct in clarifying that the way one views the kingdom of
God will determine the vitality and accuracy of one‟s vision of Jesus‟ call to ministry; the
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presence of the Spirit in our world enables all baptized disciples to minister in freedom. If
one‟s charism and, therefore, ministry is to be effective, how one responds to revelation
in faith must make the grace of God concrete; it is clear that the New Testament describes
charisms and ministries in the form of specific, concrete services – services whose names
are taken from their actions i.e. preaching, teaching, evangelizing, healing, etc. O‟Meara
argues that contemporary Christians experience less than the richness of ministry found
in the New Testament communities; in recognition of this, he argues that contemporary
theologies of ministry must develop an understanding of the rich experiences of the early
Christians. Moreover, in turning to the early church experience we must revisit the
primal, original revelatory experiences – not to revivify exactly these historically
conditioned forms, but to discover what these early Christian communities held as
essential and charismatic.740
In the New Testament, we find that ministry is the activity of the Spirit in coworkers. Jesus calls his followers to a discipleship of charismatic service. What that
meant became clear after his resurrection and the Spirit‟s descent at Pentecost. Slowly the
disciples realized that this meant that following Jesus and his Spirit meant a life of
service for all and by all. Pneuma, charisma and then diakonia are the realizations of the
wide horizon that scripture designates as “the kingdom of God.” The risen Christ lives
and works through the Holy Spirit; Jesus became “a life-giving Spirit (I Cor. 15:45). For
O‟Meara, their mutual relationship of dynamic presence (the Kyrios as Pneuma) and
representation (the Pneuma as Kyrios) emerges as the key to understanding the pneumatic
existence of the risen Christ (Rom. 1:4; I Cor. 15:45); as such, all forms of ministry are
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grounded in imitation of the historical Jesus and in the personal response to the
charismatic call of his Spirit.741
In the Pneumatology of Paul, the word charisma is a facet of the realm of grace
(charis) that extends to each baptized disciple; each individual is given a charisma in
which this freely bestowed charis is concretized. Etymologically, charism has tones of
graciousness, generosity and joyful liberality. Paul did not create the term charisma, but
he used it in a new theological nuance and richness. It is also used in Romans to express
several rich meanings of the Spirit‟s contact with humanity. For Paul, the primal charism
is “eternal life in Jesus Christ, our Lord” (Rom. 6:23), which is the source of all other
charisms; living in the kingdom of God, the disciple of Jesus experiences a life in the
Spirit that brings pneumatic gifts and charismatic services. Paul also refers to charismatic
gifts as “energies” (energêmata – I Cor. 12:6, 11), that also lead to ministries. 742 O‟Meara
suggests,
Perhaps these different Greek words represent nuances, theologies, or
communities whose identities are lost to us, but the message of the Spirit‟s
activity in variety is clear. For each word, the reality described is power
from the Spirit. The community‟s life… is embraced by the horizon of the
Spirit, and the Holy Spirit works charismatically in the personality of each
Christian. The presence of the Spirit in baptized men and women is a life,
but one which is diaconal in terms of its goal. 743
According to O‟Meara, the lists of such diaconal charisms and ministries as found
in the epistles to the Romans, I Corinthians and Ephesians are not intended to be
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complete lists, and do not, for Paul, exhaust or limit charisms. These lists, in fact, actually
indicate expansive, open manifestations of ministry by the early communities of
disciples. Early Christian communities would not have understood an ecclesial limitation
of charisms or ministries to an elite group or a hierarchy; a sign of the healthy life of
early Christians was to accept charisms that resulted in a variety of ministries. For
O‟Meara, all church ministry is grounded in charism; the Christian life in the Spirit is
ministerial, and the church community lives within an atmosphere of ministry coming
from the charisms given to and present in its disciples‟ lives. 744
Each ministry (diakonia) is a particular kind of church action (Rom. 12:7), and
includes all the serving and evangelistic roles within a community (Eph. 4:12). Service
flows from the community and is channeled in charismatic ministry; but the concept of
ministry as service (diakonos), suggests O‟Meara, has not always been translated well.
Once this diakonos was Latinized into ministerium, it was soon overshadowed by
officium. The Reformers preferred minister, hoping to emphasize the servant nature of the
term, although this was unacceptable to Counter Reformation Catholicism. Still, the
contemporary rediscovery of the word ministry with its etymological sense of service
captures the role as a graced activity that is a particular service by the people of the Spirit.
But regardless of what terminology is used in contemporary cultures, the dual ecclesial
motifs of the People of God and the Body of Christ carry with them the radical
understanding that ministry is a charismatic activity to, from and of all disciples. 745
O‟Meara concludes his comments by offering a definition of ministry:
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Christian ministry is the public activity of a baptized follower of Jesus
Christ flowing from the Spirit‟s charism and an individual personality on
behalf of a Christian community to proclaim, serve, and realize the
kingdom of God.746
Ministry, as the epistles of the young ecclesial communities in the New Testament show
us, began with verbs: preaching, evangelizing, being sent, serving, etc.; but in the course
of history, and in dialogue with Greek philosophy and Roman political structures, the
developing churches exchanged this verbal dynamism for a more static way of being.
Verbs became nouns, and actions became social states (priesthood, clergy, hierarchy,
office, etc.). This linguistic shifting began to improperly depict a reservoir of beings
(people marked by grace) rather than a concert of agents (graced people in service). In
New Testament theology, each and every disciple participates in ministry through their
personalized charisms. And while O‟Meara‟s argument for the charismatic base of all
ministries may be defined and critiqued as a form of Christian “functionalism,”
functional forms of ministry clearly presume the primary importance of the individual‟s
spiritual life and some sense of order in the communities of disciples. Ultimately, then,
for O‟Meara, this kind of charismatic base for ministry will free Christians from “a
church life that is only a cult and contagion of sacrality.” 747 These are strong, biting
words depicting a stagnant ossification of Roman Catholic ecclesial structures, charisms
and ministries.
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Chapter 4.4: Power on Lay Ministries: Established, Un-established and Reestablished

David N. Power takes O‟Meara‟s argument for a charismatic base of ministry one
step further in his text, Gifts That Differ: Lay Ministries Established and
Unestablished. 748 Using a pneumatological phenomenology of charisms, he sets out to
reclaim all lay ministries through the charismatic base of gifts within the Christian
communities. Power will clearly argue that each and every disciple is possessed the Holy
Spirit, and that, together, the community shares a fullness of charismatic gifts; as such, all
the disciples are together responsible for the life, expansion and ministries of the growing
churches.
Following the Second Vatican Council, and the publication of two unrelated
ecclesial texts by Pope Paul VI, the church began to consider its self-image and universal
call to holiness as the People of God. In Ministeria Quaedam, Paul declericalized the
roles of acolyte and lector, which, historically, had been minor orders, and encouraged
the official assumption of these roles by unordained lay men; then in Evangelii
Nuntiandi, Paul endorsed the concept that the whole church is missionary, and that the
laity shares in this mission by virtue of having received the sacraments of initiation. The
ecclesial principle that the laity were to share in the mission and ministry of the church –
on the basis of their share in Christ‟s own mission and ministry – was soon being actively
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promoted across the global Catholic Church. 749 Congar – who had contributed greatly to
the Council Fathers‟ understanding of the laity – was able to comment in 1965 that the
Council had introduced “a new equilibrium into ecclesiology” whose consequences could
not have been fully anticipated by the assembled bishops, and would take considerable
time to reconcile, both in theory and praxis. 750
The image of the People of God which prevails today has far-reaching
effects on the way in which the respective missions of clerics and laity are
conceived and lived. According to this way of looking at the church, it is
the church as God‟s People which receives and bears Christ‟s mission and
is his sacrament in the world. The primary mission is not given to the
hierarchy... Christ‟s mission and Spirit are given to the body of the church,
so that laity and clergy share in their respective ways in the one mission of
God‟s People and in the triple office of Jesus Christ as Priest, Prophet and
King.751
Congar‟s influence upon the ecclesiology and developing theology of the laity in
the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, Lumen Gentium, and in the subsequent
documents is incontestably great; his understanding of the laity‟s share in the priestly,
prophetic and royal offices in virtue of their baptismal consecration placed the mission
and the ministry of the laity in a new perspective, and made it possible to approach the
clergy-laity problem from a single, organic source: Christ‟s own mission and ministry.
This same pattern was then followed in the Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity,
Apostolicam Actuositatem, which established particular charisms as sources of special
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callings that were particular to the temporal order; this theme was also articulated in the
very last conciliar document, the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern
World, Gaudium et Spes, which explicitly corrected the false perception of dualism
between the secular and the sacred, or between sacred ministry and service of the
world.752
For Power, the legitimacy of both ecumenical dialogue and the exegetical study of
the episcopacy make it possible for all lay Catholics to inquire into the reality and
possibilities of ministry in the church. Much of the factual information derives from
exegetical studies of ministry in the New Testament, especially the authentic letters of
Paul which lay claim to his authority, as well as the Acts of the Apostles and the so-called
Catholic epistles. Power suggests that most foundational interpretive principle is that
these Christian communities existed prior to their ministries; thus, the specific needs of
communities – which are based upon their mission – were the primary determinative
factors in their creation of ministries. Ministry, then, came from the Spirit of God as a
participation in the diakonia of Jesus Christ, and a sharing in his power to heal and
reconcile humanity to God. The charismatic origin of these services (diakonia) is based
upon the Holy Spirit‟s external provision of gifts for the exercise of ministry; since the
Spirit is seen to blow where and how he wills, it is these free gifts of the Spirit that
determine the nature of the ministry to be conferred, as well as the person to be gifted
with these charisms. 753 For Power, then, it is this Pauline understanding of the
charismatic that is realized in the variety of services or ministries that come forth from
the community of disciples:
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This is the Pauline sense of charism. The Spirit gives to the one to whom
he comes a knowledge of the mystery of Christ, as he also teaches
compassion and teaches how to pray. It is on this basis that a person learns
how to speak the word, how to comfort, how to lead, or how to heal. Basil
of Caesarea in his treatise on the Holy Spirit has a clear grasp of this sense
of charism. Basil felt that all gifts and all services flowed from the inner
light of the Spirit which permitted the person gifted to behold and
contemplate the mystery of the Father revealed in the image of the Son.
From this there flows, he said, the knowledge of mystery, the gift of
prophecy and of healing, and all other gifts, and finally godlikeness. 754
For Power, this understanding of charism and service is the reason why the model of
discipleship is the foremost model of ministry; it is from and through these charisms of
the disciples, that the call to any service or apostolate is identical with discipleship.
Charisms, thus, are gifts of the Spirit that result in ministries to the church and the world;
they originate in discipleship and stem from each individual‟s life in the Spirit – from the
outflow of the disciple‟s following of and adherence to Jesus Christ.755
According to Power, the picture of the church that emerges from the Acts of the
Apostles is dominated by the sending of the Spirit of Jesus upon the disciples, and this
Spirit‟s continuous presence in the church itself. And since the message of Pentecost is
that the Spirit is poured out upon all, Power suggests that this Pentecost-event clearly
establishes “a charismatic perception of Christian life and of community ministry.”
Moreover, the presence of the Spirit of Jesus in the church links each disciple with Jesus,
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and empowers each disciple to exhibit the same quality of life and ministry that Jesus did;
in fact, the whole future of the church is to be guided by the Spirit, and is to be a witness
to the power of the Spirit of Jesus in bringing about a new creation that touches all of
humanity. 756
For Power, then, a community‟s self-identity determines the way ministry
develops. By examining how the community experiences the kingdom of God, and the
consequent shape of its own identity, one can begin to see the foundation of the
ministerial reality of each community. In each of the New Testament communities, for
example, how their own disciples experienced the kingdom of God, helped to determine
and discern the legitimacy of their charisms and ministries within their community;
ministry, then, exists as a quality or fruit of the church community – as a cohesive unit or
corporate body – before it is a predicate of any of its individual members. 757
In his fifth chapter, Power goes on to suggest that the most remarkable
characteristic of the contemporary development of ministries within the Roman Catholic
Church stems from the post-Vatican II renewal of parish community life – especially
where elements of vital grass-roots renewal gave rise to a more abundant vision for and
variety of lay ministries. Within renewed post-Vatican II communities of faith, individual
disciples slowly began to rediscover their call to service in the Spirit, and, in particular,
the charisms whereby each individual disciple in these communities could work together
to share in the common evangelical mission of the church. 758
Power also notes that, over time, the New Testament meaning of ministry –
expressed in symbolic words such as diakonia, exousia and charis – began to suffer a
756
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kind of sedimentation; this sedimentation occurs when symbolic words are translated and
re-translated into conceptual meanings that are then used to support a defined, juridical
structure. Power suggests that such a debilitating sedimentation occurred with the word
ministry itself, since, for many centuries, ministry had come to be applied only to the
activity of the sacramentally-ordained members of the church – the hierarchy. Since the
Second Vatican Council, technically, had not employed the word ministry for the
activities of the laity, Power argues that a historical sacralization of the term had
occurred that eventually came to impose a precise limitation on the way in which the
term was used.759 A long-term process of sacralization, desacralization and
resacralization has resulted from the debilitating sedimentation of this term, as well as
other sacramental terms:
It has been necessary to treat of the desacralization of the rite of ordination
and of the desacralization of the rite of baptism in order to put the
discussion of lay ministry into proper focus. On the one hand, the
desacralization of the sacrament of order makes it possible to look to
baptism for the foundation of the call to service and ministry in the church.
On the other hand, the desacralization of baptismal practices makes it clear
that this is done with the reality of the believing community in mind. 760
Power then continues this correlation:
The theology of ministry, if it is to serve the renewal of its practice, needs
to explain how baptism constitutes a call to share in the mission of the
church, while at the same time making proper allowance for the sacrament
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of order. The symbol of the “holy people” is a good starting point for a
theology which brings these two factors together in a harmonious fashion.
The symbol stands out to best advantage when it is applied to the people
who have been initiated into the church through baptism and gather
together for the celebration of the eucharist. 761
Power reminds us that the symbolic images of the “holy people” and “royal priesthood”
have been frequently used to express the symbolism proper to baptismal initiation – as
distinct from ordination. Lumen Gentium, moreover, distinguished between the
priesthood of order and the priesthood of the laity. But, as Power notes, this begs the
question that asks whether some call to ministry comes through baptismal initiation into
the People of God. He responds, by suggesting that the baptized have been sacramentally
immersed into a mystery that is both the foundation for the disciple‟s holiness of life as
well as the foundation for the disciple‟s share in the mission of the Christian
community. 762
If this ecclesial reality is identified with the sealing with the Spirit which
brings people into the sacramental and eschatological community, then it
can be seen as the one ground of both grace and charism. Rather than
explaining grace and charism as two quite distinct effects of the one
sacrament, they can be explained as organically interrelated effects. In
other words, there is an inseparable connection between what is generally
called grace and what is generally called charism. They are both gifts of
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the Spirit, bestowed on those who share in the mystery of the church so
that they can take full part in its life and mission. 763
For Power, then, grace is the illumination or enlightenment that gives knowledge of the
Lord, Jesus Christ, and, thereby, the possibility of divinization; charisms, on the other
hand, are the gifts of service that result from this enlightenment and divinization of the
individuals within this community of disciples. 764
Finally, for Power, there is clearly a link between the sacrament of order and
sacrament of baptism that can be made – in line with early church tradition – and that is
signified through the charism of leadership. As one of the distinct charismatic gifts that
result from baptism, it is a key charism that is sought by the church in those specific
candidates approaching the sacrament of order; it is not a charismatic gift possessed by
all the baptized, since it is a specific charism that is considered proper to a particular
function (i.e. in traditional Christian terminology, one particular state in life), yet it is
found as a charism that comes from the anointing with the Spirit in baptism, and belongs
properly to the mystery of the church which is celebrated in sacraments of initiation. In
light of this, the ministry of order is clearly rooted in the universal call to mission and
ministry that is common to membership in the People of God – those who have been
sacramentally initiated into a community of disciples through baptism. 765

Chapter 4.5 Boff and Further Thoughts on Charisms and Lay Ministries
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In 1981, Leonardo Boff, a Franciscan and liberation theologian, published a
controversial text entitled, Church: Charism and Power.766 While it quickly became a
well-known benchmark for Catholic approaches towards liberation theology, 767 it
contains a remarkable closing chapter that actually advocates for an alternative ecclesial
structure – one in which charisms become the organizing principle of the church. Boff
suggests that Paul had originally introduced the concept of charism within the specific
context of organizing the ecclesial community; Paul himself had presupposed that the
new ethos begun by the Gospels had been based upon a profound mystical experience of
the presence of Christ and the Spirit – as living, active realities in the lives of early
disciples.768
For Boff, Paul used charism as the structuring element of the new Christian
communities, whose sudden and powerful appearance had symbolized the eschatological
beginning of the end-times. Charisms and the fullness of the Spirit had arrived, and were
no longer seen as unexpected or extraordinary; Paul had identified these charisms as
concrete functions that the community of disciples exercised for the good of all. In fact,
Paul could not envision a non-charismatic member of the church, since each member of
the community occupied a decisive role, and now shared an equal dignity that built up the
unity of the whole. For Paul, the essential health of this ecclesial model was preserved in
the agreement that, “all the members must be concerned for one another” (I Cor. 12:25).
As a result, Boff argues that each baptized Christian is charismatic, and that each charism
766
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is the function of a member of the community of disciples. Moreover, as each charism is
seen in the function of a member of the community, each Christian, then, is
charismatic. 769
For Paul, it is precisely this charismatic dimension of ecclesiology that becomes
the very pneumatic force (dynamis tou Theou) that gives rise to various institutions and
that keeps them alive; but it is also clear that charism is much more fundamental than
institution. According to Boff, all charisms are constitutive of the church – in their
essence and nature – and not simply optional elements in the life of the church. Through
their use, the Spirit unifies the charismatic community, and builds up its horizontal
dimensions. Moreover, Boff notes, not much theological subtlety, sophisticated
argumentation, or recourse to authority is needed to discern whether a gift, service, or
work comes from God. It is sufficient enough to observe its function and measure its
usefulness for the community; the norm is such that no one should seek their own selfinterest but, instead, the interest of others. To that end, it is the charism of those who
exercise leadership within the community (Boff here suggests this was the original
function of the episkopoi) that have as their primary charism the responsibility for
harmony among the many and diverse charisms within the charismatic community of
disciples. In fact, Boff notes, when the New Testament characterizes the role of episkopoi
(bishops), it was chiefly in their responsibility to oversee that everything functioned
satisfactorily; contrary to our contemporary understandings, their original charismatic
function had nothing to do with either 1) the sacraments or 2) presiding over liturgical
worship. 770
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Chapter 4.6 Ecclesial Conundrum: Is Paul Confronting Peter Once Again?

With a critical eye, I clearly observe that there has indeed been a trajectory of
specific theological development of this charismatic element or dynamic within the
Roman Catholic Church since Cardinal Suenens‟ dramatic speech on the Council floor.
However, I can also critically observe that, while this charismatic trajectory has been
present in council documents, the worldwide development of the Charismatic Renewal,
the theology of council periti and other Catholic theologians, this charismatic trajectory
has not always surfaced or been integrated with the larger bulk of official Roman
Catholic magisterial teaching – as is evidenced in this section on lay ministries as a
contemporary theological development within the global Catholic Church, in faith and
practice. Consider the following two ecclesial documents: Christifideles Laici and
Ecclesiae de Mysterio.
First, on December 30, 1988, Pope John Paul II promulgated the post-synodal
apostolic exhortation Christifideles Laici, as a response to the 1987 Synod of Bishops,
who met in Rome to discuss the topic of the vocation and mission of the lay faithful in
the church and world; this ecclesial text was the first official recognition and
documentation of the pastoral growth and development of the laity within the Roman
Catholic Church, since the conclusion of the Second Vatican Council some twenty-two
years previous, specifically by the bishop of Rome.771 The pope had clearly expressed his
satisfaction with the progress of collaboration that had been taking place between the
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priests, religious and laity following the specific encouragements of the Council‟s
bishops in the documents of Vatican II.772
In his section entitled, “Ministries and Charisms, the Spirit's Gifts to the Church,”
Pope John Paul II begins by noting the first of several points:
The Second Vatican Council speaks of the ministries and charisms as the
gifts of the Holy Spirit which are given for the building up of the Body of
Christ and for its mission of salvation in the world. Indeed, the Church is
directed and guided by the Holy Spirit, who lavishes diverse hierarchical
and charismatic gifts on all the baptized, calling them to be, each in an
individual way, active and co-responsible. We now turn our thoughts to
ministries and charisms as they directly relate to the lay faithful and to
their participation in the life of Church Communion. 773
Here, he is explicitly relating ministry and charisms as gifts of the Spirit, and calls all
baptized members of the community to an active co-responsibility for the mission of the
church. It seems to me that he believes the lay faithful have charisms and ministries with
which they participate in the life of the ecclesial community. He goes on to first describes
the ministries derived from holy orders, and then follows that section with section 23
entitled, “The Ministries, Offices and Roles of the Lay Faithful,” 774 in which he clearly
states,
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The Church's mission of salvation in the world is realized not only by the
ministers in virtue of the Sacrament of Orders but also by all the lay
faithful; indeed, because of their Baptismal state and their specific
vocation, in the measure proper to each person, the lay faithful participate
in the priestly, prophetic and kingly mission of Christ. The Pastors,
therefore, ought to acknowledge and foster the ministries, the offices and
roles of the lay faithful that find their foundation in the Sacraments of
Baptism and Confirmation, indeed, for a good many of them, in the
Sacrament of Matrimony.775
Here, the Pope specifically acknowledges that because of “their foundation in the
sacraments of baptism and confirmation,” the lay faithful can participate in “ministries,”
“offices” and “roles” that are to be both acknowledged and even fostered by the clerical
hierarchy. Pope John Paul II has clearly recognized that all lay men and women are called
to ministries, offices and roles in the mission and ministry of the Roman Catholic Church
itself.
This acknowledgement clearly seems to reaffirm the original encouragement
found in the aforementioned texts of the Second Vatican Council. Let me highlight an
important point: the Pope clearly acknowledges that lay people have ministries, and that
they also have offices and roles in the ecclesial reality that is the community of disciples.
In the official Latin text, he uses the three specific terms: ministries (“ministeria”),
offices (“officia”) and roles (“munera”). The Latin reads,
Pastores igitur debent christifidelium laicorum ministeria, officia et
munera agnoscere et promovere, cum eadem sacramentale fundamentum
775
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habeant in Baptismo et Confirmatione et pro eorum pluribus etiam in
Matrimonio.776
Pope John Paul II has also clearly based these ministries, offices and roles of lay men and
women within their own individual baptismal participation of the priestly, prophetic and
kingly mission of Christ. As such, he confirms their baptismal nature, noting that it falls
within the primary duty of pastors to acknowledge these various ministries, offices and
roles of the lay faithful, while exercising “the maximum care to institute them on the
basis of Baptism, in which these tasks are rooted.”777
In support of this baptismal basis of the various ministries, offices and roles of lay
men and women, the Pope goes on in section 24 to speak of the connection of the
charismatic graces to these ministries.
The Holy Spirit, while bestowing diverse ministries in Church
communion, en-riches it still further with particular gifts or promptings of
grace called charisms. These can take a great variety of forms... Whether
they be exceptional and great or simple and ordinary, the charisms are
graces of the Holy Spirit that have, directly or indirectly, a usefulness for
the ecclesial community, ordered as they are to the building up of the
Church, to the well-being of humanity and to the needs of the world…
Even in our own times there is no lack of a fruitful manifestation of
776
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various charisms among the faithful, women and men… In referring to the
apostolate of the lay faithful the Second Vatican Council writes: "For the
exercise of the apostolate the Holy Spirit who sanctifies the People of God
through the ministry and the sacraments gives the faithful special gifts as
well (cf. 1 Cor. 12:7), 'allotting them to each one as he wills' (cf. 1 Cor.
12:11), so that each might place 'at the service of others the grace received'
and become 'good stewards of God's varied grace' (1 Pt 4:10), and build up
thereby the whole body in charity (cf. Eph 4:16)."778
Clearly, Pope John Paul II saw the connection between all these lay ministries, offices
and roles and the charisms by which the lay faithful could serve others and build up the
People of God, the Body of Christ, as a spiritually-gifted community of charismatic
disciples, here on earth.
However, while this Pope was encouraging the laity to minister with their
charisms, he was also dramatically limiting their use at the same time. While noting that
the Synod Fathers had expressed a desire for “more study” into the relationship of
ministries, offices and roles of lay men and women or what he identifies as the “common
priesthood”779 with the “ministerial priesthood,” Pope John Paul II echoed the need for
clarity as to the “essential difference between the “ministerial priesthood and the
“common priesthood:”
In the same Synod Assembly, however, a critical judgment was voiced
along with these positive elements, about a too-indiscriminate use of the
778
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word „ministry,‟ the confusing and the equating of the common priesthood
and the ministerial priesthood, the lack of observance of ecclesiastical
laws and norms, the arbitrary interpretation of the concept of supply, the
tendency towards a „clericalization‟ of the lay faithful and the risk of
creating, in reality, an ecclesial structure of parallel service to that founded
on the Sacrament of Orders… Precisely to overcome these dangers the
Synod Fathers have insisted on the necessity to express with greater
clarity, and with a more precise terminology, both the unity of the
Church‟s mission in which all the baptized participate, and the substantial
diversity of the ministry of pastors which is rooted in the Sacrament of
Orders, all the while respecting the other ministries, offices and roles in
the Church, which are rooted in the Sacraments of Baptism and
Confirmation. 780
Interestingly enough, following the 1987 Synod on the Vocation and Mission of the Lay
Faithful in the Church and in the World, Pope John Paul II established a Commission to
respond to this “desire” expressed by the Synod Fathers, which was understood to
specifically provide an in-depth clarification of the various theological, liturgical,
juridical and pastoral considerations associated with the great increase of involvement by
the lay faithful in contemporary ministries, offices and roles that had been established and
grown considerably in the two decades between the Second Vatican Council and the
promulgation of Christifideles Laici.781
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While it was never publically revealed exactly who had been invited to or
appointed to this newly established “Commission” that would deal with the “desires,”
questions (and quite possibly some of the inherent insecurities) of the Synod Fathers visà-vis these lay ministries, offices and roles, it is interesting to note a strong correlation
between the publication of three ecclesial statements by the US Catholic Conference, the
national publication arm of the US Catholic Bishops, and a corrective document
published as a joint effort by several curial departments of the Vatican.
In its annual meetings of 1980, 1995 and 2005, the US Catholic Bishops had
published significant documents on lay ministries. The first text, Called and Gifted,
recalled the strong encouragement of the Second Vatican Council for all adult lay men
and women to use their gifts and charisms as ministries for the building up of the church
and the world. Here, baptism and confirmation were the basis for all lay ministries in the
church; all lay men and women had a right and a duty to use their gifts and charisms in
ministry. It also encourage the development of ministries by those laypersons who had
been professionally prepared i.e. baptized Catholics who, either formally instituted or
simply recognized, were being newly designated as lay “ecclesial ministers.” 782
The US Bishops second text, Called and Gifted for the Third Millennium, had
then introduced a clear distinction between the witness and service of the laity whose
primary focus was upon the secular society, and the specific kinds of lay service that
arose within the ecclesial communities, essentially identifying only this latter form of
activity as “ecclesial lay ministry.” Yet, all the baptized were called to co-responsibility
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and collaboration in the church, based upon the mission and ministry of Jesus Christ, the
Good Shepherd.783
The growing question of terminology became central, as the terminology itself
became a lightning rod of controversy within some circles of the church. In 1997, the
Holy See responded by issuing a joint instruction of several dicasteries in the Vatican
Curia, 784 whose stated goal was “simply to provide a clear, authoritative response” to the
bishops, priests and laity who were seeking “clarification” on the “new forms of „pastoral
activity‟ of the non-ordained on both parochial and diocesan levels.” This joint- text
Instruction on Certain Questions Regarding the Collaboration of the Non-Ordained
Faithful in the Sacred Ministry of Priest,785 immediately sparked anger and confusion
across all levels of lay ministries by forbidding all lay men and women from assuming
common ministerial titles such as "chaplain," "coordinator," and "moderator;"786 and
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went on to recommend a more discriminating use of the term “minister.” Avery Dulles
noted,
Some, going beyond this instruction, contend that the terms minister and
ministry should be reserved to the ordained and never applied to
laypersons. Others object that the term ministry should be restricted to the
exercise of an established office in the church. But neither of these
positions seems to be warranted by official Catholic teaching; still less by
Scripture and tradition.787
Dulles continued his critique,
In official Catholic documents since Vatican II there has been a growing
tendency to apply the term ministry to lay activities where the Council
would probably have used apostolate. Ministry is used in particular for
services intended to build up the church from within, whereas apostolate,
to the extent that it is still used, connotes activities directed outward to the
world.788
What Dulles had articulated was a rather odd and anachronistic ecclesial tendency that
many men and women involved in ecclesial lay ministries found restrictive and
disheartening.
Three items stand out as deeply problematic to me. First, the document‟s tone is
deeply confusing; it highlights an ambiguous identification of lay activity within the
church, while also highlighting the completely secular nature of the lay vocation. Second,
while admitting that the Instruction is not a theological treatise on the nature and role of
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the lay faithful in the church, it seems clearly preoccupied with ensuring that the “sacred”
role of the ordained clergy is respected and not undermined by the laity who may – albeit
temporarily – be asked to take up tasks traditionally reserved to priests in the past; so,
while safeguarding the mission of the “sacred ministry,” it seems to be identifying and
narrowing the mission of the lay faithful as purely and only secular in its character.
Third, the title of the Instruction itself betrays a fundamental preoccupation with the
“sacred ministry” of the priest, and immediately indicates its intent to correct what the
hierarchy will go on to describe as the “abuses” surrounding certain pastoral activities
that are “proper” to the domain of the ordained priest, and require the sacrament of orders
for their exercise. So while the document is not primarily aimed at all baptized men and
women faithful, it is clearly corrective to the ongoing development of ministries, offices
and roles of the lay faithful – who, it seems to suggest, do not actually act in ministries,
offices or roles per se – but act only in ways that it now defines as the “sacred ministry”
of ordained priests; if women and men are called upon to serve in a substitutionary
capacity or manner for ordained priests, then these women and men are simply
collaborating in roles that are essentially proper to sacramentally ordained priests and, as
such, considered as “sacred ministry.”
One easily overlooked but significant article would seem to indicate that I am
interpreting the situation correctly. On 29 April 1988, the Vatican‟s daily newspaper,
L’Osservatore Romano, published a one page “reflection” by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger,
then prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, and one of the primary cosignatories of this specific Instruction. In his reflection, which had appeared nearly nine
months after this joint text was issued, Ratzinger indicated that the need for such
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corrective pastoral instruction was motivated by the “abuses” that were seen as prevalent
in North-Central Europe, North America and Australia. He indicated that the various
dicasteries who had jointly sponsored the Instruction had each been concerned “by the
growth of a type of parallel ministry among so-called „pastoral assistants or workers‟ who
are addressed by the same titles as priests: pastors, ministers, and who, when exercising a
leadership role in the community, wear liturgical vestments at celebrations and cannot be
easily distinguished from priests.”789 Ratzinger‟s reflection seems to convey a sense of
fear on the part of the Curial leadership of these combined dicasteries responsible for the
Instruction.
This universal baptismal call to charismatic ministries by all the lay men and
women was only further obfuscated (intentionally or unintentionally) with the highly
anticipated publication of the 2005 document entitled, Co-Workers in the Vineyard of the
Lord, the third and most recent ecclesial text of the US Catholic Bishops on the subject of
the laity and lay ministries. In this new statement, the US bishops have presented a
rationale for naming the more professional forms of ministry by lay men and women as
“Lay Ecclesial Ministry.”790 The specific history of the text is interesting in light of the
fact that it was Avery Cardinal Dulles, 791 who, after a two-year consultation process and
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seven separate drafts, had convinced the bishops to accept the specific wording of the text
regarding “ministry” and “ministers,” by arguing that the drafting subcommittee‟s use of
the term “minister” was actually in complete accord with both the official documents of
the Holy See, and a whole series of documents published previously by the US Catholic
Bishops, themselves. The text of Co-Workers was then immediately approved in the very
next round of voting, with 190 votes in favor, 45 opposed, and 5 abstentions. 792
The US Bishops‟ rationale for their use of the term “Lay Ecclesial Ministry” and
their corresponding use of the term “Lay Ecclesial Minister,” are both situated within the
context of the primary, universal baptismal call to ministry of all lay men and women.
“Lay ecclesial minister” is not itself a specific position title. We do not use
the term in order to establish a new rank of order among the laity. Rather,
we use the terminology as an adjective to identify a developing and
growing reality, to describe it more fully, and to seek a deeper
understanding of it under the guidance of the Holy Spirit…
Notice the immediate pneumatological connection. The bishops then continue,
The term reflects certain key realities. The ministry is lay because it is
service done by lay persons. The sacramental basis is the Sacraments of
Initiation, not the Sacrament of Ordination. The ministry is ecclesial
because it has a place within the community of the Church, whose
School of Theology, Union Theological Seminary, Princeton Theological Seminary, Episcopal Seminary,
Lutheran Theological Seminary, Boston College, Campion Hall (Oxford University), University of Notre
Dame, the Catholic University at Leuven, Yale University, and St. Joseph's Seminary, Dunwoodie. He had
published twenty-two books and over 700 articles prior to his death in 2008, and had served on the
International Theological Commission. Of special note, he was one of theological consultants (along with
Rahner, Küng, Congar, Laurentin, Hurley, Kasper and Ratzinger) assisting Cardinal Suenens with the very
first Malines Document, Theological and Pastoral Orientations on the Catholic Charismatic Renewal.
792
The details of the historical background to this document are taken from the website of the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops, found at the hyperlink:
http://www.usccb.org/laity/laymin/background.shtml.
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communion and mission it serves, and because it is submitted to the
discernment, authorization, and supervision of the hierarchy. Finally, it is
ministry because it is a participation in the threefold ministry of Christ,
who is priest, prophet, and king.793
Here, the bishops are careful to explain several interrelated points. First, they identify
ministry (servitium) as a kind of service (diakonia). Second, they apply the terminology
ministry to certain works by the laity that find their one source in the ministry of Christ.
Third, lay ecclesial ministry is in accordance with the specific lay vocation; as such, it is
distinctive to bringing the secular order into conformity with God‟s plan. Fourth, while
lay ecclesial ministry carries responsibilities rooted in the universal baptismal call and
charisms, public service in the local church requires authorization by the proper ecclesial
(hierarchical) authority. Fifth, any lay collaboration with ordained ministers is not meant
to be a substitution for ordained ministry. Sixth, the lay ecclesial minister typically
expresses a sense of personal call that shapes their life choices and commitment Church
ministry.794 Seventh, the proper preparation for all lay ecclesial ministers requires their
human, spiritual, academic and pastoral formation toward an integrated growth of the
individual. 795 Once the competence of the lay ecclesial minister is established, there must
be a formal appointment to a specific ministry by the bishop, and the announcement of
this appointment, most typically in writing.796
In retrospect, then, Co-Workers in the Vineyard of the Lord is an ecclesial text
that is primarily concerned with the nature, calling, preparation, recognition,
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collaboration and public appointment of professional lay ecclesial ministers in service to
the Church. But then, what has happened to the rest of the Christifideles laici? What of
the universal call to all the baptized lay men and women who have been initiated into the
priestly, prophetic and kingly mission and ministry of Jesus Christ – as his community of
charismatic discipleship?

Chapter 4.7 Concluding Remarks

The mission and ministry of all the lay faithful – the whole People of God – is
clear, despite any partial or even complete obfuscation in the contemporary ecclesial texts
and pastoral realities that we can identify within the Roman Catholic Church. The
universal call to all baptized lay men and women in a community of charismatic
discipleship is the foundational basis for all forms of ministry in the church. It is the
pneumatology of charisms that forces the laity to confront their life in the Spirit, and their
own full and active participation in the mission and ministry of Jesus Christ.
Having questioned Osborne‟s departure points except for the focus on Christian
disciple-ship, and having integrated this resonating concept of discipleship with the
theologies of charismatic ministries based on the original works of O‟Meara, Power and
Boff, I would now argue that the best basis for a theology of contemporary ministry,
specifically lay ministries, can be found in a theology of charismatic discipleship. From
both the Pneumatological and Ecclesiological points of view this is a rich, biblicallybased foundation for a contemporary and relevant theology of ministries. The seeds of
this particular theological approach have clearly been present in the exegetical research
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on the authentic Pauline epistles, the teachings of at least four documents of the Second
Vatican Council, in Cardinal Suenens work as the papal appointed shepherd the
international Renewal in the Spirit / Catholic Charismatic Renewal, in the ecclesial
statements issued by most mainline Protestant, Classical Pentecostal and Roman
Catholic churches over the last sixty years, and in the often overlooked theological
articles and sections of books by Vatican II periti such as Küng, Rahner and Congar, as
well as the self-declared, practicing Catholic Charismatic theologians Montague and
McDonnell, both of whom worked along with Cardinal Suenens and have continued to
promote not only the Renewal Movement, but the biblical and patristic bases for such a
Renewal, both internationally and here in the United States.
In my own view, the pneumatology of charisms has its most profound theological
impact upon contemporary Catholic understandings of ministry; charisms and the
resulting impact of charismatic discipleship within the ecclesial communities bears its
most significant fruit in a contemporary praxis of the ministerial functions of the whole
People of God. I would argue that charismatic discipleship is the foundational ecclesial
basis and structure from which all forms of ministry arise – lay or clerical. Are there
existing ecclesial documents from the Roman Catholic Church that support and nourish
this view? I would answer both yes and no.
When I consider the four Vatican II documents Lumen Gentium, Apostolicam
Actuo-sitatem, Ad Gentes and Presbyterorum Ordinis,797 as I have analyzed them in
chapter one, I find what I would identify as the seeds of a theology of ministry from the
perspective of charismatic discipleship. When I consider the six Malines Documents
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produced under the leadership of Cardinal Suenens, I also have the seeds of this theology.
When I consider that these Malines Documents became the foundation and support
structure for more than two dozen ecclesial statements produced by national Catholic
Bishops Conferences, as well as the basis for the official position of the Vatican and
several popes,798 as I have analyzed in chapter two, I also have the seeds of a theology of
ministry based upon charismatic discipleship. In the works of Küng, Rahner, Congar,
McDonnell and Montague, each of whom was responding to the initiative of Cardinal
Suenens‟ Conciliar speech, in which he issued a challenge to explore the meaning of the
charismatic element of the church, which I analyzed in chapter three, and its meaning for
the future of Roman Catholic faith and practice, I have the seeds of a theology of ministry
based upon charismatic discipleship. Then, with the contributions of O‟Meara, Power and
Boff, we find a fruitful exploration of ministry based upon the Holy Spirit‟s charismatic
gifts, services and energies present within the ecclesial communities of baptized disciples
who identify with and are responding to the mission and ministry of Jesus Christ. So, in
answer to my first question, yes, the church is teaching elements of charismatic
discipleship and ministry of all who are baptized in Christ.
I would not want to lose sight of an important issue, however. I would argue that
with the primary contemporary focus turned toward the Curial legitimacy or illegitimacy
of professional forms of lay ecclesial ministry, and with the growing recognition and
stresses on “lay ecclesial ministers” themselves – while truly an important step in the
effort to encourage professional types of lay ministries – so much recognition and stress
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may also have had the unintentional effect of obfuscating the universal call to ministry
that all baptized men and women receive through their individual share in the priestly,
prophetic and kingly mission and ministry of Jesus Christ, and share within the
charismatic discipleship of their ecclesial communities, as stated in Lumen Gentium. This
is a sad, albeit indirect and unintentional, consequence.
At the same time, the confusing tones of Christifideles Laici (“ministries, offices
and roles” versus the “secular character” which is “proper to the laity”), and Ecclesia in
America (working to transform “temporal realities”), and then the Instruction by the joint
dicasteries, which, I would argue, pejoratively nuanced lay intra-ecclesial activities as
only temporary “collaboration” in the “sacred ministry” that is proper to “ordained
priests.” While laity who are professionally trained may seek to be named and even
recognized as “lay ecclesial ministers,” and designated as “co-workers” in the Lord‟s
vineyard, it is clear that they do so only under the auspices of bishops and presbyters who
seem to be limiting (at worst) or redirecting the energies of the laity (at best) to purely
secular pursuits, and the transformation of the temporal order alone. The tone of fear in
the Instruction, reinforced by the “reflection” of (then-Cardinal) Ratzinger, strikes an
ominous chord, in the symphonic and universal call to both charismatic discipleship and
charismatic ministries by all the baptized faithful – a tone that has obfuscated the
charismatic trajectory more and more in official ecclesial statements on lay ministries by
the Roman Catholic hierarchy.
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CONCLUSIONS
What are we to make of the life and teachings of Cardinal Suenens? What is the
real significance of his impulse for the “charismatic dynamic” at the Second Vatican
Council? What kind of insights can be gained by the Roman Catholic Church, and how
will they impact our practices, and, in turn, impact the way we relate to the other
churches?
It is clear that Suenens was no ordinary man of the Church. Consider his
background and his influence: He was raised by a single mother, in the poverty of a
rectory where his uncle was a priest. He was attracted to the priesthood, languages and
parliamentary procedure at an early age. He was sponsored by the primate of Belgium,
who took an active interest in his education; sent to Rome, he studied canon law, and
obtained dual doctorates in theology and philosophy. There, he learned the art of debate
from some of the finest theologians of his day. He also learned how to maneuver about in
the inner sanctums of the Roman Curial system.
He was a seminary professor, and a university rector that was marked for death by
the Nazi regime. As an auxiliary bishop, he attracted the patronage of the supreme
pontiff, was quickly selected to leadership as an archbishop, and was created a cardinal
with unprecedented speed. He was hand-picked as one of ten presidents of the largest
Ecumenical Council in Church history. As a papal advisor, he was the secret author of a
massive alternative plan that was then promoted by Pope John XXIII and unanimously
adopted by the Council Fathers. He preceded any Roman Pontiff in presenting a papal
encyclical to a General Assembly of the United Nations, and found courage in that
audience to address the universal Church. He was chosen over more senior hierarchs to
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eulogize one pope and would gain unprecedented access to the next pontiff, who
appointed him as one of four permanent moderators of the Council. He championed the
conciliar teachings on the Church ad intra and ad extra, and was charged to oversee the
completion of two constitutions. In Council, he defended the grace of charisms, and
convinced nearly 2,800 bishops of the contemporary, dynamic power of the Holy Spirit.
After the Council, Suenens was named papal representative to the Catholic
Charismatic Renewal, and co-founded the International Catholic Charismatic Renewal
Services. With the help of one dozen Council periti, he published six theological and
pastoral studies on charismatic dynamics known as the Malines Documents. In order to
strengthen many Catholic charismatics who had experienced criticism and
misunderstanding, he wrote A New Pentecost? – just one of twenty-two books he
authored during his career. In 1976, he was awarded the Templeton Prize for Progress in
Religion, for his specific advancement and guidance of the Charismatic Renewal. Even
upon his retirement as Primate of Belgium, he continued to publish his thoughts and
present lectures to Catholic and Protestant groups for another sixteen years.
For many who have taken an initial, cursory glance at his work and life, Cardinal
Suenens was, perhaps, one of nearly two dozen leaders who seemed to draw the attention,
admiration and praise of many during the Second Vatican Council. Looking deeper,
however, it becomes clear that this Belgian cleric was the principal, driving force behind
many of the most proactive decisions and positive fruits of the Council. For example, the
papal endorsement and unanimous adoption of his alternative plan was, in my opinion,
one of the central turning points in the overall direction of the Council. Then, with his
insight to approach ecclesiology ad intra and ad extra, I would argue that Suenens
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provided the theological framework to capture and balance the dynamic, influential
forces of aggiorniamento and resourcement that became the conceptual backdrop to the
sixteen conciliar documents. In his dual responsibility and oversight for Lumen Gentium
and Gaudium et Spes, Suenens exercised unparalleled influence over the most debated
and most rewritten texts, both behind the scenes, and during each of the four autumn
sessions of the Council.
Most importantly, Suenens introduced the concept that charismatic gifts were still
being freely given by the Holy Spirit to all the baptized faithful. Each baptized Christian
has received charisms in order to contribute his or her role in the universal mission to
build up the kingdom of God. It was no accident, then, that Lumen Gentium – a
constitution that was the responsibility of Suenens – would contain six of the twelve
references to charisms that are found in the corpus of Vatican II documents. Or that
eleven of the twelve references speak of charisms being exercised by lay persons i.e. “the
laity” (1), “the lay faithful” (1), “the faithful” (3), “the entire church” (1), “the church”
(1), “each person” (1), “every disciple” (1), “all the people of God” (1), and “those who
were endowed” and subjected to the authority of the apostles (1). In fact, only one of
these twelve references mentions charisms being exercised by the hierarchy – “the
charism of infallibility,” which is actually given to “roman pontiffs,” to “the body of
bishops,” and to the Church in its entirety. In light of this, the documents of the Second
Vatican Council clearly identify the majority of charisms in relation to how they are
exercised by lay men and women; no other Vatican II document speaks of charisms in
direct relation to pastors, bishops or popes.
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Vatican II taught that all baptized laypersons – male and female – are given
charisms by the will of the Holy Spirit, in order to participate in the communion and
overall mission of the Church. Each lay person has both the right and the duty to use their
charisms in the Church. Pastors are called to uncover, acknowledge and foster all the
charisms of the laity, encourage them to show their initiative, and weigh the fruit of lay
charisms without extinguishing them. Charisms are seen to sanctify the Church in
addition to sacramental ministries; they can be extraordinary or simple and widely
diffused, but they are to be received with thanksgiving; they may be desired and even
eagerly sought after, but never rashly sought after or presumptuously expected to bear
fruit. They are spontaneous and independent from ordained ministerial gifts; they are not
a shared participation in gifts proper to the hierarchy, but they are seen to qualify their
recipients and make them fit for roles and offices in the Church. Charisms, as they were
then acknowledged, may even signify evidence of holiness in contemporary men and
women.
Suenens collaborated with theologians and Council periti like Philips, Küng,
Rahner, Congar, Häring, Ratzinger, Haubtmann, Colombo, Tucci, Camara, McDonnell,
Mühlen, Dulles and Kasper. Six Malines Documents were produced that articulate and
develop a theology of charisms, and which soon became the backbone of Rome‟s official
position on the Catholic Charismatic Renewal. Suenens and his collaborators continued
to study, write and articulate a fresh understanding of the Holy Spirit and his role in the
Church, in missionary activity, in the role of the laity, and in the sacramental and
ministerial practices of the Church.
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While it is clear that the one hundred nineteen ecclesial statements that I have
examined and analyzed were diverse and represented a variety of approaches to the
Charismatic renewal, several patterns can be deduced from the entire body of ecclesial
texts, and specifically from those that are Roman Catholic.
First, the Charismatic renewal penetrated directly into the heart of major Churches
between the 1960‟s and the 1980‟s; it surfaced in Anglican, , Lutheran, Methodist,
Presbyterian-Reformed, Baptist and other Protestant Churches, as well as in the Catholic
Churches of Europe, North and South America, Africa, Australia and various island
nations. Second, the vast majority of initial ecclesial statements attempted to understand
the external manifestations of glossolalia or speaking in tongues; a secondary issue, in
order of importance, was the biblical and historical theologies of the “baptism (of, with,
or in) the Spirit,” as well as a question as to the interrelationship between water baptism
and Spirit baptism; there was no universal consensus on whether this experience
constituted a revivification of the Spirit previously received in act of conversion and
water baptism, or whether this experience actually constituted a “second blessing,” which
was a traditional doctrine of some Classical Pentecostal Churches.
Third, while the vast majority of early ecclesial documents had called for some
level of caution towards the Charismatic renewal, each of these churches above had
gradually opened to the movement over additional time, as this was frequently
documented within their historical statements they had produced; a very common caution
was voiced toward the unwarranted proselytism of practicing Christians toward
membership in classical Pentecostal churches. Fourth, with mounting internal pressures
to recognize the individual and ecclesial benefits of the renewal, a variety of churches
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and ecclesial communions had produced a second distinct level of international ecclesial
documentation, mostly supportive, yet clearly with a host of appropriate
recommendations to ensure the internal ecclesial peace and harmony; this included the
Roman Catholic Church, the Anglican Communion, the World Council of Churches, etc.
Fifth, many of the later ecclesial statements recognized the ecumenical benefits of
the Charismatic renewal, as one defining element of the renewal was its ability to
transcend ecclesial boundaries; a high percentage of Charismatics had occasionally, some
even frequently, joined together with members of other churches for Charismatic prayer
and worship, enough to warrant hierarchical interest and even warnings against a loss of
“faith identity” and the adoption of incompatible doctrines. Sixth, the international levels
of Catholic participation in the renewal led to the appointment of a Papal Representative,
Suenens himself, an international coordinating office based in Rome, the establishment of
regular meetings of representatives with the Pope and Vatican Curia, as well as the
pontifical and canonical recognition of “private associations of the faithful” for various
Charismatic groups within the Catholic Church.
With the creation of the International Pentecostal-Catholic Dialogue, the
Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity and roughly 95 representatives from
some Classical Pentecostal Churches established a longstanding ecumenical relationship
with each other. This dialogue allowed theologians from the Catholic and Pentecostal
churches to explore similarities and differences in their approaches toward speaking in
tongues, prophesy, healing, the rites of Christian initiation, and how Christians
understood their membership within the community. As a result of what originally began
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as a simple "dialogue on spirituality," five phases of ecumenical dialogue took place over
a period of thirty-five years.
The most important ecumenical text produced from this international dialogue
came in the publication of On Becoming a Christian: Insights from Scripture and the
Patristic Writings, published in 2006 as the Final Report of the Fifth Phase. The nucleus
of this document is clearly the patristic contributions of Hilary of Poitiers, Cyril of
Jerusalem, Basil of Caesarea and John Chrysostom on the relationship of the charismatic
gifts and the baptism in the Spirit to the Sacramental rites in the earliest accounts of
Christian initiation. The weight and authority of these four Church Fathers allowed the
Catholics and Classical Pentecostals to find deeper meaning and even agreement on
various points in their discussions, and set a clear tone for the potential future of their
joint discussions on the Holy Spirit and his charismatic graces.
In chapter three, I analyzed the writings of five Catholic theologians who worked
alongside Cardinal Suenens in the promotion and understanding of the charismatic gifts
of the Holy Spirit. Hans Küng, Karl Rahner, SJ, and Yves Congar, OP were each leading
theologians at the time of the Second Vatican Council, were each appointed periti to the
Council itself, and were three of the founders of the international theological journal
Concilium, 799 that helped to spread their new views to a wide post-conciliar audience of
Catholic men and women across the globe. Kilian McDonnell, OSB and George T.
Montague, SM had both worked along-side Suenens in the implementation of the
contemporary Catholic Charismatic Renewal that would stretch across the full global
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reach of the Roman Catholic Church. Several conclusions can be made of the combined
efforts of these five theologians.
Küng had been the ghostwriter for the famous October 1963 speech on charisms
by Léon-Joseph Cardinal Suenens that was delivered to the full assembly of bishops at
the Second Vatican Council. In attempting to publically defend the charismatic nature of
the church, Küng later on picked up on two major trajectories of the original Suenens
speech: 1) the charisms as spiritual gifts, and 2) the charisms as personal callings. For
Küng, all baptized Christians had been anointed by the Holy Spirit and endowed with
their own charisms, which meant that it was actually normal to exercise their charisms as
contemporary Christians. Then, in seeing that the charisms could be grouped by their
similarity of function, he determined that every charism was a call to service, and that
every service was a call to a ministry; Küng reasoned that if each baptized Christian had
received charisms, then each baptized Christian was called to ministry. Thus, it was
absolutely erroneous, according to Küng, to think of the charismatic gifts as the privilege
of a few select individuals (e.g. the episkopoi, presbyteroi and diakonoi); charismatic
ministries clearly belonged to the entire community of the faithful.
Rahner, like Küng, heard the Suenens speech on charisms, and decided to
republish some earlier articles, including one that had identified all ordained ecclesial
offices and ministries as charismatic in character. But following both Lumen Gentium and
Küng‟s supporting article, his own view that the non-hierarchical charismata were
"equally important" and "just as essential" as hierarchical offices and ministries, took on
fresh meaning: the plurality of charismatic gifts clearly had a democratizing effect upon
the entire people of God. According to Rahner, Paul envisioned each charismatic grace as
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simultaneously sanctifying the recipient and building up the Body of Christ; charismatic
dynamics belonged to the essence of the Church and would always exist as properties of
the Church. As a trained Jesuit priest, Rahner knew that traditional Catholic mystical
theology had focused on the individual‟s progression in the life of sanctity; by its
historical relegation of charisms to the category of extraordinary mystical phenomena,
they were typically seen as peripheral and unimportant to the mystical life; as a result,
charisms had come to be neglected by the majority of Catholic mystical writers.
Ultimately, Rahner believed that it was possible to recover a theology of charismatic
experiences. Toward the end of his life, with his awareness of the developing “American
charismatic efforts,” Rahner suggested that the contemporary baptism in the Holy Spirit
and charismatic experiences could be necessary for the life of each Christian.
Congar‟s unexpected insight from his conversation with two Orthodox observers
at the Second Vatican Council allowed him to reconsider the inherent connections
existing between ecclesiology, pneumatology and theological anthropology. This inspired
his efforts over the next quarter century to reunite pneumatological anthropology and
pneumatological ecclesiology. He attempted to recover the living Pneumatology that had
been present in biblical and patristic texts, mirrored by Aquinas, and touched upon by
Möhler, but that had largely been forgotten and even replaced after Trent, by devotion to
Mary, to the Pope and to the Eucharist. Following the Second Vatican Council, he clearly
identified the experiences of the contemporary Renewal as this living Pneumatology, and
wrote of the charismatic gifts and the baptism in the Holy Spirit in his magnum opus of
Roman Catholic pneumatology. His efforts brought him the attention of the Pontiff of
Rome, who in great admiration of his theology of the Holy Spirit recognized him as a
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Cardinal, shortly before his death.
McDonnell and Montague, who had both worked alongside Suenens as
participants in this global Catholic Renewal movement, had each previously contributed
to the field of Catholic pneumatology, but their significant joint-text propelled them to
the forefront in the Pneuma-tology of charisms. While Montague does not believe that the
biblical texts allow us to reconstruct a completely certain and consistent rite of Christian
initiation, water-baptism is clearly an essential element to the rite; the laying on of hands
and anointing with chrism oils do not consistently appear in the initial stage, but had been
adopted as elements by the late fourth century. It is, however, assumed in the majority of
biblical texts that there is an experiential dimension to Christian initiation, along with a
clear expectation of charismatic manifestations on the part of the newly-initiated.
Montague implies that the Greek term anakainōsis (“renewal”) suggests that new
outpourings of the Spirit were to be continually sought in the life of a believer, especially
in light of the fact that charisms were considered essential equipment for building up the
local communities of charismatic discipleship.
In the post-biblical texts investigated by McDonnell, he finds that a major
paradigm shift had taken place which drew away emphasis from the “new birth” imagery
of the baptism in the Holy Spirit and charismatic experiences. Whether in reaction to the
feared spread of Montanism or the rise of pilgrimages from Europe and Asia Minor to
Jerusalem‟s new Constantinian Church of the Holy Sepulcher – with its emphasis on
orthodoxy and orthopraxis – the charisms that had been associated with the common
empowerment of all of believers who had received the baptism in the Holy Spirit during
the rite of Christian initiation clearly began to decline; by the end of the fourth century,
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Chrysostom even laments the loss of the charismatic gifts that clearly had been
experienced by Tertullian, Hilary of Poitiers, Cyril of Jerusalem, Basil of Caesarea, and
Gregory Nazianzus. The weight of the fact that the charisms had been a normal part of
Christian initiation and life in the Holy Spirit is emphasized by McDonnell‟s reminder to
us that Hilary, Cyril, Basil, Gregory Nazianzus and John Chrysostom were all later
named Doctors of the Church, whose teachings were seen as identifying the faith and
practice of the Church itself.
With the Syrian emphasis on the “second baptism” of monastic life, the charisms
would eventually come to be associated with the ascetic lifestyle of monastic enclosures,
which would, as McDonnell has suggested, eventually come to preserve the charisms
from the secularization of the darkening empire. The essence of Christian initiation was
untouched, the charisms remained sheltered in monasteries, and the once democratized
ministries were then gradually subsumed into the official ecclesial offices and sacred
ministries of the hierarchy.
In my fourth chapter, I explored how the mission and ministry of all the lay
faithful – the whole People of God – continues despite any partial or even complete
obfuscation in contemporary texts and pastoral realities that I can identify within the
Roman Catholic Church. I believe that the universal call to all baptized lay men and
women in a community of charismatic discipleship is the foundational basis for all forms
of ministry in the church. It is this pneumatology of charisms that forces the laity to
confront their life in the Spirit, and their own full and active participation in the mission
and ministry of Jesus Christ.
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Having echoed Osborne‟s critiques of popular departure points for the study of
lay ministry, I did find myself resonating with the focus on Christian discipleship, and
have attempted to integrate this concept of discipleship with the theologies of charismatic
ministries based on the original works of O‟Meara, Power and Boff. I would now argue
that the best basis for a theology of contemporary ministry, specifically lay ministries,
can be found in a theology of charismatic discipleship. From both the Pneumatological
and Ecclesiological points of view this is a rich, biblically-based foundation for a
contemporary and relevant theology of ministries. The seeds of this particular theological
approach have clearly been present in the exegetical research on the authentic Pauline
epistles, the teachings of at least four documents of the Second Vatican Council, in
Cardinal Suenens‟ work as the papal appointed shepherd of the international Catholic
Charismatic Renewal, in the ecclesial statements issued by most mainline Protestant,
Classical Pentecostal and Roman Catholic churches over the last sixty years, and in the
often overlooked theological articles and sections of books by Vatican II periti such as
Küng, Rahner and Congar, as well as the self-declared, practicing Catholic Charismatic
theologians Montague and McDonnell, both of whom worked along with Suenens and
have continued to promote the biblical and patristic bases for such a Renewal, both
internationally and here in the United States.
In my own view, the pneumatology of charisms has its most profound theological
impact upon contemporary Catholic understandings of ministry; charisms and the
resulting impact of charismatic discipleship within the ecclesial communities bears its
most significant fruit in a contemporary praxis of the ministerial functions of the whole
People of God. I would argue that charismatic discipleship is the foundational ecclesial
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basis and structure from which all forms of ministry arise – lay or clerical. Are there
existing ecclesial documents from the Roman Catholic Church that support and nourish
this view? I would answer both yes and no.
When I consider the four Vatican II documents Lumen Gentium, Apostolicam
Actuositatem, Ad Gentes and Presbyterorum Ordinis,800 as I had analyzed them in chapter
one, I find what I would identify as the seeds of a theology of lay ministries from the
perspective of charismatic discipleship. When I consider the six Malines Documents
produced under the leadership of Suenens, I also have the seeds of this theology. When I
consider that these Malines Documents became the foundation and support structure for
more than two dozen ecclesial statements produced by various national Roman Catholic
Bishops Conferences, as well as the basis for the official position of the Vatican and
several popes,801 as I have analyzed in chapter two, I also have the seeds of a theology of
ministry based upon charismatic discipleship. In the works of Küng, Rahner, Congar,
McDonnell and Montague, each of whom was responding to the initiative of Suenens‟
conciliar speech, in which he issued a challenge to explore the meaning of the
charismatic element of the church, which I analyzed in chapter three, and its meaning for
the future of Roman Catholic faith and practice, I have the seeds of a theology of ministry
based upon charismatic discipleship. Then, with the contributions of O‟Meara, Power and
Boff, I find a fruitful exploration of lay ministry based upon the Holy Spirit‟s charismatic
gifts, services and energies present within the ecclesial communities of baptized disciples
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Specifically, the sections treated in Lumen Gentium 4, 7, 12, 25, 30 and 50; Apostolicam Actuositatem 3
and 30; Ad Gentes 4, 23 and 28; and Presbyterorum Ordinis 9.
801
See a collection of papal speeches, homilies and correspondence on the Catholic Charismatic Renewal
by Popes Paul VI, John Paul I and John Paul II in: Kilian McDonnell, ed. Open the Windows: The Popes
and Charismatic Renewal (South Bend, IN: Greenlawn Press, 1989).
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who identify with and are responding to the mission and ministry of Jesus Christ. So, in
answer to my first question, yes, the church is teaching elements of charismatic
discipleship and ministry of all women and men who are baptized in Christ.
I would not want to lose sight of an important issue, however. I would argue that
with the primary contemporary focus turned toward the Curial legitimacy or illegitimacy
of professional forms of “lay ecclesial ministry,” and with the growing recognition and
stresses on “lay ecclesial ministers” themselves – while truly an important step in the
ongoing efforts to encourage these professional types of lay ministries – this recognition
and stress may have had the unintentional effect of obfuscating the universal call to
ministry that all baptized men and women receive through their individual share in the
priestly, prophetic and kingly mission and ministry of Jesus Christ, and share within the
charismatic discipleship of their ecclesial communities, as stated in Lumen Gentium. This
is a sad, albeit indirect and unintentional, consequence.
At the same time, the confusing tones of Christifideles Laici (i.e. “ministries,
offices and roles” versus the “secular character” which is “proper to the laity”), and
Ecclesia in America (working to transform “temporal realities”), and then the Instruction
by the joint dicasteries, which, I would argue, pejoratively nuanced lay intra-ecclesial
activities as only temporary “collaboration” in the “sacred ministry” that is proper to
“ordained priests.” While laity who are professionally trained may seek to be named and
even recognized as “lay ecclesial ministers,” and designated as “co-workers” in the
Lord‟s vineyard, it is clear that they do so only under the auspices of bishops and
presbyters who seem to be limiting (at worst) or redirecting the energies of the laity (at
best) to purely secular pursuits, and the transformation of the temporal order alone. The
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tone of fear in the Instruction, reinforced by the “reflection” of (then-Cardinal) Ratzinger,
strikes an ominous chord, in the symphonic and universal call to both charismatic
discipleship and charismatic ministries by all the baptized faithful – a tone that has
obfuscated the charismatic trajectory more and more in official ecclesial statements on
lay ministries by the Roman Catholic hierarchy.
Thus, to be completely honest, what I have discovered in my research is both the
clear trajectory of charismatic discipleship and charismatic ministries by all the baptized,
and a slow but very methodical counter-theology or counter-trajectory that seems to be
based in reactionary fear i.e. fear in the real potential for the laypeople to encroach upon
the “sacred ministry” of the ordained hierarchy, and fear of perhaps displacement or loss
of clerical status and privileges. In fact, as I have researched, studied and analyzed the
written documents that have been published by or on behalf of these bishops, it is
amazing to recognize how much these human fears have impacted and greatly limited the
growth of the Charismatic renewal, across the board, in every church and denomination.
I also notice a particular nuance to the expressed fears related to the renewal. In
the beginning, the stated fears of the Roman Catholic bishops seemed to be twofold: 1)
the fear of tongues and other externally extraordinary phenomenon that may not have
been commonly known and practiced; and 2) the fear of the participants‟ potentially
losing their Catholic identity (by what was then determined as an unwarranted
integration with charismatics from other churches). These two fears, which were clearly
associated with the beginnings of the renewal in each church or denomination, including
the beginnings of the Catholic Charismatic renewal, are truly dwarfed by the real,
palpable fear that charismatic experiences and charismatic ministries inherently imply a
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challenge to the legitimate authority of the hierarchy who have jurisdiction over the
churches. I would argue that any potential threats implied by the challenge of the
charismatic ministries of all baptized women and men is greatly lessened when these very
same hierarchical ministries are theologically grounded as the true charismatic
manifestations and functions of the episkopoi, presbyteroi and diakonoi – who each share
in charismatic graces of oversight and coordination of the very same ministries and
services performed by all the baptized men and women who are called to build up the
body of Christ.
An awakened, charismatically-charged movement of lay persons does not
necessitate a threat to any established institutional or hierarchical authority in each local
or regional church setting. I would argue, in fact, that such a movement has the clear
potential to become a very powerful renewal that actually integrates itself across a broad
spectrum of churches and denominations, and is continually discerning within a
community of charismatic discipleship whether it is acting in accord with well
established Roman Catholic pneumatology, which implicitly promotes the clear
understanding that the Spirit never ceases ongoing efforts toward the unity of body of
Christ. I find this to be a refreshing perspective and see much potential for the further,
ongoing theological examination of charismatically-based ministries and charismatic
discipleship as a foundation for all forms of lay ministries, especially since – as Suenens
himself pointed out in his 1963 speech on charisms – the Charismatic renewal has a real
potential to greatly affect ecumenical progress towards the realization of the full unity in
the body of Christ.
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